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January 13, 2022
Dear Senators and Representatives,
Thank you for your outstanding representation of the interests of Washington County residents and
businesses in the 2021 Legislative Session. We are proud of our collaborative approach to bringing
Washington County priorities forward, working through unprecedented times to ensure a full economic
and public health recovery from the pandemic.
In particular, we wish to thank you for the $3.5 million in state bond funds secured for the 4th Street
Bridge over I-694 in the City of Oakdale. We appreciate how three levels of government are partnering
together to deliver a transformative project to the eastside.
We also commend your efforts for the $8 million in state funding for the expansion of U.S. Highway 8
from two to four lanes in Chisago County, which extends into Washington County. This highway safety
improvement will save lives and expand local economies. In addition, we appreciate the $10 million in
state funding for the second daily train to Chicago, which resulted in a full match for the Federal grant
awarded in 2020. These critical infrastructure projects will have a lasting positive impact on our
constituents, business owners, and neighboring counties.
We also appreciate the increases in state funding that our communities have asked for and rely on,
including important investments in funding for youth homelessness prevention, community corrections
probation funding, and operational and maintenance funding for regional parks and trails. Although
more funding will be needed, we are encouraged by the positive direction taken in these critical local
government programming areas.
As we enter 2022, we continue to be appreciative of your leadership and advocacy to make Washington
County a great place to live, work and play for all. When we work together, anything is possible; we
stand at the ready to support you.
Sincerely,

Fran Miron,
District 1

Stan Karwoski
District 2

Wayne A. Johnson
District 4

Gary Kriesel
District 3

Lisa Weik
District 5
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Washington County
Legislative Agenda – 2022
This document represents Washington County’s State Legislative interests for the year 2022. The county is a member of
and, in general, supports the agendas of the Minnesota Inter-County Association (MICA) and the Association of Minnesota
Counties (AMC). The recommendations and platform of these two organizations are included as a part of this document.
In addition, the county has legislative priorities that are specific to county interests and we have included these on
separate sheets with detailed explanations as to the issues and rationale for support. The county would like the support
of the entire delegation in these highlighted areas.
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WASHINGTON COUNTY’S VISION, MISSION, GOALS, AND VALUES
Vision:
A great place to live, work, and play…today and tomorrow.
Mission:
Providing quality services through responsible leadership, innovation, and the cooperation of
dedicated people.
Goals:
•
•
•
•

To promote the health, safety, and quality of life of citizens.
To provide accessible, high-quality services in a timely and respectful manner.
To address today’s needs while proactively planning for the future.
To maintain public trust through responsible use of public resources, accountability, and
openness of government.

Values:
1. Ethical: to ensure public trust through fairness, consistency, and transparency.
2. Stewardship: to demonstrate tangible, cost-effective results, and protect public
resources.
3. Quality: to ensure that services delivered to the public are up to the organization’s
highest standards.
4. Responsive: to deliver services that are accessible, timely, respectful, and efficient.
5. Respectful: to believe in and support the dignity and value of all members of this
community.
6. Leadership: to actively advocate for and guide the county toward a higher quality of life.
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WASHINGTON COUNTY CONTACT INFORMATION
District 1

Commissioner Fran Miron
E-mail: fran.miron@co.washington.mn.us

651-430-6211

District 2

Commissioner Stan Karwoski
E-mail: stan.karwoski@co.washington.mn.us

651-430-6212

District 3

Commissioner Gary Kriesel
E-mail: gary.kriesel@co.washington.mn.us

651-430-6213

District 4

Commissioner Wayne Johnson
E-mail: wayne.a.johnson@co.washington.mn.us

651-430-6214

District 5

Commissioner Lisa Weik
E-mail: lisa.weik@co.washington.mn.us

651-430-6215

Kevin Corbid

County Administrator
E-mail: kevin.corbid@co.washington.mn.us

651-430-6002

Address

Washington County Government Center
Office of Administration
P.O. Box 6
Stillwater, MN 55082-0006

_____________________________________________________________________________
Margaret Vesel
Legislative Representative
Larkin Hoffman
8300 Norman Center Drive
Suite 1000
Minneapolis, MN 55437-1060
E-mail: mvesel@larkinhoffman.com
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952-896-3371

TRUNK HIGHWAY 36 AND COUNTY STATE AID HIGHWAY 17 (LAKE ELMO AVENUE)
INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
Position:
Washington County supports the appropriation of $15 million in state funds to match existing state,
federal, and local funds for the Trunk Highway 36 and County State Aid Highway 17 (Lake Elmo Avenue)
Intersection Improvement Project.
Issue:
Washington County is leading the Trunk Highway (TH) 36 and County State Aid Highway (CSAH) 17 (Lake
Elmo Avenue) intersection improvement project, in cooperation with the Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT) and the cities of Lake Elmo and Grant.
The project location is the existing at-grade signalized intersection of TH 36 and Lake Elmo Avenue.
Traffic on Highway 36 has increased more than 20% since the St. Croix Crossing project was completed
and is expected to continue to grow another 20-30% by 2040. Additionally, this corridor is seeing a
significant increase in truck traffic, which is expected to continue with the development of a major
Canadian National rail yard under construction just across the state border in Wisconsin. The result is
this intersection has become a major safety concern. Between 2016 and 2018, this intersection had 90
reported crashes with one fatality.
TH 36 is a critical regional corridor that directly serves two states, Minnesota and Wisconsin, two
counties, Ramsey and Washington, and 10 cities, Roseville, Maplewood, North St. Paul, Oakdale, Pine
Springs, Grant, Lake Elmo, Oak Park Heights, Stillwater, and Bayport.
The proposed project preserves existing capacity along TH 36 by constructing an intersection
improvement and adding frontage road connections south of TH 36. The design will accommodate
multimodal transportation and will include trail connections to support bicycle and pedestrian
movements, as well as provide accommodations for future transit options along TH 36.
Support and Opposition:
MnDOT, the Metropolitan Council, and the cities of Lake Elmo and Grant support this project.
Previous Consideration:
This project was submitted for consideration in 2021.
No Action:
If the proposal is not enacted, crashes are expected to continue to increase as traffic continues to grow.
Financial Implications:
The cost of the TH 36 and Lake Elmo Avenue Intersection Improvement Project is estimated to be $40
million. It is expected that federal grants will provide $10 million, local agencies (county and cities) will
provide $15 million, and the remaining $15 million will come from state funds.
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Contact Person:
Wayne Sandberg, County Engineer/Deputy
Director Washington County Public Works
651-430-4339
wayne.sandberg@co.washington.mn.us
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WASHINGTON COUNTY HISTORIC COURTHOUSE RESTORATION
Position:
Washington County supports $2.5 million in state bonding for exterior building restoration and roof and
dome replacement for the Washington County Historic Courthouse. This funding will be matched with
$2.5 million of Washington County funds.
Issue:
As the oldest standing courthouse in Minnesota, the Washington County Historic Courthouse conveys a
sense of civic pride to residents and visitors from across the region. In 1971, it was placed on the
National Register of Historic Places and has since functioned as a community gathering space and a
tourist attraction.
The Historic Courthouse is part of the Washington County Parks system and is open for daily tours and
features exhibits, and provides public spaces. Its rotating museum exhibits have highlighted history from
all parts of Minnesota, and events and tours draw almost 10,000 visitors a year.
Washington County has provided continual investment in this historic facility. Recent major projects
have included replacing retaining walls, new carpet, updates to the building fire suppression systems,
window rehabilitation, and brick exterior tuckpointing.
The exterior, roof, and dome of the Historic Courthouse is deteriorating due to its long service life.
Notably, leaks in the roof require immediate replacement. Additionally, tuckpointing is required to
address cracking and wear on the exterior walls to prevent further damage to the historic structure. An
iconic wooden dome at the peak of the roof, the highest viewpoint in Stillwater, requires complete
restoration. Repairs to the roof, exterior, and dome of the Historic Courthouse would ensure that the
building will continue to serve as a historical touchstone, a tourism driver, and a state asset.
Washington County commissioned a complete building and site assessment for the Historic Courthouse.
The resulting report concluded that, while the building has been well maintained, repairs to the exterior,
roof, and dome are required. Washington County is now actively seeking funding to deliver this project
in a responsible, cost-effective, and timely way that will ensure that the Historic Courthouse can
continue to be enjoyed for generations.
Support and Opposition:
Local partners and agencies support this project. The general public has provided comments supporting
the need for restoration and repairs to the Historic Courthouse.
There is no known opposition to this project.
Previous Consideration:
Washington County included the Historic Courthouse restoration project in the 2021 legislative
platform.
In 2019 and 2020, Washington County submitted the Historic Courthouse exterior restoration project to
the Minnesota Historical and Cultural Heritage Program (Legacy Grants) and did not receive funding.
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No Action:
If funding is not allocated to Washington County, the proposed project will either be delayed, or scaled
back significantly. Within five years, the deteriorating condition of the Historic Courthouse may force
Washington County to close it.
Financial Implications:
By replacing the roof and dome and restoring the brick and mortar, the county will extend the life of the
building for almost a century, allowing residents and visitors to continue to enjoy it. Maintenance of the
building, which the county is responsible for, would also be greatly reduced.
Contact Person:
Sandy Breuer, Parks Director
Washington County Public Works Department
651-430-4371
sandy.breuer@co.washington.mn.us
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WASHINGTON COUNTY LAND AND WATER LEGACY PROGRAM
Position:
Washington County supports the Lessard-Sams Outdoor Heritage Council (LSOHC) recommendation for
the 2022 Legislature to fund the “Washington County Habitat and Restoration Partnership” proposal at
$4.2 million to protect more than 300 acres of land through conservation easements.
Issue:
Support from the LSOHC would continue the work that Washington County is doing to protect natural
habitat and sources of clean groundwater, especially considering a potential 25% growth in population
by 2040.
Support and Opposition:
Resident support for the county’s Land and Water Legacy Program (LWLP) was demonstrated by a 2006
voter referendum authorizing $20 million in bonding. Residents know the quality of land and water
around them enhances their health, wealth, and well-being and continue to support ongoing protection
of water, natural features, and creatures as high priorities in residential surveys and comprehensive
planning efforts. Moreover, cities are increasingly partnering with the county LWLP to support their land,
water, and open space protection priorities. This project has regional benefits through the location of the
St. Croix and Mississippi rivers in Washington County.
Previous Consideration:
This is the first request of a potential series of requests to expedite investment in the county Land and
Water Legacy Program’s high priority areas.
No Action:
In the past two years, Washington County has completed eight land acquisition projects and many
more are in motion. This increased demand has strained existing capacity, resulting in the need to
pursue direct funding through the Outdoor Heritage Fund dedicated specifically to Washington
County. Without action, project opportunities will be missed or much delayed due to staff and funding
capacity.
Financial Implications:
County matching funds are proposed for $720,000 over the next four years. Together with
landowner donations, these sources will provide 40% leverage to the state funds requested.
Background materials:
LSOHC: LSOHC (mn.gov)
Washington County LWLP Program: Land and Water Legacy Program | Washington County, MN Official Website
Minnesota Land Trust: The Minnesota Land Trust — Your partner in protecting and restoring
Minnesota’s lands and waters. (mnland.org)
Proposal Contact Person:
June Mathiowetz, Senior Planner
Washington County Administration
651-430-6016
june.mathiowetz@co.washington.mn.us
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT INCENTIVES
Position:
The Minnesota Legislature should provide financial incentives to counties that exceed objectives for
landfill diversion.
Issue:
Washington County supports additional state funding or financing to counties to equitably fund goals
and mandates in state statute for solid waste management. This includes waste processing and
emerging technologies to create a stronger and more circular Minnesota economy. Counties in the Twin
Cities Metro Area are required to manage waste higher on the Minnesota Waste Management
Hierarchy and achieve objectives of the Metropolitan Solid Waste Policy Plan. Current state funds
through SCORE grants and local recycling development grants are based on population, and not on
performance. The county supports directing state funding or financing to serve as incentives to counties
that implement integrated systems that exceed waste diversion goals, and that reduce net greenhouse
gas emissions to help the state achieve its climate management goals.
Washington County has been committed to developing and implementing an integrated waste
management system targeting waste reduction and recycling efforts to work towards achieving the
state’s metro-wide 75% recycling goal. The county also supports waste processing to recover valuable
materials and energy from waste rather than landfilling it. As a leader in environmental protection, the
county continues to invest in waste reduction, reuse, and recycling, including organics diversion, as well
as funding a robust collection program for household hazardous waste materials. In addition,
Washington County jointly owns and operates the Recycling & Energy Center, a waste-to-energy
processing facility in Newport, Minnesota, with Ramsey County through the Ramsey/Washington
Recycling & Energy Board, thus renewing the county’s commitment to these longstanding efforts.
Support and Opposition:




Ramsey County and Hennepin County would likely support this initiative as their actions are the
same or similar to those of Washington County.
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency is drafting legislation for the 2022 legislative session
proposing an increase to the state’s Capital Assistance Program funding.
Partnership on Waste and Energy (PWE), Minnesota Solid Waste Administrators Association
(SWAA), Association of Minnesota Counties (AMC), Minnesota Inter County Association (MICA),
Minnesota Resource Recovery Association (MRRA) all support appropriation of all state solid
waste management tax funds designated to waste management activities, as well as increasing
funding into county SCORE grants.

Some counties that are not actively processing waste and/or are operating and supportive of landfills
may be opposed. Some waste haulers may oppose this if the resulting method of incentive might
increase their cost of services or develop some form of competitive advantage to haulers that use waste
to energy facilities.
Previous Consideration:
None
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No Action:
A lack of financial equity, which does not create incentives for action, among county solid waste
management programs and services will continue to exist.
Financial Implications:
Washington County will contribute $8.1 million in 2022 to moving waste upstream from waste
processing and landfill into waste reduction and recycling, including organics recovery, as well as
management of household hazardous waste. In 2022, Ramsey/Washington Recycling & Energy Center
operations is budgeted at $42.4 million paid by a tip fee from haulers to deliver to the waste processing
facility, which, in turn, is charged to residents and businesses in Washington and Ramsey counties.
Background Materials:
 2016-2036 Metropolitan Solid Waste Management Policy Plan
 2018-2036 Washington County Waste Management Master Plan
Contact:
Dave Brummel, Director
Washington County Public Health & Environment
651-430-6725
david.brummel@co.washington.mn.us
Nikki Stewart, Sr. Environmental Resources Manager, Recycling & Energy Joint Leadership Team
Washington County Public Health & Environment
651-430-6713
nicole.stewart@co.washington.mn.us
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COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS FUNDING
Position:
Washington County supports a 4% increase in base funding for the Community Corrections Act subsidy for each
year of the next biennium.
Issue:
Minnesota’s criminal justice system is largely a state responsibility that relies heavily on community supervision
as an alternative to costly imprisonment. In 2020, approximately 91% of persons involved with the criminal
justice system were on some form of community probation. 83% of this supervision is delivered at the county
level. Washington County is a national leader in this area, providing advanced and effective community-based
behavioral changing interventions. It is crucial that the state increase funding for the Community Corrections Act
(CCA) subsidy so that this important, high-level, public safety work can be maintained. The continued lack of
state funding contributes to a reliance on probation fees paid by clients, which may create barriers to success,
often with disparate impacts on lower-income individuals and people of color. The continued lack of state
funding also forces counties to increase property taxes to maintain effective probation services, further shifting
financial responsibility from the state to the local level.
Support and Opposition:
The Minnesota Association of Community Corrections Act Counties (MACCAC), the Minnesota Inter-County
Association (MICA), and the Association of Minnesota Counties (AMC) all support increased funding for
community supervision. Legislators in both legislative bodies expressed bipartisan support for increased funding
for community supervision during the 2020 and 2021 legislative sessions.
Previous Consideration:
The 2021 Legislature provided a one-time increase to the CCA subsidy. The inflationary costs for the CCA
counties are estimated to be, on average, 4% per year.
No Action:
Counties will continue to assume a larger financial responsibility for funding alternatives to expensive state
imprisonment through property tax dollars. Counties that are unable to support property tax increases will likely
be required to cut staff positions, which could have negative impacts on public safety outcomes.
Financial Implications:
County property tax dollars will be needed to cover any increased cost of community supervision, or services
would be reduced to reflect current resources.
Contact Person:
Terry Thomas, Director
Washington County Community Corrections
651-430-6951
terry.thomas@co.washington.mn.us
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CSAH 5 (STONEBRIDGE TRAIL) AND BROWN’S CREEK STATE TRAIL CONNECTION PROJECT
Position:
Washington County is seeking up to $3 million in state assistance to construct a trailhead and trail
connection(s) from County State Aid Highway 5 to the Brown’s Creek State Trail. The project cost is
estimated to be $7 million.
Issue:
Users who wish to access the Brown’s Creek State Trail from City of Stillwater neighborhoods must use
an uneven, unsanctioned footpath down a steep ravine. A new pedestrian and bicycle connection would
make this linkage safe, accessible, and ADA compliant.
More than 120,000 users annually access the Brown’s Creek State Trail, and the 5.9 mile-trail connects
the City of Stillwater and Grant on a former railroad bed. The trail connects to local parks and trail
systems, including the Gateway Trail, which is the most used Department of Natural Resources trail in
the State of Minnesota.
Support and Opposition:
Local partners and agencies, including the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Stillwater
Township, and the City of Stillwater support this project.
Previous Consideration:
This project was submitted for consideration at the Minnesota Legislature during the 2021 session.
No Action:
If the $3 million of state funding is not allocated to Washington County, the proposed project will either
be delayed, or scaled back significantly.
Financial Implications:
The cost of the CSAH 5 (Stonebridge Trail) and Brown’s Creek Trail Connection Project is estimated to be
$7 million. It is expected that local agencies (county and cities) will provide $4 million, and the remaining
$3 million would be from state funds.
Contact Person:
Wayne Sandberg, County Engineer/Deputy Director
Washington County Public Works
651-430-4339
wayne.sandberg@co.washington.mn.us
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LICENSING SERVICE FEES
Position:
Washington County supports legislation to increase the fees retained by deputy registrars for
completing license transactions. Alternatively, Washington County supports legislation that authorizes
deputy registrars to establish their own service fee for license transactions.
Issue:
The deputy registrar portion of the license fee is set by statute, and without legislative action, it cannot
be increased to provide adequate funding for the staff time and other associated expenses deputy
registrars incur. Since 2017, the implementation of two new statewide systems and the requirement to
process Enhanced and Real ID-compliant driver’s licenses has increased the costs of license center
operations by moving data entry from the state to the deputy registrar offices, requiring additional
background checks for employees, and increasing transaction times by more than 40%.
Prior to the arrival of COVID-19, the license and service centers managed by Washington County
processed 300,000 transactions annually on behalf of the state; approximately 18,000 of these are nofee transactions for driver’s license and motor vehicle services, such as motor vehicle sticker address
changes, driver’s license status updates, and disability certificates. The onset of COVID-19 has reduced
the number of transactions that are able to be completed per hour per day. This reduction in
transactions has further impacted the need for fee increases to cover the costs of providing motor
vehicle transactions.
The county is not required to provide deputy registrar services, and without funding adequate to cover
associated costs, the services may be discontinued.
Support and Opposition:
Support will come from the Minnesota Deputy Registrars Association and the Minnesota Association of
County Officers.
Previous Consideration:
The Washington County Board of Commissioners has a long history of supporting legislation that
provides local taxpayer protection and allows the county to deliver high quality core services.
The 2017 Legislature considered deputy registrar fee increases for Real ID costs, but ultimately decided
that any action was premature, and no increase has since been approved.
The 2019 Legislature authorized one-time state funding to reimburse deputy registrars for expenses
related to the MNLARS implementation in 2017 and increased the deputy registrar portion of the motor
vehicle fee by $1 (15%). While helpful, the motor vehicle increase does not fully fund the increased
costs. MNLARS has since been replaced with MNDRIVE, but this change has not affected the increased
workload and tasks needed of staff.
In 2020 and 2021, legislation to increase the deputy registrar fees was again introduced. The legislation
was not considered due to other priorities concerning COVID-19.
No Action:
If no action is taken, the County Board will need to provide ongoing levy support for license services or
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eliminate this core function.
Financial Implications:
Increasing the fees for services provided by deputy registrars will help offset the costs of providing
driver’s license and motor vehicle transactions in the county’s license centers on behalf of the state. An
increase in fees will also help ensure the partnership with the state remains viable so county residents
have convenient access to the services they need.
Contact:
Debra Ledvina, Director
Washington County Property Records and Taxpayer Services
651-430-6182
debra.ledvina@co.washington.mn.us
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FUND TRANSITWAY CAPITAL MAINTENANCE THROUGH NON-COUNTY SOURCES
Position:
Washington County supports non-county funding sources for capital maintenance of all Metro Transit
bus systems operational by 2026. This includes METRO Gold Line, Orange Line, and Red Line.
Washington County is ready to work with regional transit stakeholders on a funding solution that does
not include county sources.
Issue:
Since the incorporation of the Counties Transit Improvement Board (CTIB) in 2008, counties have agreed
to fund 50% of the annual operations of transitways in their counties. These agreements have always
worked on the principle that the counties will fund portions of the capital and operations costs, but that
the transitway is an asset that the Metropolitan Council will own. Therefore, the Metropolitan Council
should continue to use the cumulative federal earnings, the council’s regional transit capital match, and
state funds to fund the ongoing capital maintenance needs of their assets.
Washington County adopted the maximum 0.5% Local Option Sales Tax (LOST) for the development of
the transitways and transportation projects within the county. These funds go towards the planning,
environmental analysis, design, construction, and operations of transportation projects and transitways.
A financial analysis for the development of these projects shows that all available funds from the LOST
tax are fully committed for at least the next 50 years, which includes payment on debt service. There
are no county funds available to pay capital maintenance for bus systems.
Any proposal that requires the county to pay for more costs associated with transitways will have an
impact on the county’s ability to support the development of all transitways and transportation projects.
Support and Opposition:
This platform will likely be supported by other counties that host Metro Transit bus systems.
Metropolitan Council will likely oppose this platform.
Previous Consideration:
County Board actively opposed a proposal to use county funds for transitway capital maintenance
during the 2021 legislative session.
No Action:
Any proposal that requires the county to pay for more costs associated with transitways will have an
impact on the county’s ability to support the development of all transitways and transportation projects.
Financial Implications:
If counties are required to fund capital maintenance for transitway projects, the expansion of the
METRO system will be greatly hindered.
Contact Person:
Lyssa Leitner, Planning Director
Washington County Public Works
651-430-4316
lyssa.leitner@co.washington.mn.us
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STATE BONDING FOR METROPOLITAN COUNCIL REGIONAL PARK SYSTEM
Position:
Washington County supports $15 million of state bonding be dedicated to the Metropolitan Council’s
regional park system for state fiscal year 2022-2023. This funding would be matched with $10 million of
Metropolitan Council bonds, for an investment of $25 million in regional park and trails.
Issue:
Washington County depends on state bonding to the Metropolitan Council regional parks system for
ongoing acquisition, capital improvements, and parks operations and maintenance. The Metropolitan
Council matches funding received through state bonding and then passes along 100% of it to regional
park agencies. This provides the funding for Washington County to address pertinent needs within the
regional parks and trails system.
Washington County has three proposed projects in 2022-2023 that rely on state bonding to the
Metropolitan Council regional parks system:
• Lake Elmo Park Reserve Inclusive Playground
• Lake Elmo Park Swim Pond Filtration Improvements
• Big Marine Park Reserve Facility Safety Improvements
Washington County owns, operates, and maintains four regional parks, two park reserves, one special
recreation feature, and two regional trails that are visited 1.8 million times every year. The parks and
trail system demonstrated its essential value throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. With widespread
disruptions to a normal way of life, more people turned to parks and trails for essential physical and
mental health benefits during the pandemic. Regional park agencies swiftly stepped into new roles to
serve residents. As parks and trails were visited in record numbers, additional stress was placed on the
strained infrastructure and resources of the regional park agencies. The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted
— and continues to highlight — that investment in parks and trails is an investment in services and
infrastructure that are essential to public health and wellness.
In 2019, Washington County conducted a survey asking residents to assess the county’s performance.
Residents awarded the parks system the Top Rated County Service, Top County Characteristic, and the
Services and Facilities Most Used by Older Adults. Simply put, Washington County regional park and trail
facilities are one of the most visible and well-used services the county provides. To continue providing
high-quality amenities and services for all residents, the county must plan for future park improvements,
recreation facilities, and conservation protections.
Support and Opposition:
With the Metropolitan Council, the 10 partnering park implementing agencies that make up the regional
park system (Anoka County, Carver County, City of Bloomington, City of Saint Paul, Dakota County,
Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board, Ramsey County, Scott County, Three River’s Park District,
Washington County) are united in their support for increasing the amount of state bonding dedicated to
the Metropolitan Council’s regional park system. Natural resource-based agencies and organizations
have demonstrated support for this effort as well.
Opposition to Washington County’s position may come from legislators who prioritize the allocation of
more resources to projects outside of the metropolitan area.
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Previous Consideration:
In 2020, the regional park system advocated for $15 million of state bonding. The amount approved was
$5 million, impacting the projects that relied on this funding source. The $15 million request this session
will help alleviate the impact of reduced funding from previous years.
No Action:
The staff and resources necessary to deliver the projects are allocated. If the $15 million of state
bonding is not dedicated to the Metropolitan Council’s regional park system, the proposed projects will
either not proceed, or will be scaled back significantly.
Financial Implications:
Every $3 of state bonding to the Metropolitan Council’s regional park system leverages $2 of additional
Metropolitan Council funding, meaning $15 million of state bonding would result in a $25 million
package. All these funds get allocated directly to the park agencies that make up the Metropolitan
Council’s regional park system.
6.44% of the overall state bonding to the regional parks, including the Metropolitan Council match, will
be allocated to Washington County. The county would receive $1.6 million if the Metropolitan Council’s
regional park system receives $15 million of state bonding.
Contact Person:
Sandy Breuer, Parks Director
Washington County Public Works Department
651-430-4371
sandy.breuer@co.washington.mn.us
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LOCAL PROPERTY TAXPAYER PROTECTION
Position:
Washington County seeks to protect our local taxpayers from any further shifts of state costs to the county
property tax (which is a regressive and unpopular form of taxation) and the potential erosion of our ability
to deliver high quality, essential services in an efficient manner. We encourage the legislature and the
Governor to provide flexibility and full funding for any mandates imposed on local governments.
Issue:
County governments are tasked by both the state and federal governments to carry out mandated
programs on their behalf. The estimated county cost to provide mandated services in 2022 is $177 million,
which is approximately 50% percent of all operating and capital costs in the annual county budget.
Counties have identified potential reforms, repeals, or changes that could reduce costs significantly.
Federal and state financial assistance is provided but does not cover the full cost of providing the
mandated services and in many situations the amount of aid does not even cover the increases in costs
from one year to the next to provide those services. The shifting of costs to the county property tax places
an unsustainable burden on local property taxpayers and inhibits the county’s ability to provide high
quality, essential services. Nearly three-quarters of the entire county property tax levy is needed to pay
for mandated service costs.
Washington County strives to provide services in a highly effective and efficient manner. The county has
the second lowest operating costs per capita of the seven metropolitan counties and the third lowest levy
per capita. The county has the lowest human services administrative costs per capita of all Minnesota
counties and one of the lowest county tax rates. The county holds the highest credit rating (AAA) from
both major rating agencies. However, inadequate state resources threaten our ability to continue
providing the core functions of county government at a reasonable cost to county taxpayers.
Washington County continues to implement service delivery changes to minimize costs. The combination
of passing on costs, and inadequate state funding to pay for increased costs to provide mandated services,
is eroding the few county services that serve the public at large. These factors, when taken together, are
significantly impairing our ability to maintain, let alone respond to increasing demands on our core
services during a period of increasing population and changing demographics, and the corresponding
pressure for citizen and safety net services.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a major impact on the need for local government services. The demand
for many human service and health care services are likely to continue to increase in 2022, and county
funds will need to be repurposed to meet that demand. The demand is likely to remain long after onetime federal awards run out.
The county board encourages the state legislature to consider the role counties play in providing safety
net services and the on-going public health and public safety response that continues to fight the COVID19 pandemic when debating state budget allocations.
Counties have identified many mandated services that could be repealed, reformed or funded. For
example, the state could eliminate the county share of certain state court costs, reduce the mental health
services maintenance of effort, eliminate recently adopted increases in the county cost share for many
human service programs, and eliminate costly requirements for publications of county financial
information and instead allow for web publication.
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Support and Opposition:
Support will come from other counties and other local governments that seek mandate relief. Opposition
may come from those that support mandates.
Previous Consideration:
The county has advocated this position for many years.
No Action:
Counties will continue to be responsible for new, unfunded mandates that will likely result in increasing
pressure on local property taxpayers.
Financial Implications:
County levy increases are likely to be larger than otherwise necessary if the state and federal governments
would fully fund the costs of mandated services.
Contact Persons:
Kevin Corbid, Administrator
Washington County
651-430-6002
kevin.corbid@co.washington.mn.us

Jan Lucke, Deputy Administrator
Washington County
651-430-6003
jan.lucke@co.washington.mn.us

Jennifer Wagenius, Deputy Administrator
Washington County
651-430-6007
jennifer.wagenius@co.washington.mn.us
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EXPANDED BUS ROUTE 363 RED ROCK CORRIDOR, PHASE I IMPLEMENTATION
Position:
The Washington County Regional Railroad Authority (WCRRA) supports funds for a two-year
demonstration of an expansion of the bus route (Route 363) that would provide all-day, bi-directional
bus service between St. Paul and Cottage Grove.
Issue:
The existing transit service in the Red Rock corridor is peak-period, peak-direction express service
designed for downtown workers with 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. work schedules. Expanding Route 363 would
provide all-day service every 30 minutes in both directions between St. Paul and Cottage Grove,
expanding multimodal travel options in the Highway 61 corridor. Stops will include the Newport Transit
Station, owned by Washington County, and will leverage Washington County Community Development
Agency investments in the corridor.
All-day local service will allow people whose travel needs are not met with peak-period, peak-direction
express service to complete trips on transit. Changes in travel patterns and work hours due to the
COVID-19 pandemic have further demonstrated the need for all-day service. Examples include workers
in the corridor during traditional and non-traditional work shift times, reverse-commuters, and people
making school, human service, social, and recreational trips. Local stops within the corridor will also
increase access for people currently unable to use the park-and-ride based commuter-express service,
including those with limited access to an automobile.
A two-year demonstration of the expanded Route 363 is estimated to cost $5.6 million.
Support and Opposition:
Support comes from the Red Rock Corridor Commission, Metro Transit, local communities along the
corridor, East Metro Strong, and those who support buses over other public transit options. The Red
Rock Corridor is also included in the Increased Revenue Scenario in the Metropolitan Council’s 2040
Transportation Policy Plan. Opposition may come from those opposed to expansion of transit in the
region.
Previous Consideration:
Through the Red Rock Corridor Implementation Plan completed in 2016, county and city partners have
conducted a thorough investigation of transit needs in the corridor. The Implementation Plan
recommends a phased approach to transit service in the corridor, with a near-term goal to grow
ridership through an all-day, bi-directional demonstration bus service – the requested expansion of
Route 363 - and a long-term goal to implement bus rapid transit that includes high-frequency service,
robust stations, and enhanced parking facilities.
The County has advocated for this demonstration project for many years.
No Action:
Without action, the transit needs of the southeastern Twin Cities region will not be met and there will
be no all-day, bi-directional bus service in the Red Rock Corridor.
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Financial Implications:
Sustainable revenue sources need to be identified to extend the life of the project beyond
demonstration. The financial implications depend on the source of funding and the plan developed.
Contact Person:
Lyssa Leitner, Planning Director
Washington County Public Works Department
651-430-4316
lyssa.leitner@co.washington.mn.us
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INTERSTATE 694, INTERSTATE 494, AND INTERSTATE 94
SYSTEM INTERCHANGE PROJECT
Position:
Washington County supports the appropriation of state funds for a Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT) led I-694, I-494, and I-94 System Interchange Project.
Issue:
Washington County supports a request to perform preliminary engineering, environmental
documentation, final design, right-of-way acquisition, construction, and construction administration of
improvements to the system interchange at I-494, I-694 & I-94, including a southbound Interstate 694 to
eastbound Interstate 94 semi-directional bridge and ramps, in the cities of Woodbury and Oakdale.
I-94 is a major east-west interstate route connecting Montana to Michigan. I-94 carries traffic between
the eastern suburbs and Wisconsin and connects I-94 with I-494 and I-694. I-494 and I-694 serves
approximately 190,000 vehicles per day. Even though the interchange functions as a bypass to avoid
congestion through Saint Paul and Minneapolis, the area experiences approximately three hours of
congestion during the afternoon rush hour. I-694 serves as the freight bypass route around the Twin
Cities.
In 2018, a Corridors of Commerce study evaluated interchange concepts and found that improvements
to this interchange ranked favorably compared to other projects around the state.
Recently, MnDOT conducted an I-94 East Metro Interchange Study that focused on finding a long-term
vision for the interchange, while ensuring that other projects in the interchange area are compatible
with that vision. Current pavement and bridge work being done by MnDOT on the interchange only
addresses short-term condition issues, and a long-term plan is needed for broader capacity and safety
issues at the interchange.
Support and Opposition:
MnDOT, Washington County, and the cities of Woodbury and Oakdale support this project.
Previous Consideration:
This project has been submitted for consideration during the 2021 Minnesota Legislative Session.
No Action:
If the proposal is not enacted, crashes will likely continue to increase as traffic continues to grow.
Expensive short-term solutions will continue to be needed until investment is made in an appropriate
long-term solution.
Financial Implications:
The cost of the I-694, I-494, and I-94 System Interchange Project is estimated to be $150 million.
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Contact Person:
Wayne Sandberg, County Engineer/Deputy Director
Washington County Public Works
651-430-4339
wayne.sandberg@co.washington.mn.us
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TRUNK HIGHWAY 36 AND TRUNK HIGHWAY 120 (CENTURY AVENUE)
GRADE SEPARATION PROJECT
Position:
Washington County supports the appropriation of $45 million in state funds for the Trunk Highway 36
and Trunk Highway 120 (Century Avenue) Grade Separation Project.
Issue:
Washington County supports the Trunk Highway (TH) 36 and TH 120 (Century Avenue) Grade Separation
Project, in cooperation with the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT), Ramsey County and
the cities of North St Paul and Oakdale.
The project location is the existing at-grade signalized intersection of TH 36 and Century Avenue. Traffic
in the highway 36 corridor has increased more than 20% since the St. Croix Crossing project was
completed in 2017 and is expected to continue to grow another 20-30% by 2040. The result is this
intersection has become a major safety concern. Between 2016 and 2018, this intersection had 70
reported crashes. This at-grade intersection will be the last remaining at-grade signalized intersection on
the Highway 36 corridor west of Manning Avenue.
The project design will accommodate multimodal transportation and will include trail connections to
support bicycle and pedestrian movements, including to the Gateway Trail, as well as provide
accommodations for future transit options along TH 36.
Support and Opposition:
MnDOT, Ramsey County and the cities of North St. Paul and Oakdale support this project.
Previous Consideration:
None
No Action:
If the proposal is not enacted crashes are expected to continue to increase as traffic continues to grow.
Financial Implications:
The cost of the TH 36 and Century Avenue Grade Separation Project is estimated to be $45 million.
Contact Person:
Wayne Sandberg, County Engineer/Deputy Director
Washington County Public Works
651-430-4339
wayne.sandberg@co.washington.mn.us
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EXPANDING THE REGIONAL TRANSIT CAPITAL AREA
IN THE TWIN CITIES METROPOLITAN AREA
Position:
Washington County supports expansion of the Regional Transit Capital area to include the entire sevencounty metropolitan area to more accurately reflect the area benefiting from transit.
Issue:
The Metropolitan Council is the planning agency for the seven-county metropolitan area, and, thus, is
responsible for developing the regional vision for transit. The Regional Transit Capital (RTC) area, formerly
the Transit Taxing District, was established in the 1970s to provide the Metropolitan Council with property
tax funding for transit capital improvements. Communities placed into the RTC were chosen based on the
original Metropolitan Urban Service Area boundary. Since the 1970s, the Twin Cities has added nearly one
million people with little change to the RTC boundary. Expansion of the RTC area will more accurately
reflect the area benefiting from transit and will coincide with the boundaries of the Metropolitan Council.
The current taxing district boundaries do not equitably share the cost of providing transit services in the
metropolitan region. Attached is a map generated from park-and-ride user home origins based on
Minnesota license plates, which shows that there are many transit users living outside the RTC area.
Support and Opposition:
The county would need to work with the Association of Minnesota Counties (AMC) and the Minnesota
Inter-County Association (MICA) to develop strong regional support for this proposal.
Previous Consideration:
County Board position for several years.
No Action:
If the proposal is not enacted, the current taxing district will not fairly represent the region.
Financial Implications:
If the transit capital area is expanded, the financial cost of transit services will be more equitably shared
within the metropolitan region.
Contact Person:
Don Theisen, Director
Washington County Public Works
651-430-4304
don.theisen@co.washington.mn.us
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2018 Park-and-Ride User Home Origins from Minnesota License Plates

Source: Metro Transit 2018 Regional Park-and-Ride System Report
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REINSTATING LOTTERY-IN-LIEU DEDICATION
Position:
Washington County supports legislation that would reinstate the original 97% dedication of the
proceeds from Payment in Lieu-of-Sales Tax to park and trail projects and natural resource programs.
Issue:
The Minnesota Legislature instituted a Payment in Lieu of Sales Tax on the sale of lottery tickets. In
2000, the Legislature dedicated 97% of the proceeds from that Payment in Lieu-of-Sales Tax to park and
trail projects and natural resource programs. 50% of these funds went to the Heritage Enhancement
Account in the Game and Fish fund. The other 50% went to the Natural Resources fund with a division of
22.5% to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Parks and Trails fund, 22.5% to the Metropolitan
Parks and Trails grant program, 3% to local trail grants, and 2% to the three zoos in the state. Over time,
that dedication of 97% has been reduced to 72%. At the end of fiscal year 2021, $14.4 million from this
Lottery-in-Lieu tax instead went to the General Fund.
Returning to the original 97% dedication would result in an increase in millions of dollars that would
flow back into the funds consistent with the goals of the Lottery Amendment and the Environment and
Natural Resources Trust Fund Amendment. For example, in 2021, it would result in an approximate
increase of $2.8 million to the Metropolitan Parks and Trails grant program and $2.8 million to the DNR
Parks and Trails fund. The DNR would also benefit through a $6.25 million increase to the Heritage
Enhancement Account.
Washington County relies on the Metropolitan Park and Trails grant programs to provide funding to
deliver needed park projects and natural resource efforts. Despite the state statute requiring grant
funds supplement, not supplant, traditional sources of funding, the state has often not met its
responsibility to provide adequate support. This has resulted in placing undue fiscal burden on
Washington County and other regional park agencies’ already tight budget. If the Lottery-in-Lieu
dedication remains at 72%, this will compound the need for funding and set a dangerous precedent for
funding projects moving forward.
Support and Opposition:
With the Metropolitan Council, the 10 partnering park implementing agencies that make up the regional
park system (Anoka County, Carver County, City of Bloomington, City of Saint Paul, Dakota County,
Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board, Ramsey County, Scott County, Three River’s Park District,
Washington County) are united in their support for reinstating the original 97% dedication of the
proceeds from that Payment in Lieu-of-Sales Tax to park and trail projects and natural resource
programs. Natural resource-based agencies and organizations have demonstrated support for this effort
as well.
Previous Consideration:
The county has not previously included this issue in its legislative platform.
No Action:
Without action, park and trail projects and natural resource programs will continue to experience
inadequate funding levels at a time when parks and trails are experiencing unprecedented levels of
public use.
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Financial Implications:
Washington County depends on Metropolitan Park and Trails grant programs, funded with Payment in
Lieu-of-Sales Tax, for ongoing acquisition, capital improvements, and parks operations and maintenance.
Contact Person:
Sandy Breuer, Parks Director
Washington County Public Works Department
651-430-4371
sandy.breuer@co.washington.mn.us
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EXPANSION OF BROADBAND
Position:
Washington County supports expanding access to broadband to address shortfalls in workforce, telehealth, and
educational accessibility that have been highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic response. Expanding broadband
accessibility will allow local governments to provide more effective, efficient services to communities in the
future.
Issue:
The pandemic highlighted many shortfalls in workforce, telehealth, and educational accessibility, particularly in
rural areas.
Support and Opposition:
The Minnesota County Information Technology Leader’s Association supports increased funding for the
statewide deployment of advanced, innovative, and scalable broadband networks and symmetrical high-speed
capacity by 2026.
Previous Consideration:
None
No Action:
County residents in non-coverage or underserved areas will continue to be marginalized by the inability to
connect from home to their workplace and use telehealth, and students will not have the necessary access for
educational needs.
Financial Implications:
Costs continue to rise and could require additional funding in the future without a sustainable funding source.
Contact Person:
Renee Heinbuch, Director
Washington County Information Technology
651-430-6521
renee.heinbuch@co.washington.mn.us
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ACCESSIBLE DATA MANAGEMENT
Position:
Washington County supports data management standards which require data to be protected and accessible for
residents. The county supports funding focused on implementing best practices for digital accessibility and the
simplification of existing data practices statutes to meet the needs of maintaining, storing, and managing
information for residents of Washington County.
Issue:
Counties create and are entrusted with a significant amount of sensitive data. As the volume of data generated,
collected, and stored by counties grows, so do the challenges of securing, maintaining, and sharing data. Digital
resources have become integral to how residents understand and interact with their local governments. As
these technologies continue expanding, this increase in interaction and transparency requires a simultaneous
focus on data management, digital accessibility, inclusion, and clarification on current state statutes.
Support and Opposition:
Washington County and Minnesota County Information Technology Leader’s Association (MNCITLA) support
increased funding for county governments to offset the growing costs associated with securing, maintaining, and
sharing government data. There is also support for clarification and simplification of existing data practices
statutes to ensure the ability to meet the needs expected by constituents.
Previous Consideration:
House File 35 was heard in several committees in the 2021 legislative session. The bill authorizes the Council on
Disability to accept and disburse grants to cities and counties to improve website accessibility. Its companion bill
is Senate File 416.
Action:
Counties will continue to assume a larger financial responsibility for funding data management and protections
for the data. Classification based on the critical data elements will continue to be needed and required for the
counties to enable this information to be accessible in different ways to meet constituents’ needs.
Financial Implications:
County property tax dollars will be needed to cover any increased cost to manage and distribute information.
Contact Person:
Renee Heinbuch, Director
Washington County Information Technology
651-430-6421
renee.heinbuch@co.washington.mn.us
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TECHNOLOGY REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Position:
The Request for Proposal (RFP) process in Minnesota provides competition and essential transparency when
making substantial expenditures of taxpayer dollars. As county governments use more complex technology, the
limitations of Minnesota’s RFP process in technology contracting have become evident, particularly when county
business needs change. The current process limits the ability to pilot and test technical solutions prior to making
a purchase. Washington County supports modifying the RFP processes to allow for piloting and testing of
applications to provide a comprehensive analysis of technology solutions and to be protect counties from
exposing the weaknesses in their security infrastructure an RFP Process.
Issue:
The current technology RFP process is inflexible, and technical solutions cannot be tested or simulated in the
county’s technology infrastructure. The inability to test solutions in the county infrastructure has created issues
with selecting a technology solution to meet the needs of the county and being able to determine if the solution
can be implemented easily. By only seeing demonstrations of technology and responses to questions in an RFP,
the county’s is limited in its ability to inspect the application or technical solution within it own technical
environment.
The need to manage the request for proposals and not expose the county’s technical position is not available or
minimal. This is especially concerning when procuring security programs and applications.
Support and Opposition:
The Minnesota County Information Technology Leader’s Association supports modifications to the RFP process
that allow for more innovation and adaptability in technology contracting. Also, updates to the RFP process
supports the goal of protecting the technology footprint at counties.
Previous Consideration:
None
No Action:
Counties will continue with an inflexible RFP process and acquire technology solutions which are difficult to
implement within the county infrastructure, which is costly.
Financial Implications: Implementing technology software or applications will cost more to integrate and limit
the county’s ability to gain the needed value of the technology.
Contact Person:
Renee Heinbuch, Director
Washington County Information Technology
651-430-6521
renee.heinbuch@co.washington.mn.us
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NEXT GENERATION 911 GIS DATA REQUIREMENTS
Position:
Washington County supports the Next Generation 911 GIS Data Requirements and seeks additional state
funding for its implementation.
Issue:
Next Generation 911 (NG911) technology is necessary for the safety of communities so that individuals may be
located with a high degree of accuracy when they call from a mobile device, or text to 911. This technology will
be implemented by the Minnesota Department of Public Safety in response to the NG911 Advancement Act of
2012. This is an enhanced partnership between county Geographic Information Systems (GIS) mapping and 911
services, due to counties being tasked with building the emergency management maps that are foundational to
NG911 technology.
Support and Opposition:
The Minnesota County Information Technology Leader’s Association (MNCITLA), the Minnesota Geospatial
Advisory Council, and Metro GIS supports dedicated, short-term funding for the current county Geographic
Information Systems mapping efforts until NG911 is implemented statewide, as well as ongoing, dedicated
sources of funding for NG911-specific GIS maintenance and future requirements.
Previous Consideration:
None
No Action:
Counties will continue to assume a larger financial responsibility for funding alternatives and staffing to ensure
the data requirements for NG911 are completed and stable.
Financial Implications:
County property tax dollars will be needed to cover any increased cost to support this statewide need.
Contact Person:
Renee Heinbuch, Director
Washington County Information Technology
651-430-6421
renee.heinbuch@co.washington.mn.us
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APPENDICES

Facts about your
2022 property taxes
The Washington County adopted the
2022 budget and property tax levy to
support the county’s on-going
pandemic response and provide funds
for employee wages and benefits,
cyber security initiatives, improved
mental health services and
maintenance of the county’s facilities
and infrastructure. The adopted
increase of 5.34% in total county
property tax levy decreased from the
proposed increase of 5.68% and holds
the tax rate flat. The county tax on a
median valued home is projected to
increase by $25 in 2022. In response
to the economic uncertainties created
by the COVID-19 pandemic, the
county board adopted a 0% levy
increase in late 2020, leading to a
reduction in county property taxes in
2021 of $24 on the median valued
home. As compared to county tax
paid in 2020, the increase in 2022 on
the median valued home equals $1.
The 2022 adopted budget responds
to the increased demand in services
caused by the pandemic and the
increase in the county’s population.
Washington County continues to be
one of the fastest growing counties in

the state, and that pace of growth is
projected to remain steady. To minimize increased service delivery costs,
the county continues to implement
new technology systems in order to
deliver services more effectively and
efficiently. In addition, changes are
being implemented to ensure all
county facilities, from our service
centers and libraries, to our parks
and government buildings, are safe
places to receive services and work.
The adopted budget adds 11.5 new
positions that are funded by county
property taxes, and 12 positions
funded by other revenue sources,
including reimbursement from third
parties and fees for services. The key
initiatives in 2022 will allow the
county to provide for the health and
safety of the community, support
economic development, and provide
recreational opportunities for
residents and guests. To develop the
adopted budget, the County Board
met in numerous public meetings
throughout the summer to review
individual county department budget
requests and changes in county
revenue and expenses.

Key Initiatives for 2022 budget

TAX FACT
Property taxes pay for approximately
38% of the total expenditures in the
adopted 2022 budget. Other revenue
sources include state and federal
grants, fees, and licenses and permits.

TAX FACT
The county receives 22 cents
of each property tax dollar paid;
the rest goes to cities, schools,
and other taxing districts.

TAX FACT
The county holds the highest bond
credit ratings attainable (AAA) from
Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s.

TAX FACT
The adopted budget for 2022
includes an increase in total
property taxes collected of 5.34%.
Last year, in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the county
board did not increase county
property taxes (0% increase).
HOW TO BECOME INVOLVED
Information on the adopted 2022
budget may be found on the county
website www.co.washington. mn.us
by searching “budget.”

The 2022 Washington County budget includes a number of initiatives. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

continuing the county’s pandemic response and support for residents and businesses impacted
a robust road construction program, including $26 million in highway reconstruction and $12 million for
roadway pavement preservation
funding for technology infrastructure and cyber security enhancements
construction of a new environmental center and yard waste facility in the City of Forest Lake
a balanced budget designed to meet the needs of a growing county
staffing to support mental health and substance abuse prevention initiatives
funding initiatives for diversity, equity and inclusion efforts
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What does Washington County provide to the community?

Library
The county’s library is committed
to Inspire curiosity. Champion
innovation. Spark opportunity. It does
this through services provided at the
county’s eight library branches, and
through growing online resources.

Community
Corrections
Washington County Community
Corrections provides probation and
parole supervision of both adults
and juveniles in the community.
Community-based supervision is
an effective tool in achieving public
safety in a fiscally responsible manner.

Public
Works/Parks
The department works to plan, build
and maintain a better Washington
County, through the building
and maintenance of the county’s
roads, bridges, and buildings. The
department also oversees the
county’s 10 parks and trails, including
the Historic Courthouse in Stillwater.

Information
Technology
Information Technology guides
Washington County through efficient,
effective, and high-quality information
technology services and solutions.

Community
Services
Community Services works in
partnership with public and private
agencies to help individuals and
families be safe and successful. The
department provides a wide array of
services, some of them being child
protection, chemical dependency
help, veterans services, and financial
and employment services.

Property Records and
Taxpayer Services
Property Records and Taxpayer
Services provides taxation,
assessment, recording, land records,
licensing, and elections services to the
residents of Washington County.

Sheriff’s
Office
The Sheriff’s Office’s deputies patrol
county roadways to keep them safe,
and perform crime investigations. The
office also manages the county’s jail in
the Law Enforcement Center.

Human
Resources
The Human Resources Department
assists all departments in the
attraction and retention of qualified
employees. It recruits in accordance
with equal employment opportunity
principles and serves as the central
point for employee relations, labor
relations, and risk management.
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County
Attorney
The County Attorney’s Office provides
criminal prosecution in the county, as
well as serving as the civil counsel for
county business and providing crime
prevention services in the community.

Public Health
and Environment
The department provides services
to protect, promote and improve
the community’s health and the
environment. It manages the
Environmental Center, and manages
health programs to promote healthy
communities.

Accounting and
Finance
Accounting and Finance Department
manages the county’s financial
resources and processes to ensure
transparency and accountability
for public resources, effective and
efficient business processes, and
proper collection, disbursement, and
management of financial assets

Administration
The Office of Administration provides
leadership in carrying out decisions,
policies, ordinances, and resolutions
of the Board of Commissioners, and
provides information and guidance
in helping the elected officials make
critical decisions about services both
for now and the future.

SUGGESTED MANDATES FOR CONSIDERATION OF REPEAL OR REFORM
Washington County anticipates spending more than $200 million on services that are required by the state and federal
governments in 2022. These mandated services include health and human service programs, maintenance of the
county roads and bridges, public safety and probation, election administration, solid waste management, and court
costs. This list provides recommendations for the reform of certain mandates, most often by providing state funding
for those programs that are state responsibilities, or by repealing mandates that may allow the county to provide
services more efficiently and less costly.

Elimination of county costs related to court administration

In 2005, the state assumed responsibility for the operations of the district court in the 10th Judicial District, which
includes Washington County. In exchange for the state assuming operational costs, the counties gave up an equal
amount in county program aid and court fine revenue. However, the state left a number of court costs as county
responsibility, and the county has little or no ability to manage or control these costs. The county board recommends
the state assume responsibility for all remaining court costs and thereby reduce the pressure on the property tax to
fund this state function.
Mandate
Eliminate
Responsibility for
County to
Provide Rent
Free Space to
State Courts

Statute
484.77

Comments
Allowing counties to charge a rental fee to the state to cover the cost of building,
maintaining, operating, remodeling, insuring, and renovating facilities occupied by
the court would provide for accountability and transparency in government costs
and operations. Approximately $1,857,000 per year.

Provide State
Funding for State
Court Security

484.52

The County Sheriff is required to provide security for the operations of the district
court. Providing state funding would reduce property taxes by approximately
$1,562,000 per year.

Eliminate State
Court Costs Paid
by Counties

480.181
480.1811
480.182
524.50
253B
257.51-.54
206C.331
260C.163
611.21

The county costs for providing court related services continues to increase.
Examples of costs that the county is mandated to pay include representation of
indigent adults in children in need of protection or services cases (CHIPS),
representation of indigent adults in termination of parental rights cases (TPR),
court appointed attorney fees in child support and paternity proceedings, civil
commitment fees, attorney services to indigent persons who are proposed wards,
and expert witness fees under Chapter 611.21. Providing state funding for these
state functions would reduce property taxes by approximately $678,000 per year.
Subtotal: $4,097,000
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Elimination of county cost shares for certain human services programs

In recent years the state has shifted additional costs from its budget to the counties to balance the state budget. The
cost shares passed onto the counties have improved the state’s fiscal position and the state enjoys a substantial
surplus for the current biennium. A significant amount of property taxes is used to fund these costs, and the counties
generally have no or little ability to manage or control these costs as eligibility and program delivery is often
prescribed in state law. The county board requests a portion of the state surplus be dedicated to undoing cost shifts
that have increased property taxes.
Mandate
Commitment
Treatment Costs

Statute
246.54

Comments
Eliminate the county share for commitment treatment costs:
• 0-75% for individuals committed to State Operated Services facilities for
treatment of mental illness. Share is dependent on the length of stay. During
the 2013 legislative session, the county share of costs on stays over 30 days
increased from 50% to 75%. The county share for individuals committed to MN
Security Hospital also increased from 10% to 50%. Total cost of these areas is
approximately $800,000 per year.
• 10% for individuals committed prior to 8/1/2011 to State Operated Services
facilities for sex offender treatment. 25% for sex offender commitments
occurring after 8/1/2011. Approximately $420,000 per year.

County Share
for Medical
Assistance Costs
for Under 65,
Disabled Person
Placed in
Nursing Homes
More than 90
Days, and for
Certain ICF/MR
Placements

256B.19

Currently, the state requires counties to pay the indicated portion of the
nonfederal share of medical assistance costs for stays in excess of 90 days in the
following situations:

Detoxification
Costs

256G.06

Eliminate the requirement that the county be responsible for detoxification
services. Approximately $92,000 levy per year.

County Match
for Child Care
Assistance

119B.11,
Subd. 1
and 4

Eliminate or equalize the required county match for the Basic Sliding Fee (BSF)
childcare program, which is currently equal to the calendar year 1996 required
contribution. The average statewide local match for BSF childcare is 3%, but some
counties pay as much as 15%. Approximately $40,000 per year.

Commitment
Hold Costs for
Sex Offenders

256G.08

Eliminate the county share for sex offender hold costs.

• 10% for individuals placed in Intermediate Care Facilities (ICF) for the Mentally
Retarded (MR) of seven beds or more. Approximately $40,000 per year.
• 10% for disabled individuals under age 65 placed in nursing homes.
Approximately $175,000 per year.
The state reneged on its commitment to pay all those costs when counties
surrendered homestead and agricultural credit aid on a dollar-for-dollar basis for
the state takeover of all income maintenance programs in the early 1990s. These
cuts in state funding, enacted in 2003, should be restored.

• 100% cost for holding sex offenders at State Operated Services facilities or jail
facilities, whichever the offender chooses to be held. Approximately $60,000
per year.
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Human Services (Continued)
Mandate
Counties Provide
Child Foster Care
and Transition
Services for
Youth in Child
Foster Care from
age 18-23

Statute
Chapter
260C.451.

Requirement for
a Qualified
Individual to
assess a child for
placement in a
Qualified
Residential
Treatment
Program

260C.704

Comments
It has been assumed by the state that local funds will provide funding for this
requirement, along with any available federal funds. Our request is that state funds
need to be allocated to counties to fully fund the costs.
It is roughly estimated that this cost to Washington County will be approximately
$130,000 annually. The total amount of dollars needed is dependent on the
utilization of this out-of-home care for this age group, transition services needed
by the older youth, etc.
In accordance with the Family First Prevention Services Act, agencies must
provide trained individuals to complete an assessment on youth prior to
placement in a Qualified Residential Treatment Placement Setting (QRTP). A
qualified individual (QI) is a trained, culturally competent professional or licensed
clinician, qualified to conduct QRTP assessments approved by the department’s
commissioner. The qualified individual must not be an employee of the
responsible social services agency or an individual connected to or affiliated with
any placement setting in which a responsible social services agency has placed
children. When the Indian Child Welfare Act applies, county agencies must
contact a child’s tribe/s immediately to give them the option to designate a QI
who is a trained, culturally competent professional or licensed clinician.
Approximately $20,000 per year.
Subtotal: $1,777,000
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Financial/Administrative Concerns

While smaller in financial impact, there are a number of areas where a service could be provided differently and at
less cost than currently required by law. The current process for absentee balloting is costly for counties, and cheaper
options exist to provide required information to taxpayers. In addition, by requiring a certain amount of county funds
to be spent in certain program areas (maintenance of effort (MOE) requirements), counties are not able to reduce
spending even if they develop a more cost effective way of delivering that mandated service. Changing maintenance
of effort requirements and certain administrative requirements could lead to a reduction in property taxes.
Mandate
Provide full
funding for
deputy registrar
cost increases
related to
MNLARS
implementation
and Enhanced
and Real ID
drivers license
requirements

Statute
168.033
171.061

Comments
The 2017 implementation of the MN Licensing and Registration System (MNLARS)
and the 2018 implementation of the new driver license system, Fast DS, along
with the requirement to process enhanced and Real ID compliant driver licenses,
increased the costs of license center operations by moving data entry from the
state to the deputy registrar offices, requiring additional background checks for
employees, and increasing transaction times by more than 40%. MNLARS has
been replaced by MNDRIVE, but this change has not affected the increased
workload and tasks needed by staff. In 2018, the county had to add an additional
eight service representatives to our three license centers to handle the increased
workload from the MNLARS implementation and to reduce customer wait times.
With the increase in staff workload, the number of transactions has decreased,
and the revenue collected is no longer enough to sustain license center
operations. Our license centers are anticipating a $1.2 million deficit for 2022 if
no action is taken.

No-excuse
absentee
balloting

203B.02

No-excuse absentee voting has led to a significant increase in the number of voters
choosing to absentee vote and, despite improvements, has increased election staff
costs and administrative expenses by more than $400,000

Minutes,
Financial
Statement,
Budget
Publication, and
Delinquent Tax
Notices, etc.

375.12,
375.17,
375.169, &
279.09,
etc.

Allowing web publication in lieu of newspaper publication of County Board
minutes, county financial statements, summary budgets, and delinquent property
tax notices, etc. would save money for county taxpayers, while preserving or even
enhancing public access to this information. Approximately $18,000 per year.

Eliminate
Maintenance of
Effort (MOE)
requirements

134.34
119B.11
145A.131
245.4835
256F.10

In a number of areas state law requires that counties must maintain a certain level
of spending, or risk losing out on state or federal revenue to provide those services.
There are maintenance of effort requirements related to public health programs,
child welfare programs, chemical dependency spending, the basic sliding fee child
care program, and the operation of regional libraries. In many of these areas, the
state has underfunded these services and the need for the services has grown.
Removing maintenance of effort requirements would allow for a reduction in
county funding when innovations or reforms are put in place to reduce the overall
cost of a program. Requirements to keep spending at certain levels reduces the
incentive to innovate or find ways to reduce costs. $5,000,000
Subtotal: $5,418,000
GRAND TOTAL: $11,292,000
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A collaboration between Hennepin, Ramsey, and Washington counties

Partnership on Waste and Energy
2022 State Legislative Platform
The Partnership on Waste and Energy (PWE) seeks to end waste, promote renewable energy and
enhance the health and resiliency of communities we serve while advancing equity and responding to the
challenges of a changing climate.
Support initiatives to build a sustainable, circular economy
PWE supports measures to design waste, toxicity and pollution out of the marketplace, keep products and
materials in use and restore natural systems.
PWE supports shared responsibilities and partnerships among private and public entities to manage waste
generation and use waste as a resource.
Make solid waste financing a robust, equitable tool for
achieving environmental and public health goals
PWE supports tax and finance policies that adequately fund local government to carry out responsibilities
required in statute, that provide incentives to create a stronger and more circular Minnesota economy and that
equitably apply costs and distribute financial resources in alignment with policy goals.
PWE supports strategic financing to encourage emerging technologies and advance the solid waste, resource and
energy management systems in ways that are more sustainable, equitable and protective of the environment and
public health.
Build on Waste Management Act goals
PWE supports public health and environmental goals established in the Waste Management Act. PWE believes
that integrating energy and materials management strategies to reach beyond current goals, policies and
structures will achieve a more sustainable economy without waste, reduce greenhouse gases and improve
other environmental outcomes.
PWE supports stronger and more resilient partnerships among state and local governments to ensure the ability of
government to implement waste and resource policies and programs that achieve statutory goals.
Contact for More Information
Rob Vanasek
Capitol Hill Associates
Phone: 612-964-4876
rob@capitolhillassoc.com

Sam Richie
Fryberger, Buchanan, Smith & Frederick, P.A.
Phone: 218-301-9758
srichie@fryberger.com
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Legislative
Policy
Positions
2022
Approved December 8, 2021

AMC unites Minnesota’s counties to
achieve public service excellence.
AMC strives to preserve local control so that counties have the
flexibility to address the most pressing needs of their communities.

AMC supports state budget solutions that avoid adding or shifting a disproportionate burden
to counties through cost shifts, cost shares and unfunded mandates.
AMC believes that funding for county-administered services
should be commensurate with the level of service or results deemed acceptable.
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Broadband Development
Broadband









AMC supports identifying and implementing actions to achieve by 2026 the goal of statewide deployment of
advanced broadband networks and symmetrical high-speed capacity.

AMC supports initiatives to make it easier for counties, cities, municipal utilities, schools, libraries, and other
public sector entities to collaborate and deploy broadband infrastructure and services at the local and regional
level.
AMC supports removing barriers to the exercise of local authority to provide such services, including repeal of
Minn. Stat. § 237.19, the requires a supermajority voter approval for the provision of local phone service by a local
unit of government, and clarifying county and state bonding authority.

AMC supports funding for the Office of Broadband Development within the Department of Employment and
Economic Development.
AMC supports continued funding for the Border-to-Border Broadband Development Fund.

AMC supports a coordinated statewide effort to enhance access to services across Minnesota through
telepresence. Strengthening telepresence can maximize the use of existing workforce resources and increase
access for citizens, while improving efficiency for healthcare, social service and public health providers. A
coordinated approach should include collaboration with both public and private entities and should involve health
and human services agencies, courts, law enforcement, schools and other disciplines.

Chemical Use and Abuse
Alcohol and Other Drugs








AMC supports use of the chemical dependency treatment fund for prevention and treatment strategies supported
by evidence-based practice.

AMC supports adequate state financing and other resources to counties to address chemical dependency,
including integrated models of treatment.

AMC supports alcohol tax increases to more closely reflect the health and public safety costs related to alcohol and
other drug abuse (including prescription and over-the-counter drugs) and alcohol and drug-related injuries.
Additional state funding is needed for counties to continue to work in key areas of chemical dependency
prevention, screening, treatment and aftercare, probation supervision and detoxification services.
AMC supports state funding for mandated detoxification services.

AMC supports the implementation and enforcement of statewide policies that restrict the production, sale and
possession of illegal synthetic drugs.
AMC supports state and local policies that prevent underage alcohol and tobacco consumption.

Tobacco





AMC supports continued state funding to counties to prevent tobacco use and other youth risk behavior.
AMC supports legislation that would provide stricter regulation of e-cigarettes and flavored tobacco.

AMC supports the use of recovered tobacco settlement dollars for public health prevention activities.
AMC supports increasing the tobacco tax and expanding it to tobacco related products in order to support
prevention and health-related costs of tobacco use.
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Child Safety and Well Being
AMC supports a child welfare system designed to keep children safe and with their families. The system should be
structured to reduce the disproportionate impact on communities of color, offer services aimed at preventing
maltreatment and strengthening families, and foster collaboration between public services and communities.

Child Safety


AMC supports stable, adequate state funding for child safety and well-being. This funding is intended to:
















Prevent child abuse and neglect.

Allow caseworkers to have manageable caseloads so adequate assessment and services can be
provided to meet the safety needs of children.

Whenever possible, taking into consideration the child’s safety and well-being, maintain children
in their own homes.
Keep children in safe, permanent living situations whenever possible.
Continue family relationships.

Assure that parents have enhanced capacity to provide for children’s needs.

Support school educational stability for foster children and county-involved youth by stabilizing
their access to transportation supports when they are placed in settings outside of their original
school districts.

AMC supports addressing educational neglect with a child welfare response and required connection
with early intervention services and removing educational neglect from the child protection statutes.

AMC supports the policy that all child placement orders issued by tribal courts become the financial responsibility
of the state.
AMC fully supports legislation that directs all responsibility for providing Child Protection/Child Welfare services
for children living within the boundaries of the Red Lake Trust Lands to the Red Lake Nation.
AMC supports the policy that all ICWA child placement costs become the financial responsibility of the state.

Child Support



AMC supports adequate state funding to counties to fulfill their child support responsibilities to offset federal
funding reductions.

AMC supports simplifying the administration of child support services to reduce court costs and improve
efficiency.
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Children’s and Family Health
AMC supports stable, flexible state funding and public policy to support healthy families.

Two-Generation Approach



AMC supports multi-generational, whole family policy strategies that address intergenerational poverty.

AMC supports legislation that allows a local unit of government to pilot a children's savings account that will
support two-generational disparity reduction efforts.

Maternal and Child Health


AMC supports additional state funding for county-delivered maternal and child health services, such as evidencebased home visiting programs and fetal alcohol syndrome prevention initiatives.

Systems








AMC supports state funding for locally-based collaborative activities across systems and among counties, schools,
cities, and other local organizations to promote healthy families.

AMC supports state funding to counties and other organizations to eliminate health disparities in Minnesota’s
ethnic, racial, refugee, and low-income populations, many of who have lower health status than other Minnesotans
(including interpreter services, strategies to improve health care access, and workforce training).

AMC supports state fiscal strategies to reduce dependence on public funding for long term care, such as expanding
availability of long-term care insurance and extending look-back periods for assets for medical assistance.
AMC supports federal funding for the Women, Infants and Children (WIC) grant as well as continuation of
adjunctive eligibility for WIC programs.

AMC supports state and federal policies that authorize additional flexibility and the use of televisits (phone or
video) for clients in Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) programming when needed.
AMC supports legislation that aligns the Minnesota Health Records Act with HIPPA for efficient data-sharing
between educational and safety net programs, as well as state and local public health to connect residents to
appropriate services and interventions for improved service delivery and outcomes.

Community Health
AMC supports stable, flexible state funding and public policy to improve and maintain healthy communities.
 AMC supports permanent, dedicated funding sufficient to assure implementation of the Statewide Health
Improvement Partnership (SHIP) initiatives throughout the state.






AMC supports funding to counties and local partners to address the impact of Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACEs) and Adverse Community Environments (The Pair of Aces), health equity, and Social Determinants of
Health, that predispose children to these adverse experiences.
AMC supports state funding for home and community-based care.

AMC supports planning, zoning and funding efforts to create “livable and sustainable communities” that encourage
physical activity and other healthy lifestyle behaviors.

AMC supports increased resources for development of programs, partnerships, monitoring and data collection
systems, and other initiatives to prevent and reduce violence.
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County Administration and Management
AMC supports policies that promote effective and efficient county government that provides quality services to meet the
needs of Minnesota citizens without infringing on the decision-making ability of local elected officials.

Condemnation and Inverse Condemnation




AMC opposes legislation that allows businesses to seek inverse condemnation when a county provides competing
goods or services, or limits the number of private operators.

AMC opposes the creation of an automatic cause of action for damages any time a local regulatory action impacts
the use or reduces the value of private property.

AMC supports changing the condemnation process to require property owners, in cases where negotiations have
failed to reach agreement and the property owner has hired an appraiser, to disclose their appraisal prior to the
deadline for the governmental agency to make its final written offer, or in the alternative, submission of the
owner’s appraisal 30 days before a condemnation commissioners’ hearing, thus giving the same right of full
disclosure to both parties and providing the agency with crucial information in order to formulate its offers and
reach settlement.

County Structure

Administrative Streamlining



AMC supports greater flexibility and opportunity for county administrative reorganization.

AMC supports greater authority to use technology for communications and efficiency improvements.

Election Administration












AMC supports federal and state funding commensurate with the cost for counties to comply with voting
requirements, election administration standards.

AMC supports initiatives to reduce the costs and administrative requirements of Election Day voter registration
that maintain accuracy and integrity in the process.
AMC supports electronic overseas voting for eligible citizens if ballot security is not compromised.

AMC supports infusing new money into the 2002 Help America Vote Act (HAVA) to further maintain voting
accessibility and assist counties in administering polling place duties or other requirements under the Act.
AMC supports policies that encourage voter registration.

AMC supports requiring candidates for county office, when filing an affidavit of candidacy, to certify that they will
have maintained residence in the county or district from which they seek election for 30 days before the primary
election date.
AMC supports the restoration of voting rights for individuals who are not incarcerated.

AMC supports expanding population thresholds for counties who choose to implement mail balloting.

AMC asks that the legislature continue to support the reimbursement mechanism for presidential primary election
that fully accounts for county costs.

AMC supports legislation granting counties the authority to fill mid-term vacancies in county sheriff, attorney, or
row officer positions either through a special election or by appointing a replacement until the next regular
election.
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Employment and Employee Benefits
County Workforce





AMC encourages flexibility in the delivery of county-administered programs to help maximize investments in staff
while maintaining quality services. Potential ways to address workforce shortages could include the ability to
establish partnerships, employ technology, or modify mandated services.
AMC advocates for reducing policy barriers to attracting or retaining county workers.

AMC supports efforts to attract and retain volunteer, community drivers by modifying state statute to clarify that
volunteers receiving reimbursement from government entities would not be required to purchase commercial
insurance.

Health Care









AMC supports clarifying state law to allow for a fair and effective collective bargaining process that accounts for
issues of cost versus value of employee benefits.
AMC supports the state granting authority to counties for pooling retirees separately from active employees for
purposes of establishing premiums and coverage for hospital, medical, and dental insurance.
AMC supports changes to the conditions for participation in the Public Employees Insurance Program (PEIP) that
include a requirement for representation by all insurance eligible employees to determine whether all insurance
eligible employees will join PEIP.

AMC supports removing the requirement that local governments allow early retirees and their dependents to stay
on the county’s hospital, medical and dental plans indefinitely. If this requirement remains in effect, AMC supports
the state granting authority to counties to pool the retiree group separately from active employees.
AMC supports modifying MS 62A.21, subdivision 2a to put in place reasonable limitations and requirements for
continued health insurance coverage for divorced spouses.

AMC supports changes to MS 471.6161 so that the public employer and exclusive representative of the employees
of an appropriate bargaining unit must meet and confer over any proposed changes in group insurance contracts.

Pensions





AMC believes that any structural changes to PERA should promote long-term sustainability of the pension fund
and be representative of potential costs to taxpayers, marketability of the pension benefit, and consideration of
active employees in addition to retirees.
AMC opposes the creation of new pension plans for individual groups of county employees and the transfer of
certain job classes to plans that increase benefits and costs to the employee and employer.

AMC supports increasing the existing earnings threshold for mandatory PERA membership and setting the
threshold at an annual earnings level.

Prevailing Wage


AMC supports removing the prevailing wage requirement for the Border-to-Border Broadband Grant Program,
and to allow non-Minnesota based COOPs to apply for the grant as long as the project is located in Minnesota and
the program is continued.

Long-Term Care



AMC supports granting county employees and their spouses the eligibility to voluntarily purchase group rate longterm care insurance through the Minnesota Public Employee Long Term Care Insurance Plan.

AMC supports lawmakers working together to modify our State's Medicaid reimbursement system to increase
rates, tying them to wage increases for employees, to help providers better respond to evolving labor market
demands in the caregiving workforce.
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Veteran’s Preference


AMC believes that current veteran’s preference law provides sufficient preference for veterans applying for public
sector employment and promotions, and opposes increasing the preference points given to applicants or
employees seeking promotions.

Workers’ Compensation


AMC supports adding a designated public sector employer representative to the Workers’ Compensation Advisory
Council.

Intergovernmental Relations
District Courts


AMC supports efforts to assist counties in funding and operating facilities for District Courts, court administration,
and court security.

Joint Powers Agreements




AMC supports cooperative activities between units of government, the protection of existing joint activities, and
the elimination of barriers that hinder the creation of such arrangements.

AMC supports the application of the rules, regulations and requirements of its individual forming members on to
a joint powers entity.

AMC supports a strong state-county relationship and supports the ability of counties to work with the state
through a collaborative process to improve service delivery. AMC opposes any efforts by the state to take over
county services without utilizing a collaborative process to develop a comprehensive plan to ensure long-term
success and identify clear objectives and outcomes for taxpayers and citizens.

Private/Public Partnerships


AMC recognizes the economic and societal benefits of public/private collaborations and supports policies that
encourage partnerships between government and non-government entities that address the needs of our
communities.

State Audits


AMC supports current state law granting rights for all counties to issue request for proposals for audit services
and contract with the entity that best fits the needs of the county and its taxpayers.

State-County Relations


AMC believes the state should secure the support of an individual county or specific group of counties before
enacting any law that specifically impacts that individual county or group of counties.

Libraries




AMC supports greater flexibility for libraries to form regional partnerships.

AMC supports legislation that would provide for investments in the Statewide Regional Library System by
increasing funding for regional library basic system support aid.
AMC supports local control in determining the appropriate level of local funding for county libraries.
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Licensing




AMC supports allowing counties and deputy registrars to sell motor vehicle license tabs online, or to share in the
revenue generated by the state’s online sales.
AMC supports expanding flexibility for counties to accept certain documents or signatures electronically both
during and after a public health emergency.

AMC supports the examination of the increased work for Deputy Registrars and Driver’s License Agents as well as
the appropriate level of compensation/filing fees in completing these duties as determined by the legislative
study.

Open Meeting Law


AMC supports more effective and efficient public notice alternatives and authority to utilize technological tools to
conduct needed business.

Public Records



AMC supports changing state law to no longer require that social security numbers be collected for marriage
license applications.

AMC supports legislation that promotes pre-administrative filing remedies for UCC filings in an effort to protect
any individual, entity or elected official from the filing of false liens against them.

Technology






AMC supports greater cooperation between counties and the state department of revenue to improve the
effectiveness of property tax administration software and reduce overall costs for both local and state
government.

AMC supports that the State of Minnesota reevaluate and map accordingly the establishments of county
boundaries for the purposes of accuracy and proper property taxation and recording of deeds.
AMC supports legislation that extends broadband to all areas of Minnesota.
AMC supports efforts to address the issue of cyber security.

Disease Prevention and Health Protection
AMC supports state financial resources and public policy to protect the public from communicable disease and promote
healthy behaviors to prevent chronic disease.

Emergency Preparedness



AMC supports increased state funding and authority for state and local governments to plan and prepare together
for public health and other emergencies or disasters that impact the state.

AMC supports restoration of federal funding to local public health for emergency preparedness and response.

Infectious Disease



AMC supports policies and funding to ensure that all people in Minnesota are immunized against communicable
diseases.
AMC supports funding and authority for county public health departments to investigate and respond to infectious
disease cases, such as active and latent tuberculosis, through monitoring, directly observed therapy, care
coordination and treatment, and use of telehealth.
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AMC supports the use of scientific evidence as a basis for agency action and other decision-making about vaccine
safety and other health practices.

AMC supports state-level funding resources directed to COVID-19 response including but not limited to
community education and outreach, case investigation and contact tracing, testing, delivery of essential services,
and distribution of a COVID-19 vaccine when it is available.

Environmental Health







AMC supports the authority of all counties to locally operate a food, beverage, and lodging establishment program
supported by a locally determined fee structure.

AMC supports a financing structure for core state environmental health activities that is sufficient to ensure that
the state can effectively provide oversight, technical support, and information to counties and local food beverage
and lodging establishments and is based on an appropriate fee structure.

AMC supports policies and funding that promote early intervention to remove lead hazards, and other Healthy
Homes hazards, before children are exposed, including legislation that would enable counties to obtain Medical
Assistance reimbursement for lead risk assessments and in-home asthma prevention and treatment interventions
including coverage of products that reduce asthma triggers, and referral to follow-up educational services.

AMC supports legislation that streamlines Minnesota’s food safety system to eliminate licensing authority
complexity of food operations and remove barriers for starting food businesses.

Public Health Infrastructure





AMC supports restoring and increasing flexible funding for essential local public health services through the local
public health grant.
AMC supports providing state funding and authority for a state-local public health information system.

AMC supports the efficient and secure sharing of data between the state and local public health agencies for the
assessment of local health status and supports cross-sector data sharing to best assess trends.

Economic Self-Sufficiency
AMC supports state funding and policy to strengthen the public safety net for those unable to work and to remove
disincentives that discourage able-bodied people from achieving self-sufficiency.

Affordable Housing





Secure individual and family stability and prevent homelessness by assuring the reimbursement rates and state
funding allow all counties to sustain and grow housing support services.
AMC supports repeal of policies requiring counties to count housing subsidies as income.
AMC supports development of affordable housing options for low-income people.

AMC supports a regional approach to eliminating unsheltered homelessness statewide.

Child Care




AMC supports child care policies that assist parents to maintain employment by assuring access to high quality,
safe child care.
AMC supports restoring eligibility for child care for low and moderate income families.

AMC supports a state process to determine eligibility for child care assistance that is simple and easy for families,
providers, and counties to navigate.
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AMC supports state funding and immunity protection for county responsibilities in licensing in child care
establishments.
AMC supports the state assuming responsibility for child care background checks.

AMC supports additional state funding to address the waitlist for child care support for eligible families.

Income Supports/Work Readiness














AMC supports state funding to counties and other organizations to eliminate employment disparities in
Minnesota’s ethnic, racial, refugee, and low-income populations, including to support interpreter services, and
language education strategies to improve access to employment services and workforce training, and for capacity
building to assist small and diverse businesses to achieve equitable access to public and private business
opportunities.
AMC supports exceptions from the Minnesota Family Investment Program (MFIP) work participation
requirements for individuals who have demonstrated inability to work due to physical or mental disability, time
spent completing their education, or serving as a caregiver for disabled family members.

AMC supports requirements to verify eligibility for public programs based on citizenship as long as these
processes do not result in substantial additional administrative burdens for counties.

AMC supports general fund support for the Minnesota Youth Program, which provides work experience and
academic enrichment activities to economically disadvantaged and at-risk youth and opposes the counting of that
income against MFIP support calculations.

AMC supports funding for family stabilization services sufficient to enable all counties to provide case
management, payment monitoring, and initiation for eligible clients, as required by law.

AMC supports funding for supportive work programs to provide hard-to-employ MFIP recipients with paid work
experience.
AMC supports changes to state law to protect counties from being required to make indemnity payments to unpaid
work experience participants in work readiness programs.

AMC supports innovations to simplifying the process of determining eligibility for and enrollment in income
support programs.

AMC supports individual access to high quality employment training that leads to greater self-sufficiency and that
improves the overall skill level and productivity of the workforce.
AMC supports the Department of Human Services and County workgroup definition of self-employment income
in order to determine eligibility for public programs.

Energy
AMC recognizes there is an ever-increasing need to provide efficient, affordable, clean, renewable and sustainable energy
to the people of Minnesota. AMC supports legislation and policies that would help make this possible.

Energy Conservation


AMC supports methods of energy conservation, improving efficiency, and minimizing the environmental impacts
of all methods of energy production, including but not limited to coal; petroleum; natural gas; nuclear; wind; solar;
hydropower; geothermal, wood; waste; methane; ethanol and bio-diesel.

Energy Exploration


AMC supports ongoing, collaborative, statewide efforts in the areas of research and development in the use of all
forms of energy.
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Energy Independence





AMC supports well researched, data-based strategies toward the development and implementation of a
comprehensive energy independence program.
AMC supports repealing the prohibition on building nuclear energy facilities.

AMC supports adding the availability of E85 (ethanol) to the MNDOT highway signage programs.

AMC supports statewide incentives for alternative energy options, including waste to energy and methane
recovery, such as producer payments or credits for technology similar to those granted to the wind, ethanol, and
bio-diesel industries.

Energy Transmission and Distribution


AMC supports greater cooperation and communication between the state, local units of government and private
industry for the siting.

Environmental Protection
Chronic Wasting Disease


AMC encourages the Legislature, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and Minnesota Board of Animal
Health to enact a comprehensive plan to slow or eliminate the spread of Chronic Wasting Disease.

Federal Endangered Species Act


AMC opposed the inclusion of the northern long-eared bat on the endangered species list by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service. As currently drafted, AMC is concerned about potential negative outcomes specific to the forest
industry and current forest management efforts.

Noxious and Invasive Species Management






AMC supports State funding to provide financial assistance for County Agricultural Inspectors (CAI) to carry out
duties as described in the Noxious Weed Law, as well as assist landowners with control of noxious weeds.
AMC supports requiring the Minnesota Department of Transportation, railroad authorities and other state and
federal agencies to control and fund the timely eradication of noxious weeds on their lands and rights-of-way.

AMC supports fully funding state and federal efforts to carry out activities to eradicate invasive plants and other
species in a timely manner.
AMC supports increased state activities to educate and assist residents and local governments in their efforts to
control invasive species.

AMC supports legislation providing state funding to aid counties for planning and response to the loss of trees due
to Emerald Ash Borer and other invasive pests and pathogens.

Health Care Financing, Access and Quality
AMC supports assuring the opportunity for all Minnesotans to be healthy and supports public health activities that prevent
disease and disability and promote health for the whole population. AMC supports health care for all Minnesotans that
adds value by improving quality and patient satisfaction; decreasing medical errors, cost, and waste; and maximizing
return on investment. AMC supports the equal treatment of mental health conditions and substance use disorders in
insurance plans. Counties shall be a key stakeholder in any proposal that transfers county administrative or program
delivery roles to new entities such as tribal governments, non-profits, or the private sector.
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New Health Care Delivery Systems & Health Care Homes







AMC supports allowing counties or county-based purchasing plans to propose, implement and participate in new
care delivery and payment demonstration projects for Minnesota Health Care Programs. AMC supports
authorizing the county to designate the rural coordinated care delivery system project that will operate a
demonstration project in a rural area if there are multiple competing proposals or projects serving the same
geographic area.
AMC supports requiring provider-sponsored Minnesota Health Care Program demonstration projects to partner
with counties so that health care services are coordinated with local county services affecting patients’ health,
such as public health, social services, mental health, housing and other services.

AMC supports the funding necessary for the Minnesota Eligibility Technology System (METS) to function properly
and reliably, and alleviate excessive burdens on taxpayers and improve services provided to customers.
AMC supports certification of health care homes throughout Minnesota that:







Ensure multiple options for certification so that providers in all parts of the state are able to
participate;
Expand the types of providers and teams eligible to serve as a health care home or care
coordinator; and

Provide collaboration of care across public and private sectors and coordination between medical
and non-medical services.

County-Based Purchasing







AMC supports default assignment of enrollees to the county-based purchasing plan if an enrollee does not make
a choice of health plan.
AMC supports re-shaping the state-county relationship related to County-Based Purchasing (CBP) consistent with
AMC’s policy position for Joint Powers Agreements.

AMC supports creating a new chapter of state law for County-Based Purchasing (CBP) recognizing County-Based
Purchasing as an alternative model for delivery of Minnesota Health Care Programs (MHCP).

AMC supports fully empowering counties that elect County-Based Purchasing (CBP) for delivery of Minnesota
Health Care Programs (MHCP) as provided for in state law (256B.692) through direct procurement arrangements
with the MN Department of Human Services (DHS).

AMC supports federal legislative changes or waivers necessary to allow for direct procurement and full
implementation of state CBP laws (256B.692).

Dental


AMC supports state funding for a sustainable model for dental care for low-income people.

Financing, Administration and Systems








AMC supports maintaining the state’s health care provider tax.

AMC supports state and federal investments in technology modernization at the Departments of Health and
Human Services. These investments will improve the efficiency of county staff that enter information into the
systems and enhance customer service.
AMC supports legislation that would require field tests of any new technology system prior to statewide
implementation.
AMC supports maintaining health insurance coverage for low income Minnesotans. AMC opposes approaches that
result in cost shifts or funding reductions to counties to cover these populations.

AMC supports solutions that better integrate health care and social services to reduce costs and improve health
outcomes, including the implementation and full funding of demonstration projects.
AMC supports state funding for county uncompensated care costs.
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AMC supports adequate state funding to cover the cost of county administrative functions in Minnesota Health
Care Programs.

AMC supports state policy to allow for seamless enrollment and continuation in Minnesota Health Care Programs
(e.g., MA and MinnesotaCare).

AMC supports simplifying the process of determining and redetermining eligibility for and enrollment in
Minnesota Health Care Programs.

AMC supports a statewide managed care procurement process that is transparent and reflects a county voice in
the outcomes and provides a fair and unbiased process for appeal. The procurement process should not lead to
barriers to implement county-based solutions such as county-based purchasing.
AMC supports continued funding and authority for the county roles of network development and service
integration for special populations, such as the elderly, disabled, and mentally ill, who receive services through
Minnesota Health Care Programs as these populations are moved to a managed care model.
AMC supports state and federal funding to cover county costs of administering the new MnCHOICES assessment
process. AMC also supports strong and clear collaboration with counties as the system moves from final
development to implementation.
AMC supports maximizing federal revenues to support Minnesota’s health care programs.

Human Services Delivery


AMC recognizes that a true, long-range, transformational approach to redesigning how the Department of Human
Services delivers services is vital to meeting the needs for Minnesota residents. As the state embarks on this
transformational change, it will be important to look at best practices from other states, convene a panel of
systems transformational advisors from private and non-profit sectors, and work closely with counties who have
long been the state’s key partners in delivering services to Minnesotans.

Land Use Planning and Regulation
AMC supports sustainable and balanced management of the state’s environmental and natural resources through effective
enhancement of local, state, and federal governance.

Agricultural Land Preservation Program

AMC supports reform of rural Minnesota Agricultural Land Preservation Program to recognize solar facilities up
to 1 megawatt as accessory uses on enrolled properties and to reduce the time required to withdraw parcels from
the program from 8 years to 3 years.

Animal Agriculture County Permitting Programs





AMC supports the voluntary enforcement of state standards by counties with county authority to be more
restrictive than state standards.

AMC supports increased state funding for counties that elected to be delegated within the Pollution Control
Agency feedlot program.

AMC supports the ability of counties to withdraw from the county feedlot delegation agreement in the event the
funding level declines below what is necessary to administer the program.
AMC supports a statutory definition of feedlot capacity as “permitted capacity.”
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AMC recognizes the need to provide assistance to feedlot producers correcting their feedlots and supports raising
the eligibility limit for the feedlot cost share from 300 animal units to 999 animal unit facilities that are not large
concentrated animal feeding operations.

Comprehensive Planning and Zoning





AMC supports local governments’ ability to balance the rights of private landowners with the interests of the
public through the fundamental authority local units of government have to protect the public health, safety and
welfare of citizens.

AMC supports legislative efforts that do not reduce or interfere with the ability of counties to carry out land-use
activities such as zoning, planning, and the permitting of development.
AMC supports the legislative effort to develop and fund a statewide high-resolution Digital Elevation Model.

Environmental Review








AMC supports a statutory clarification of the definition of “cumulative potential effects”.
AMC supports maintaining the existing EAW decision criteria in EQB rules.

AMC opposes any effort to require a “cumulative impacts” analysis as part of the EAW process, or as part of the
shoreland review process.

AMC supports efforts to revise the EAW and EIS process rather than creating new thresholds to trigger the
necessity of undergoing an EAW or EIS.

AMC supports a thoughtful and balanced approach to issues that impact environmental protection and economic
development efforts. AMC shall work to ensure that county perspectives are included in the state’s response to
the Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa’s application to the Environmental Protection Agency for Class
1 Air Quality designation.
AMC supports requiring project/site specific meetings for the purpose of gathering public testimony be held in
the project/site county or within sixty miles of the project/site location.

County Park Funding



AMC supports adequate state and federal funding to counties for the acquisition, maintenance and operation of
county parks, open space and recreational lands.
AMC supports adequate state and federal funding for the development of county parks, open space, and
recreational lands, except in a county with 50 percent or more public land ownership. Those counties could elect
to participate in this funding using the dollars received for ongoing maintenance, upkeep, or their capital
improvements benefiting existing county-owned parks, trails and recreational facilities.

Public Land Management







AMC supports fully funding the beaver damage control grant program under Minnesota Statute 103F.950 to
provide grants to local units of government.

AMC supports permissive authority for a county to designate an employee or employees to carry and discharge a
firearm for the purpose of taking a nuisance animal.

AMC supports funding to counties to reimburse costs associated with the cleanup of blighted, tax-forfeited
properties.

AMC supports legislation to address the expenses counties incur for the clean-up and maintenance requirements
of blighted or environmentally contaminated tax forfeiture properties.
AMC supports state and federal funding to effectively manage and maintain all state and federally owned lands.

AMC supports the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Strategic Land Asset Management (SLAM) concept
and the involvement of counties in the development of land management goals and strategies.
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AMC supports requiring that county boards be notified of, and allowed to comment on, applications for statefunded acquisition projects that are proposed in the county.

AMC supports maximizing the greatest level of public value and benefit when private lands are acquired with state
funds. These lands shall provide multiple uses and are best identified with local government participation
throughout the acquisition process.
AMC opposes efforts to alter or remove the local approval process for the establishment or expansion of wildlife
management areas (WMAs).
AMC opposes the creation of buffer areas through restrictions on local ordinances or other methods that may
negatively impact adjoining property owners.
AMC supports more effective laws to reduce the frequency and severity of accidental dog trapping incidents.

Rulemaking


AMC opposes opening the shore land rules for rulemaking until the DNR and the local governments responsible
for implementing the rule agree to the scope of potential rule changes.

Small Community Systems


AMC supports increased funding to bring more small community septic systems into compliance.

Subsurface Sewage Treatment Systems (SSTS)









AMC supports a statewide initiative to require individual sewage treatment systems to be inspected and disclosed
prior to the sale or transfer of property.
AMC supports county-based efforts to develop an inventory of the compliance status of all SSTS’ in the county.

AMC supports establishing a statewide database of best practices that local government use to administer and
educate the public concerning SSTS systems.

AMC supports ongoing state-funded financial assistance programs for homeowners. These programs should
include financial assistance for low-income SSTS owners who are unable to fund system upgrade or replacement
without this support, including funding counties to establish revolving loan and other financial assistance
programs.
AMC supports state funding for county implementation of the state SSTS program at a level commensurate with
county costs to do so.
AMC supports county authority to adopt an SSTS component of the county water management plan.

AMC supports options to expedite the certification of SSTS professionals by addressing training accessibility and
testing deficiencies.

Township Zoning



AMC supports efforts to clarify the zoning relationship between counties and townships.

AMC supports a requirement for townships that choose to adopt zoning ordinances to perform all zoning activities
and to carry out the enforcement of the zoning ordinances.

Underground Utility Mapping


AMC supports reducing the risks of water and environmental contamination and improving public safety when
work is being done near underground utility infrastructure by establishing a method for public and private sector
utility providers in Minnesota to share data on underground utility infrastructure in a secure and confidential
manner, which will be used to create an accurate inventory of Minnesota’s underground utility infrastructure.
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Mandates
Maintenance of Effort Requirements


AMC opposes state mandated maintenance of effort requirements as they interfere with local decision-making
and budget prioritization.

Reform and Removal










AMC opposes the imposition of mandates and costs on counties without full and stable funding from the federal
or state government needed to prevent property tax increases. If mandates are not accompanied with
commensurate funding, they must be removed.

AMC supports the realignment of service and funding responsibilities that would provide lasting fiscal reform for
mandated services.
AMC believes the Legislature should enact legislation that would sunset all county mandates over a period of time
and review each mandate during that period to determine if the mandate should continue or if it should be
eliminated. AMC believes the Legislature should prepare a “local impact note” for all legislation that may increase
local government costs, and should have ample opportunity to review that analysis before passing any legislation
that may increase local government costs.
AMC supports funding for a state office of suicide prevention.

AMC supports the ability for counties to self-certify their own merit system if the system meets existing federal
requirements. AMC further believes the Department of Human Services should provide for an efficient,
streamlined, and transparent process for withdrawal from the Minnesota Merit System which will not impact the
cost or services to counties remaining in Minnesota Merit.
AMC recognizes and promotes the importance of pay equity at all levels of county employment. Any state
reporting mandates should be succinct, cognizant of staff time/costs, and void of redundant annual data sets.

Mental Health
AMC supports state policy and financing to assure a full range of mental health services that: promote mental health,
prevent mental health problems, treat mental health conditions, and allow people with mental health conditions to
function as effectively as possible in the community.

Civil Commitment





AMC supports state assumption of the cost of hold orders for sex and alcohol offenders and other people awaiting
civil commitment.

AMC opposes the requirement that counties share the cost of civil commitment of sex offenders and supports
comprehensive reform to the current policies in order to reduce the cost of civil commitment, including a review
of the commitment process, while maintaining an adequate level of protection for the public. AMC also supports
strong and clear collaboration with counties for offender release programs.

AMC opposes cost shifts to local governments for sex offenders released from the Minnesota Sex Offender Program
(MSOP).AMC supports the expansion of pilot programs in Minnesota to expedite timelines of competency
examinations and competency proceedings and explore alternatives to restoration for individuals who lack the
capacity to be restored.
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Mental Health System Reform
AMC supports state mental health reforms that include the following components:
 Integration of physical, mental health and social services (including housing and employment) for children and
adults with mental health problems;










Coordination of mental health services with other county systems such as child protection and criminal justice;

Partnerships between counties and managed care organizations that effectively align funding, authority,
responsibility, risk, and reward;
State funding to assure services for uninsured and underinsured that fully covers the cost of delivering services;

State funding for prevention, screening, and earlier intervention of mental health problems, especially targeted to
newborn and early childhood services;

Dedicating all funds paid by counties for clients that do not meet medical criteria to build out the current
Minnesota mental health system - this revenue stream should be investing in stabilizing existing beds and care
options and/or increasing our state’s capacity to meet needs across the full mental health continuum of care;
Flexibility in dedicating local tax dollars for mental health in relation to other social services; and
Continuation of the state safety net for people with severe mental health problems.

AMC supports statewide implementation of best practices for individuals with mental health and substance abuse
disorders who are involved in the criminal justice system. Planning and administering a comprehensive approach
should bring together personnel from human services personnel, corrections, and courts.

AMC supports a review of the state adult and children’s mental health acts to clarify appropriate county responsibilities.

Suicide



AMC supports all efforts working toward the goal of zero suicides in Minnesota.
AMC supports funding for a state office of suicide prevention.
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Public Safety, Corrections and Courts
AMC supports programs and policies that promote safe communities through effective prevention, education, supervision
and treatment, and communication technology, and preparedness through local/state collaboration.

9-1-1 and Statewide Emergency Communication Interoperability









AMC supports a stable and reliable funding source and flexible use of 9-1-1 fees to offset county costs for
maintenance of local 9-1-1 systems and for modernization of the systems to integrate Next Generation 911, textto-911 and other potential advancements in technology.
AMC supports the statewide system for communication interoperability for emergency management services and
law enforcement purposes and supports the ongoing development and implementation of a statewide emergency
communications infrastructure, including, but not limited to, the ARMER system and interoperable data
communication systems.
AMC supports locally managed emergency communications systems and recognize that the subscriber and
equipment operating costs of a statewide infrastructure require state support.

AMC supports the ongoing development of an integrated state criminal justice information system (CJIS),
including the goal of statewide interoperability of records and data systems, with full financial resources for
development to be provided by the state.
AMC supports dedicated, short term funding for the current county Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping
efforts in preparation for Next Generation 911 (NG9-1-1-) until NG9-1-1 is implemented state-wide, as well as
ongoing, dedicated sources of funding for NG9-1-1 specific GIS maintenance and future requirements.

Prevention, Intervention and Diversion Programs




AMC supports the ability for counties to expand and operate diversion programs, including juvenile detention
alternatives, traffic diversion, and other programs that will reduce the contact with the judicial and broader
criminal justice system with the goals of better using limited resources, reducing collateral consequences of
criminal justice involvement, and reducing racial disparities in the system.
AMC supports expanded prevention and early interventions efforts that will reduce contact with the criminal
justice system.

Drug Courts



AMC supports collaboration and cooperation between the counties, state administration, state courts and other
stakeholders to address the issue of alcohol and other drug offenders in the criminal justice system.
AMC recognizes that for a drug court expansion and implementation plan to succeed it must:











Align with an effective service delivery model that recognizes existing state/county relationships;
Avoid redundancy of programs and services and prevent new unfunded mandates to local
government;

Provide full, stable, and ongoing state funding for corrections and human services systems
delivering services at the county level that is equitable and commensurate with local need;
Require that the financing and supervision of county staff remain with the county;

Maintain the efficient financing and operation of chemical dependency and mental health services
within the county;
Adopt evidence-based operating practices and outcome-based funding strategies; and

Use existing information systems to provide treatment and client data necessary to evaluate
outcomes.
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Emergency Management












AMC supports county board involvement, shared funding responsibility, and local authority for coordination of
emergency management services in cooperation with the federal and state government.

AMC supports disaster assistance initiatives that aid local governments that recognize the limits on local fiscal
resources; including emergency management readiness grants for local planning and preparedness.

AMC supports increased funding for the local disaster assistance program to assist local governments recover
from disasters that do not reach the federal threshold, but result in extreme hardships, AND to minimize the need
for future special sessions of the legislature to provide State matching funds when a Presidential declaration is
issued. AMC supports a guaranteed minimum pass-through of Emergency Management Performance Grant funds
to counties and cities of the first class, and an increase legislative funding for the division of Homeland Security
and Emergency Management to make their budget less reliant on grant funding that should be coming to counties.

AMC supports infrastructure enhancements for emergency management including a new State Emergency
Operations Center and the enhancement of the Camp Ripley training facility to include capabilities for training in
planning for and responding to the myriad needs that may be posed by the derailment or other issue involving
trains carrying oil and other hazardous materials.
AMC supports legislation requiring railroads to provide county and city of the first class Emergency Management
Agencies and first responders with complete emergency plans that can be used to develop and improve local
Emergency Operations Plans.

AMC supports moving agriculture related items out of Chapter 12B and in to agriculture statute to align Minnesota
Emergency Management policy with federal practices. Future emergency contingency actions for agriculture and
livestock uses should be included in the agriculture statute and not reference the disaster assistance account. In
addition, the agriculture disaster account should have the same ongoing funding as the disaster aid account.
AMC supports efforts to implement and expand multi-lingual communication platforms statewide to enhance
Minnesota’s emergency response system.

Emergency Medical Services


AMC supports a comprehensive review of funding for Regional EMS Boards and EMS recruitment and education
in order to replace state revenues lost from decreases in seat belt fines and other sources.

Health Care


AMC supports federal and state financial and program assistance to relieve counties of the costs of uncompensated
medical and dental care provided to inmates of local correctional facilities. This includes funding for preventive
and ongoing physical and mental health care services in jails and maintenance of Social Security Insurance,
Veterans benefits, Medical Assistance, and MinnesotaCare.

Law Enforcement and Public Safety Collaboration






AMC supports a coordinated and efficient law enforcement program between the state and local jurisdictions.

AMC supports continued and expanded use of the Automated Pawn System (APS) as well as continued authority
for regulation of pawn shops at the local government level.

AMC supports legislation to allow first responders to display more highly visible lighting that more clearly
indicates that traffic should clear the path for the responder when responding to an emergency call.
AMC supports efforts to curb the dangers of distracted driving by supporting legislation that requires hands-free
cell phone use while driving.

AMC supports increased resources for development of programs, partnerships, monitoring and data collection
systems, and other initiatives that build cross-system collaborations between law enforcement, social services,
corrections, and other departments to provide mental health and substance use interventions and services that
reduce negative contact with the criminal justice system.
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Public Defenders


AMC supports full state funding of state public defender services.

Supervision










AMC supports movement to a single, needs-based state-funding stream for corrections. In the absence of a single
probation funding stream, AMC supports significant increases to the Community Corrections Act Subsidy and
County Probation Officer Reimbursement, in order to maintain core probation services and move toward
restoring the 50/50 state/county partnership.

AMC supports the use of state resources to fully compensate counties for the entire cost of housing state offenders.

AMC supports a state funding process for the construction and operation of county/regional jails and other
corrections programs.
AMC supports the integration of evidence-based best practices into the discipline of corrections supervision and
decision-making.

AMC opposes any changes in the state Department of Corrections jail standards for existing facilities that will be
a financial burden on counties.

AMC supports eliminating life without parole as a sentencing option for children and supports just and age
appropriate accountability measures for children that will ensure that every child, regardless of offense, is given
meaningful opportunity to obtain release based on demonstrated maturing and rehabilitation. AMC support
legislation, that applies both retroactively and prospectively, that abolishes life without parole for children and
provides them with meaningful and periodic sentencing reviews, so that no child is allowed to have their human
rights violated because of when they were sentenced.
AMC supports the elimination of the minimum population requirement in the Community Corrections Act (CCA),
thus allowing more counties the option to choose CCA for the corrections delivery system.

Victims Services


AMC supports restoration of funding for victims’ services grants.

Public Safety Systems Change


AMC supports initiatives that provide neutral, data-based evaluation of Minnesota’s public safety system and
provide policy recommendations that increase the return on investment in the public safety sector.

Data Practices





AMC supports policies that enable sharing of private and confidential data (with appropriate safeguards) between
corrections departments, court systems, health and human services agencies and schools when the different
agencies are providing services for the same person, including juveniles.

AMC supports efforts to improve public access to data held by governments where it may benefit consumer
transactions.
AMC supports legislation that would amend the Minnesota Data Practices Act (Minn. Stat. 13.04, subd.4) to restrict
or modify the ability to challenge accuracy or completeness of employee performance evaluations through a
contested-case proceeding before an Administrative Law Judge.

Government transparency and access to public data are cornerstones of a functioning democracy. AMC supports
the current general county retention guidelines reviewed and accepted by the Minnesota Historical Society. Any
legislative proposal to change retention policies should include compensation, or means for compensation, for
increased storage, technology costs, and staff time.
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Solid Waste Management
AMC supports development of local priorities and the provision of cost-effective, efficient, and environmentally sound
waste management practices.

Closed Landfill Program


AMC supports full funding and preservation of the closed landfill program (CLP), including both the Closed Landfill
Investment Fund (CLIF) and the Metropolitan Landfill Contingency Action Trust (MLCAT). Additionally, AMC
supports prohibiting the use of these funds for non-landfill related uses, in accordance with Minnesota Statutes
115B.39-115B.444, in order to generate a sufficient fund balance to address the needs of closed landfills
throughout Minnesota in the future.

Construction and Demolition Debris Land Disposal Facilities


AMC supports requiring the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) to issue, and/or reissue, all demolition
land disposal facility permits in accordance with the MPCA’s 2005 Guidance Document until such guidelines are
otherwise modified by new rule or statute.

Electronic Waste




AMC supports legislation to require all public electric generation utilities, cooperative electric associations, and
municipal electric utilities to establish an industry-funded system for recycling spent fluorescent and high
intensity discharge lamps from households.
AMC supports amending the electronic recycling law to increase manufacturer provided and funded, convenient
electronics recycling services throughout Minnesota, thereby assuring the burden for managing discarded
electronic products does not fall on local government.

Landfill Capacity and Certificate of Need


AMC supports the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency working collaboratively with counties on landfill capacity
and Certificate of Need.

Legislative Solid Waste Committee


AMC supports the establishment of a bi-partisan, bi- cameral committee to address solid waste related issues.

Market Development


AMC supports coordinated statewide market development for materials recoverable from waste, including efforts
to create commodity markets for material otherwise found in waste. AMC supports state economic development
funding to support businesses that use recovered materials.

Onsite Burning of Municipal Solid Waste



AMC encourages the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to continue efforts to educate Minnesota residents on
the issues associated with onsite burning.

AMC supports a state level initiative to correct inconsistencies in statutes governing on-site Municipal Solid Waste
(household garbage) burning activities.

Organized Collection/Inverse Condemnation


AMC opposes “inverse condemnation” legislation that would restrict the ability of local governments to implement
organized waste collection.
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Organics


AMC supports state promotion and funding of food waste prevention and diversion of food scraps and other
organics from the MSW stream, and to resolve permitting and other issues to facilitate expansion of composting
and other organic management facilities and methods.

PFAS Response


AMC supports state actions to address PFAS in our environment through producer responsibility. If additional
resources are necessary to address this issue of general statewide significance, state resources should be used,
rather than shifting the cost to counties.

Product Stewardship




AMC supports product stewardship among manufacturers, retailers and consumers, with an emphasis on industry
through an Extended Producer Responsibility framework approach, which creates effective producer-led
reduction, reuse and recycling programs, to deal with a product’s lifecycle impacts from design through end-oflife management, without relying on state and local governments.

AMC supports maximizing the collection and safe disposal of unwanted prescription and over-the-counter
medicines through an internalized pharmaceutical manufacturer financing mechanism that covers the costs of
collection, transportation and hazardous waste disposal, and that does not rely on state and local government
funding.

Recycling Definition - Glass


AMC supports the use of crushed glass in the construction of roads and in the construction and operation of MSW
landfills; this use is considered recycling and included in SCORE goals.

Recyclable Materials


AMC supports the state providing monetary incentives for reclaiming recyclable materials from wastes deposited
at processing and disposal facilities, which moves the management of these materials higher on the solid waste
management hierarchy.

Resource Recovery Facilities


AMC supports a county’s ability to perform its solid waste management responsibilities as required by Minnesota
Statutes Chapters 400 and 473 without prohibitions and restrictions that prevent responsible local handling of
waste. This includes ensuring the viability of resource recovery facilities, which support the state’s solid waste
management hierarchy and help counties provide an effective, efficient, and environmentally focused waste
management system for all residents.

Select Committee on Recycling and Environment (SCORE) Funding


AMC supports increased SCORE funding to counties to administer the recycling programs mandated by the State
and reduce the amount of material that is landfilled.

Solid Waste Financing


AMC supports increased capital assistance project funding.

Solid Waste Management Tax



AMC supports allocating 100 percent of the revenue generated by the Solid Waste Management Tax to state and
county product stewardship, household hazardous waste, and other waste management activities.

AMC supports a rate reduction, tax credit or similar recognition of the increased tax impacts of the Solid Waste
Management Tax in counties that operate processing facilities placing them higher on the solid waste hierarchy.
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Solid Waste Processing Credit


AMC supports reinstating the state solid waste processing credit to counties that process waste at waste to energy
or compost facilities.

Waste Assurance


AMC supports legislation to streamline the waste designation process to more effectively exercise the waste
assurance tools provided to counties, while retaining the integrity of the public input process.

Waste Pesticide Funding


AMC supports a fully funded state-wide program to implement comprehensive and accessible disposal of
agricultural and residential waste pesticides.

Waste-to-Energy


AMC supports the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency working collaboratively with counties on the permitting of
new or expansion of existing waste to energy processing facilities.

Tax and Finance
AMC supports the authority delegated to democratically elected officials to make budget decisions for the unit of
government for which they were duly elected. AMC supports the current constitutional requirement that the state to
adopt a balanced biennial budget and opposes any efforts to alter the constitution on this matter such as a
constitutional amendment to authorize continuing resolutions or allowing an expiring biennial budget to continue
without legislative action.

Aggregate Tax


AMC supports allowing eligible counties to set their local aggregate tax at a level deemed appropriate by the
county board and supports raising or eliminating statutory maximums on the tax.

Assessment





AMC supports allowing Assessors alternative methods of verifying property information, other than actually
viewing a property, when certain conditions are met regarding the historical site visits and existing county
records.
AMC supports the state of Minnesota providing financial compensation to all units of local government for court
ordered refunds due to state determined values or state required assessment practices.

AMC supports revisions to property tax law that would tax multiple, 1 MW-or-less facilities the same as greaterthan-1 MW-facilities if there are multiple systems on one parcel that total more than 1 MW of energy output.

Delinquencies


Fees


AMC supports eliminating the statutory minimum and maximum on the interest rate charged on delinquent
property taxes and penalties, and supports annually adjusting those interest rates based on a set level above the
U.S. Prime rate.
AMC supports the use of local fee revenue as an alternative revenue source and as a tool to finance their intended
purposes. Statutory fee minimum amounts must be sufficient to cover local program and administrative costs and
provide for local discretion for adjustment.
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Homestead Benefits


AMC believes that property tax homestead benefits should be provided through a direct credit or refund to
homeowners, rather than market value exclusions or credits.

Local Government Revenues and Expenditures



AMC supports greater flexibility for counties to diversify their sources of revenue in order to reduce the reliance
on the property tax to fund county operations and state mandated services.

AMC believes that any sales tax revenues raised for the purposes of funding state financial commitments to
counties, including grants, aids and credits, should be enacted in a uniform basis on the state level and
responsibility for those budget decisions should not be transferred to local governments.

Mortgage Registration and Deed Tax


AMC supports a more equitable distribution of the mortgage registration and deed tax, revenue sources
disproportionately benefiting the state general fund for a service completely provided for and by county
employees and county resources.

Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILT)




AMC strongly supports full funding, including inflationary adjustment, of PILT payments to affected local
governments to reduce the financial burden to property tax payers created by a reduced tax base in a county, city
or town along with finding solutions to reduce the volatility of PILT acquired acres reassessments.
AMC supports the creation of a sustainable PILT funding mechanism which would promote sustainability and
guarantee recovery of lost property tax revenue for state-funded land purchases.

Production Taxes


AMC opposes changes to the wind and solar production tax which would negatively affect a county’s tax base,
create confusion in the assessment process, or place undue burdens on host communities.

Property Tax Reserved for Local Governments


AMC supports the principle that individual local governments are best able to determine the appropriate taxing
and spending levels for each of their communities. Property taxes are created to finance local government
programs and services. The use of the property tax to finance locally determined and delivered services should
be considered the exclusive domain of local government. AMC supports direct collection of the state general
property tax by the department of Revenue while the tax remains in effect.

Reporting and Public Notices





AMC supports utilizing contemporary technological tools for the dissemination of required data; for example,
amending county financial statement publication requirements so that counties may post reports on county
websites.
AMC supports working with local government partners and newspaper associations to identify and modernize
state publication statutes to be more reflective of current times and meaningful for readership.

AMC supports establishing a uniform deadline for all taxing authorities to certify proposed property tax levies of
September 30.

Sales Tax


AMC supports requiring online-only retailers to collect and remit state sales taxes.

State Aids


AMC supports the state providing additional funding to County Program Aid along with an AMC-supported
revision to the formula to address funding inadequacies and volatility.
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AMC supports a legislative study to address increasing human services costs through additional state aid
programs, outside County Program Aid, that help to alleviate property tax burdens.
AMC supports the reinstatement of family preservation aid.

AMC supports automatically adjusting county program aid for inflation similar to the former HACA program.

Tax Increment Financing (TIF)


AMC believes the Legislature should modify the TIF housing district income qualification level requirements to
allow the levels to vary according to individual communities.

Taxation of Local Government Purchases



AMC supports extending the Motor Vehicle Sales Tax exemption to cover local government purchases of road
maintenance vehicles.

AMC supports clarifying the process for counties to utilize the sales tax exemption on material purchases made by
contractors and subcontractors on behalf of local governments.

Tax Limitation Initiatives





AMC supports the ability of the state and its counties to properly fund their operations and opposes any imposition
of levy limits or other artificial statutory or constitutional restrictions such as valuation freezes, revenue or
spending caps, reverse referenda or other limitations on the budgeting process that undermine the tenets of a
representative democracy as established in the Constitution.
AMC supports excluding the wind production tax and taconite tax from levy aid base calculations.
AMC supports the current valuation process for sugar mills.

Truth-in-Taxation


AMC supports changes to the statutory Truth-in-Taxation procedural requirements that would provide more
county flexibility, allow counties to more effectively and efficiently use communication technology, and provide
for additional reporting of costs and attendance to the state.
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Transportation
AMC supports a statewide, integrated, multi-modal transportation system that keeps Minnesota competitive in a global
marketplace with long-term, sustainable funding to ensure safe systems that efficiently move people and goods.

Funding


AMC supports increased funding for all modes of transportation to meet the documented unmet needs [at least
$2.5 billion per year for the next 20 years as identified by the Transportation Finance Advisory Committee (TFAC)]
on the transportation system statewide. These increases should be comprehensive, balanced, sustainable,
dedicated, and could include:
























Gas tax, including indexing or other inflationary increases;
Motor vehicle registration fees;
Motor vehicle sales tax;

Gross receipts tax on transportation fuels.

AMC opposes the re-allocation of existing, non-transportation related general fund dollars from
other state funding obligations to transportation.

AMC supports sales tax revenue from auto parts be dedicated to the Highway User Tax Distribution Fund.

AMC supports dedicated transit funding that is both adequate and predictable and provides the necessary revenue
to support transportation options (including buses, bus rapid transit, light rail transit, passenger, and commuter
rail) for transit-dependent and riders who choose to ride transit.
AMC supports a fair and equitable distribution of revenue for the Greater Minnesota Transit Program and for the
Twin Cities Metropolitan Area transit system as well as the metro counties’ Program of Projects.
AMC supports funding the Active Transportation Program for local bicycle, trail, and pedestrian infrastructure,
including but not limited to ADA improvements and safe routes to school infrastructure.

AMC supports full and ongoing funding for the local bridge program in the form of state general obligation bonding
authority to address current financial shortfalls, increased funding for the Local Road Improvement Program for
the Routes of Regional Significance Account and the Rural Road Safety Account, and ongoing funding for the
Busway Capital Improvement Program.

AMC supports preserving the statewide, competitive nature of the Local Road Improvement Program and the
Local Bridge Replacement Program by limiting identification of specific projects within their appropriations, and
that large projects should be listed on separate line items.

AMC supports full funding for the Board of Water and Soil Resources administered Local Road Wetland
Replacement Program.

AMC supports continued funding for the Corridors of Commerce Program for priority trunk highway
infrastructure.
AMC supports increased funding for the maintenance and deployment of railroads, airports, and waterways as
part of an integrated and efficient transportation system including increased state funding for the Minnesota Rail
Service Improvement Program to provide the necessary statewide access to national and international markets.

AMC supports ongoing full funding for the State Airports Fund to promote regional transportation, economic
development, and homeland security.
AMC supports efforts to capture revenue from all highway users, including electric vehicles.

AMC opposes increased funding of ATV and snowmobile trails out of the Highway User Tax Distribution Fund
until comprehensive studies of both ATV and snowmobile trail needs have been completed and reviewed.

AMC supports maintaining the narrowly defined set of parameters for which State Park Road Account funds are
currently authorized.
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AMC supports transit systems that provide critical access for commuters and vulnerable citizens.

AMC supports remonumentation and maintenance of all Public Land Survey System corners in the state.

Governance







AMC supports partnerships and cooperation with state agencies, associations and other local units of government
that advance the transportation interests of citizens and the state. AMC further supports public-private
partnerships as a means to supplement traditional funding programs, encourage innovation and efficiencies, and
promote economic development.

AMC supports the development of a comprehensive statewide transit plan that considers the proper transit modes
for geographic corridors, including passenger rail, and provides strategies to mitigate congestion while also
improving access and mobility for all citizens.

AMC supports county approval of municipal and township plats related to ingress, egress, and/or right-of-way
when adjacent to county highways.
AMC supports removal of local or municipal plan approval for county state aid highway projects.

Regulations








Safety





AMC supports policies that operate within the parameters of the current statewide variance process and maintain
the MnDOT Commissioner’s role in setting speed limits.
AMC supports current rules and statutes that impact the state design standards to ensure optimal safety and
mobility on roads throughout Minnesota.

AMC supports policies and programs that streamline processes, control cost escalation, and recognize diversity
among counties.
AMC supports implementation of recommendations from the “Water Permit Streamlining for Transportation
Projects” report, prepared in response to Minnesota 2012 Laws, Chapter 287, Article 3, Section 63.

AMC supports eliminating the implements of husbandry liability exemption for damage caused by non-weightrelated unlawful operation on public highway bridges.
AMC supports the NACo policy to remove air ambulances from the definition of “Air Carrier” in ADA or other policy
to protect consumers from price-gouging and/or balance billing conducted by some air ambulance providers.

AMC supports the exemption provided for the taking of threatened and endangered species for work within
existing roads and ditches in MN Stat. 84.0895.
AMC supports electronic and photo monitoring for data collection, traffic planning, driver education, and
enforcement as a means of reducing road wear, accidents, and injuries.

AMC supports railroad safety funding via the biennial capital bonding bill to add crossing lights and gates to paved
county highway main line railroad crossings that currently lack safety mechanisms.
AMC supports stronger regulation of oil transport on rail lines.

AMC supports the current option for counties to authorize specific public roads for mini-truck use, and opposes
efforts to allow statewide authorization.

Weight Regulation/Road Infrastructure Preservation




AMC supports funding for the development of a complete statewide ten-ton county state aid highway system that
will meet the safety, congestion mitigation, connectivity, agricultural, industrial, and economic needs of the state.

AMC supports establishing maximum axle weights and gross weights for implements of husbandry on public
highway bridges.
AMC supports eliminating the implements of husbandry exemptions for posted bridge weights, authority to be
weighed by law enforcement officials, and civil penalties for excess weight.
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AMC supports the ability of counties to establish load restrictions on the county road system.
AMC supports the prohibition of any weight limit exemptions except during harvest.

AMC supports the statewide enforcement, education, and prosecution of Minnesota’s weight laws, including the
requirement for verifiable weight tickets.
AMC supports extending seasonal load limits on gravel roads by two weeks.
AMC opposes any increase in non-permitted truck weights.

AMC supports creating a partnership with the Minnesota Department of Transportation for overweight/oversized
vehicles for the purpose of implementing one- stop shopping through standard data collection, permit polices, and
fees.

AMC supports adjusting the relevant evidence law as it relates to receipt of overweight goods so that local law
enforcement has authority to inspect and assess penalties for overweight loads during the 14-day look-back. MN
Stat. 169.872

AMC supports the ability for local law enforcement to receive truck weight enforcement training by the Minnesota
Department of Public Safety, the Minnesota Department of Transportation, or any Minnesota State College that
has a Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) approved training program which includes the physical
weighing of trucks.

Vital Communities and Economic Development
AMC supports state assistance to communities in reaching their workforce and economic development potential in order
to enhance the quality of life for all Minnesotans.

Infrastructure




AMC supports increased funding of the Greater Minnesota Business Development Infrastructure grant program.
AMC supports the small cities development program.

AMC supports ongoing state funding to leverage partnerships that can help limited English proficiency
populations successfully integrate into Minnesota communities thereby improving the health, safety and civic
engagement of all.

Housing





AMC supports legislative proposals aimed at addressing housing shortages and affordability issues through
additional state investments as well as the creation of financing mechanisms, including tax credits, to incent
private investment in housing infrastructure.

AMC supports the creation of a statewide review panel to evaluate regulations related to building standards, land
use and environmental stewardship for their impact on housing affordability.

AMC supports legislative solutions that provide additional housing security to vulnerable populations-particularly seniors and persons with disabilities.

Programs and Administration




AMC advocates that state resources be utilized to support necessary training for both the existing and expanding
workforce to sustain the growing and changing needs of Minnesota’s employers. AMC supports state economic
development programs which encourage job creation and sustainable community growth through the Minnesota
Investment Fund, Job Creation Fund, Angel Tax Credits, and support of Small Business Development Centers.

AMC advocates for a continued statewide Minnesota marketing program that can be benchmarked against other
states’ marketing programs.
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AMC supports the sales tax exemption for small business equipment at the point of sale instead of as a
reimbursement program.
AMC supports using the occupational employer survey database to determine rural Minnesota wage rates.

AMC supports funding for the creation of the Office of Entrepreneurship administered by small business
development centers across the state.
AMC supports the levy authority of county EDA’s and opposes changes made to 469.1082, subdivision 5 in 2010
that allow for townships to opt-out of participation in economic development efforts within a county.

AMC supports the redevelopment and rehabilitation of contaminated properties through existing Environmental
Response Funds using mortgage deed and registry tax revenues.

Vulnerable People
AMC supports state resources and public policy to protect vulnerable people from harm.

Disabled and Elderly Populations









AMC supports training for first responders on the use of technology and other best practices to respond to crisis
situations with individuals who have autism spectrum disorder or other developmental disability.

AMC supports state policy and financing strategies to support county roles in providing or assuring health and
social services and care integration for people with physical, mental, or developmental disabilities.

AMC supports financing and authority for counties to conduct vulnerable adult investigations.

AMC supports funding for county services, including administering the MnChoices assessment, to ensure that the
vulnerable elderly and disabled populations are served in cost-effective, appropriate settings and at home or in
the community whenever possible.
AMC supports county authority in managing the number of adult foster care homes.

AMC supports state policy, programing, partnerships, monitoring and data collection systems, and other
initiatives that build cross-system collaborations between law enforcement, social services, corrections, and other
departments to prevent and reduce contact with the justice system for individuals with developmental disabilities.

Financing and Systems








AMC supports repealing county cost shares for people on Medical Assistance in nursing homes, intermediate care
facilities, and institutes for mentally disabled.

AMC supports repealing county cost shares for people in regional treatment centers and 16-bed hospital facilities.
AMC supports financing strategies to support activities at the local government level to assure that people with
physical, mental or developmental disabilities receive social supports to live at the maximum level of
independence.

AMC supports clarifying and fully funding counties’ roles in service delivery for long term care and continuing
care services, especially in the areas of quality assurance, assessment/reassessment and provider network
development.

AMC supports aligning licensing regulatory authority with the enforcement and investigative obligation for adult
protection reports. AMC supports exempting county lead investigative agencies from responsibility to investigate
reports from facilities licensed by the state Department of Human Services or Department of Health.

Victims of Human Trafficking


AMC supports the expansion and implementation of the Safe Harbor Law ensuring that victims of human
trafficking are treated as victims under the law.
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Water
AMC supports efforts to protect and improve the quality of ground and surface water in Minnesota.

Aquatic Invasive Species







AMC supports maintaining legislative funding for the Aquatic Invasive Species Prevention Aid to counties.

AMC supports the strengthening of Aquatic Invasive Species programs, which are funded by state license fees, the
state General Fund, and other state funding sources.

AMC supports effective restrictions on infested waters, including the use of temporary controls, increased fines
and stringent penalties.

AMC supports increased financial and technical support from the State in response to newly identified and
potential infestations and continuing management of all known infestations to reduce the risk of spread.
AMC supports increased State enforcement and/or increased funding for local enforcement of State Laws to
prevent the spread of AIS.
AMC supports regional cooperation and partnerships in prevention and management of AIS.

Buffer Law Implementation





AMC supports maintaining the local option for enforcement of the buffer law and soil loss regulations.

AMC supports lands within required buffer areas be allowed to enroll and re-enroll in federal and state
conservation programs such as CRP and CCRP or others.
AMC supports on-going state funding for counties that affirm jurisdiction of the Minnesota buffer program.

AMC supports the ability of counties to withdraw from enforcement of the state buffer law in the event the
Riparian Protection Aid amount declines below what is necessary to enforce the program.

Buffer Tax Exemption


AMC supports providing a tax exemption to landowners required to comply with the riparian buffer requirements
under MS 103F.48, and the state should reimburse local governments for lost revenue.

Drainage











AMC supports drainage law that ensures the ability of counties to maintain drainage systems.

AMC supports requiring the state to fund the costs of drainage management activities that are the result of state
mandates.
AMC supports adding additional definition of 'repair' and 'minor repair' to Minnesota Statute 103E.

AMC supports changing Minnesota Statute 103E.705 to allow for the bidding requirement to be raised from $1000
to $5000 per mile of open ditch in the ditch system.

AMC supports changes to drainage law that clarify the drainage authority is vested with jurisdiction over property
rights acquired for 16.5-foot ditch buffer strips.
AMC supports changes to drainage law that enables 26 percent of benefited landowners, or owners of 26 percent
of the benefited lands, to petition for a redetermination of benefits in order to update benefited areas, similar to
the current petition process for ditch repairs and maintenance.

AMC supports clarifying current law that drainage authorities, including counties, may hire outside legal counsel.
AMC supports modifications to the AgBMP Loan Program to allow drainage authorities to act as the borrower on
behalf of landowners in the public ditch system.

AMC supports legislation to provide drainage authorities the option to apportion ditch repair and maintenance
costs through a runoff and sediment delivery method.
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Drinking Water


AMC supports efforts to monitor and protect the quality of drinking water supplies in the state.

Federal Endangered Species Act


AMC supports efforts by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to down list or remove the Topeka
Shiner Minnow from the endangered species program. While this effort is underway, AMC requests that the
USFWS exempt public works projects from current restrictions where the Topeka Shiner Minnow is present.

Impaired Waters


AMC supports initiatives to restore Minnesota’s impaired waters that:










Fund preservation and protection programs to prevent waters from becoming impaired;
Fund diverse efforts to restore and protect water resources at the local level;
Build upon existing programs;

Provide significant opportunities for local governments and citizens to participate in decisionmaking processes;
Are funded through federal and state revenue sources; and
Work to prevent the pollution of lakes and rivers.

AMC supports restoring and increasing state financial support for county water management planning.

One Watershed, One Plan: Implementation


AMC supports funding from the Clean Water Fund for implementation grants to local governments who have
collaborated and completed a comprehensive water plan through the One Watershed One Plan process.

Ordinary High Watermark


AMC supports the creation of an appeals process for Department of Natural Resources determinations of Ordinary
High Watermark, and counties may use an independent consultant as part of the process.

Public Waters Inventory
 AMC supports a solution agreed to by stakeholders, including counties, in any proposed change to the Public


Waters Inventory.
AMC supports maintaining the regulatory certainty of public waters designations established under the Public
Waters Inventory Program.

State Assumption of the Federal 404 Permit Program


AMC supports state assumption, in collaboration with local government, of the federal 404 permit program to
increase efficiencies associated with local infrastructure projects.

State Water Resources Exportation


AMC supports legislation to prevent exportation of Minnesota groundwater resources. Local governments must
have a role in decision-making that threatens the stability and quality of local water resources.

Storm Water Management


AMC supports full funding for the delegation of the NPDES Phase II storm water program to counties that are best
able to review, permit, monitor and enforce these requirements.
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Wetlands








AMC supports generating additional state-owned wetland banking credits through applicable state programs to
be available for use by counties for local road projects.
AMC supports modifications to the Wetlands Conservation Act (WCA), which will enhance mitigation projects
statewide, by emphasizing the public value of projects rather than the size or location of projects.

AMC supports the creation of an in-lieu fee program, administered by BWSR, which allows maximum public value
for wetland mitigation projects.
AMC supports including data from all wetland restorations or creations in the wetland replacement reporting.

AMC opposes changes to WCA exemptions and administrative procedures without complete data to justify the
changes.
AMC supports maintaining wetland de minimis exemption amounts and simplifying its application.
AMC opposes WCA rule changes that require landowners to report exempt activities to the county.

Water Basin Organizations


AMC opposes the mandatory membership of an individual watershed to be part of a water basin organization.

Water Resource Service Delivery


AMC supports county flexibility regarding the delivery of services to conserve land and water resources.

Updated January 12, 2022
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2022 Legislative Recommendations

TAX AND FISCAL POLICY

LE GISL ATI VE P RIORI TIES
 Increase County Program Aid and Payment-In-Lieu of Tax Payments, and Index Funding to
Inflation

 Ensure Sufficient Annual State Funding to Complete Border-to-Border Broadband
 Set Driver’s License Agent Fees to Fully Cover the Issuance Costs for REAL-ID-Compliant Driver’s
Licenses and Related Costs

 Fully Exempt Counties and Local Governments from State Sales Tax on Construction Materials
and Motor Vehicle Sales Tax on Road Maintenance Equipment
Increase County Program Aid and Index the Appropriation for Inflation
MICA supports increasing county program aid (CPA) and indexing the annual CPA appropriation for
inflation.
County program aid (CPA) is the county equivalent of the local government aid (LGA) for cities.
Counties are the administrative arm of state government, and most county levies are driven by the
cost of providing state-determined programs and services. For example, Counties:
•
•
•
•

act on the state’s behalf to administer health and human services programs (2016 cost of $2.03
billion);
supervise over 82% of the 91,000 probation cases statewide, including 73% of felony probation
population (N = 45,384);
play a lead role in solid waste management, as well as feedlot regulation in many counties;
administer the state elections and property tax systems, with both becoming increasingly more
complex and costly to operate on behalf of the state and all local governments.

The counties’ role in performing these functions results in substantial cost savings for the state.
Counties should, at a minimum, receive state funding for increasing state mandates and services
performed on the state’s behalf. Instead, CPA and other state aids declined by nearly every metric—as
a share of state and local budgets, relative to inflation, and relative to the cost of government.
Reductions in CPA necessarily shift the cost of providing state programs onto county property
taxpayers unless the state also makes offsetting reductions in state mandated costs. Even then,
reductions in state services often lead to greater demand for county public services, leaving local
communities to bear the consequences of cutbacks in state services, and contributing to inequities
across the state. Temporary increases in federal economic recovery funds are largely being spent on
one-time recovery efforts and legacy efforts that can be facilitated with one-time funds. These funds
are not a remedy for the increasing, and ongoing costs of state mandates.
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As shown below, CPA levels are far below historic county aid levels, even though state mandates have
not declined.

MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to restore the diminished value of CPA over the past two decades by
increasing base appropriations, and to index CPA to inflation.
Ensure Sufficient Annual State Funding to Complete Border-to-Border Broadband to All Unserved and
Underserved Areas
MICA supports increasing annual funding for broadband investment to a level that fulfills Border-toBorder internet access for all Minnesotans including unserved areas and making grant funds
available to address pockets of under-served areas within more populated areas of the state.
Few public infrastructure inadequacies were more glaringly highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic
than the lack of Border-to-Border broadband access, and the inadequate speeds in areas that did have
access. The Border-to-Border Broadband Development Grant Program was established in 2014 to
provide financial inducements for new and existing providers so they could invest in expanding
broadband infrastructure into unserved and underserved areas of the state i. While state, and
especially federal, funding commitments have increased in recent years, access to high-speed internet
still remains far below what is needed to support distance learning, remote work, telehealth, farmers,
and small businesses across the state.
In 2020, the Broadband Task Force recommended $120 million be appropriated in the FY 2022-23
biennium toward meeting the statutory internet speed goals of 25Mbps download/3Mbps upload.
Now, both state law and federal broadband funding programs are expecting faster internet speeds to
be achieved as a condition of funding (federal 100Mbps/100Mbpsl; state goal of 100Mbps/20Mbps by
2026). Gratefully, in 2021, the legislature approved $70 million for FY2022-23 towards the state
broadband grant program. This is the largest amount ever appropriated for the state program, with the
appropriations contingent on receipt of federal ARPA capital infrastructure grant funds for that
purpose.
2
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Now is an important time for the state to both continue and enhance state funding commitments to
Broadband, and to provide expertise as requested to help facilitate effective collaboration of combined
local, state, federal and private funding sources toward successful delivery of the many broadband
investment projects now being led by local governments across the state. This funding will promote
Minnesota’s near-term economic recovery and sustainability throughout the pandemic, help ensure
our long-term competitiveness, and advance equity and innovation.
Fully Compensate Deputy Registrars for Increased Costs
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to set drivers’ license and motor vehicle filing fees at a level that
fully compensates Deputy Registrars for the substantially increased work necessary to process RealID-compliant driver’s license transactions and the workload intentionally shifted onto Deputy
Registrars upon implementation of MNLARS and FASTDS (MNDRIVE).
Minnesota began issuing a new type of driver’s license in 2018 to comply with the federal REAL ID law
that was enacted to prevent individuals from using false identification that may lead to acts of
terrorism. New training and protocols had to be implemented by licensing bureaus, background checks
became required for driver’s license agents, and more extensive identification verification for
applicants is required, including:
•
•
•
•

identification documents including full legal name and birth date
documentation of birth date
documentation of legal status and Social Security number; and
documentation showing name and principal residence address.

Digital images of all documents must be made and securely transmitted to the Department of Public
Safety (DPS).
Per DPS testimony, staff time required to process Real ID-compliant licenses is 3 to 7.5 times longer
than other drivers’ licenses. County service centers or county auditors’ offices have worked to
implement process efficiencies but have still had to increase their staffing to meet the demands of
processing Real-ID-compliant driver’s license applications. Many counties lose money on their driver’s
license services. And many counties have increasingly had to subsidize these historically self-supporting
functions with tax levy.
The MNLARS system also shifted the workload for entering the data necessary to transfer vehicle titles
from DPS staff to Deputy Registrars. Further, DPS now charges Deputy Registrars $35 per 200 pages of
title stock necessary to print duplicate titles. This has increased the county costs to process duplicate
title transactions. We anticipate that the independent study now being conducted will verify the staff
and processing costs shifted from DPS to Deputy Registrars, even though revenue from transactions
remained with DPS. Upon receiving study results, we urge the legislature to set driver licensing and/or
vehicle titling fees at a level to fully cover the costs to provide essential in-person registration services
and licensing services provided by Deputy Registrars. If funding for Deputy Registrar services remains
inadequate, the number of both private and local government-operated deputy registrar offices is
likely to decline resulting in diminished access to these services and increased inconvenience for the
state’s residents.
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Additionally, to ensure deputy registrar offices can perform their responsibilities in a timely and
effective manner, MICA urges that:
•

the state policy regarding the “permanent revocation of access” imposed on all deputy registrar
staff be modified to allow for an appeal process; and

•

the completion of background checks on potential new employees—which are currently taking
six to eight weeks—be expedited to ensure registrar operations can be staffed by employees
who are fully eligible to perform registrar functions.

Enact a Refund Exemption for All Sales Tax Paid on Construction Materials for Use by Local Governments
MICA supports simplification of the sales tax exemption for construction materials to allow for a full
refund of all sales tax paid on construction materials for use by a local government.
The sales tax exemption for construction materials purchased by contractors for county construction
projects is administered such that, in order to get the exemption, counties are burdened with extra
paperwork to execute separate contracts for the materials’ purchase and liability for those materials
shifts from the contractor to county taxpayers.
The complexity has resulted in passage of a steady stream of special refund exemptions for individual
local projects resulting in winners and losers statewide. The barriers to claiming the exemption for
some projects drives up the cost of needed local infrastructure.
The exemption should be changed to a refund of the sales tax imposed on the initial purchase of the
materials thereby relieving counties of having to execute separate contracts, thus keeping liability with
the contractor for the materials’ performance and suitability. MICA urges the legislature to implement
a comprehensive, phased solution that puts all local projects on course for equitable tax-exempt
treatment.
Exempt Counties from the Sales Tax on Motor Vehicles Used for Road Maintenance,
Similar to the treatment of Townships Under Current Tax Law
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to exempt counties from the sales tax on motor vehicles used for
road maintenance purposes, similar to the treatment of townships under current tax law.
Townships alone enjoy an exemption from the legally separate sales tax on motor vehicles that applies
to the purchase of heavy equipment used for road maintenance and other local operations. Counties
should be granted the same exemption for the vehicles they use for highway maintenance and
construction. County payment of the state sales tax on motor vehicles used for road maintenance
places counties in the difficult position of either reducing the amount of resources available for
services such as highway maintenance and improvement or increasing the burden on county property
taxpayers. With this tax being allocated to the state’s transportation program, a portion of the sales tax
collected from the counties is eventually returned to the counties for their road programs. Eliminating
the administration of the payment, collection, and then allocation of the sales tax would be an
administrative efficiency for both the counties and the state.
4
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Reform Payment in Lieu of Tax Aid (PILT) for Acquired Natural Resources Land
MICA recommends the 2022 Legislature reform payment in lieu of tax aid (PILT) and increase
payments pursuant to the purpose of PILT as set forth in Minn. Stats. 477A.10.
Payment in lieu of tax aid, or PILT, is an important source of funding for counties and townships in the
areas of the state with large portions of their potential tax base being publicly owned land. These
state-owned lands are exempt from property tax because they are publicly owned but benefit all
Minnesotans by providing recreational opportunities as well as timber for the state’s important wood
products industry.
The aid is intended to compensate local units of government for the loss of tax base from state
ownership and the need to provide services to state land, and particularly, to address the
disproportionate impact of state land ownership in areas where large amounts of land are state
owned. However, the per acre aid amounts have not kept pace with inflation, and as such, are no
longer sufficient to offset the lost local property tax revenues for these exempt lands., The cost of
local government and the financing of unfunded state mandates has effectively been shifted onto
property taxpayers. Further, recomputing valuations every six years can allow for dramatic changes in
PILT aid levels that should be minimized, such as by adding a floor to limit value loss.
Maintain Local Control Over Property Tax Levy Decisions and Enhance Transparency
by Streamlining Public Notice and State Requirements
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to:
•
•
•

•
•

not reimpose levy limits, and not enact property tax freezes or reverse referendums on proposed
property tax increases ii.
allow counties to align preliminary tax statement and truth in taxation notification
requirements with taxpayer preferences, including allowing for optional notification by mail iii.
not mandate additional, overly prescriptive financial or budget reporting requirements, or at
least not without relieving counties of existing, multiple budget reporting requirements and/or
eliminating expensive budget and financial statement publication requirements especially when
web publication better serves the information needs for the vast majority of the public iv.
prohibit time-wasting data practices requests from out of state “Finders” firms to counties and
other local governments for lists of uncashed checks and their recipients before those checks are
turned over to the state v.
bring consistency to the determination of net tax capacity for property classes with two class
rates. vi
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Under the program, grants provide up to 50% of the projects’ infrastructure costs, up to a maximum grant of $5 million.
Grants are awarded through a competitive “challenge process” outlined in statute. Annual progress reports on Broadband
Access demonstrate that while the state is making progress toward its goals, there is a long way to go, and barriers to a full
build out of broadband infrastructure still exist. For example, in some hard to serve areas, the 50% threshold may be
inadequate to incentivize expansion. State funding continues to be an essential ingredient to accelerating build-out and
achieving border-to-border coverage.
Grants may be awarded to improve service to both unserved and underserved areas. While both areas are more prevalent
in greater MN, there are also significant investment challenges to ensuring pockets of unserved and underserved parts of
suburban counties and regional centers, as many such areas play a key role in Minnesota’s success with attracting and
retaining high-quality jobs. Program parameters must ensure that all qualifying areas of the state are given strong
consideration for grant awards.
Levy limits are a state-imposed restraint on county taxing authority that are disrespectful of county commissioners’
commitments to their constituents and taxpayers to provide needed services at the lowest costs possible. An example of
this is that in the past levy limits have encouraged more expensive, debt financing of capital expenditures when pay-as-yougo may have been a better option. Levy limits frustrate county commissioners’ responsibility to make budget and levy
decisions that best serve the needs of their counties. Levy limits make commissioners less accountable to voters for their
tax and spending decisions because levy limits provide a ready excuse for commissioners who do not support additional
investments in popular programs.
ii

Annual Levy Increase by Level of Local Government, Since
2014
8.0%
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%
County
City
School districts
Special district
Town

2015
2.6%
2.5%
4.9%
2.6%
2.1%

2016
3.4%
4.6%
7.0%
5.3%
2.3%

2017
3.9%
7.1%
2.8%
3.3%
1.7%

2018
4.1%
6.2%
6.2%
4.5%
1.9%

2019
4.8%
5.6%
7.7%
3.7%
1.9%

2020
4.5%
6.1%
6.5%
2.9%
4.0%

2021
1.3%
4.0%
1.9%
2.0%
3.4%

Levy limits were last imposed in 2014. Those restrictive levy limits largely ignored the fact that counties were obligated
under state mandates and maintenance of effort requirements to spend $100’s of millions without regard to the levy limits’
intended restraint on tax increases. The state cannot have it both ways – on one hand requiring counties to spend money
while on the other hand prohibiting counties from collecting the property taxes necessary to pay for those mandates.
Both state and county governments have shown themselves to be responsible stewards of taxpayer dollars by reducing
state and local government spending as a percent of personal income since 1996, including a continued decline from 15.6%
of personal income in 2010 to a projected 14.6% of personal income in 2020.
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Additionally, one objective of the 2001 property tax reforms was to reduce the state’s perceived role in determining local
property taxes and to reinforce the fact that the property tax is a local tax for which local officials are accountable. The
principle of aligning local property tax decisions with local accountability continues to be a sensible standard, and any
imposition of levy limits, property tax freezes, or reverse referendums, undermines the clarity that the property tax is local
and local elected officials are accountable for local property tax levels.
Preparation and mailing of truth in taxation notices or preliminary tax statements cost local governments an estimated
$1.9 million in 2007. With postage rate increases since that time, it is estimated that costs have risen to $2.25 million
annually.
iii

When last surveyed in 2007, over 81% of the truth in taxation hearings had a turnout of 0 to 5 citizens. Since that time, if
local government officials’ anecdotal observations of in-person citizen participation at meetings are a gauge, participation
has continued to fall. Since that time, the ability and tendency for the public to access information electronically has
expanded exponentially. It is questionable whether these TnT requirements are the best or preferred means to engage
residents.
Parcel specific tax information is already available on many county websites along with multi-year historical data. Moving
notice of the dates of the truth in taxation hearings to the county web sites, county social media platforms, and other public
communication channels, including print media, would provide the information in the readily accessible means that many
citizens demand and expect. For example, those desiring continuation of mailed truth in taxation notices can elect to do so
on the preceding year’s regular tax invoice which they return with their payment. For new owners, the first year’s mailed
truth in taxation notice and regular tax statement could provide similar notice that the owner can continue to be mailed the
truth in taxation notice if they so elect.
Taxpayers and state officials expect local governments to provide transparent and effective, but also efficient operations.
These and similar notification mandates—simply put—no longer satisfy any of these common criteria for good government
and can be a barrier to those objectives. MICA encourages statutory modernization of these notification requirements.
Counties incur substantial costs for publication of budget and financial reporting. Minn. Stats. 375.12, 375.169, and
375.17 place extensive newspaper publication requirements on counties that duplicate efforts and increase costs for
information that are already available to the public via the county’s website, State Auditor’s website, and through other
means. Many counties offer video streaming of their public meetings via the web and/or on local television channels. They
also publish board meeting minutes on their website. Even with that, Minn. Stats. 375.12 requires that the proceedings of
these meetings also be published in the newspaper within 30 days of the meeting, as well as requiring that each individual
claim paid over $2000 to also be published.
iv

Minn. Stats. 375.169 requires counties to publish a summary budget statement in their official newspaper. Minn. Stats.
375.17 requires that counties also publish their financial statements. Summary budget data and audited financial
information is also required to be reported to State Auditor each year. This information is compiled and posted in a report
for all counties on the Auditor’s web site, including cross-county comparisons and per capita comparisons. Costs can be
several thousand dollars annually for newspaper publications. Required notices for truth in taxation cost in excess of $3
million annually.
Counties work hard to provide transparency in their budget and financial reports. Counties representing 68% of the state’s
population are recipients of the Government Finance Officers Association’s (GFOA) Certificate of Achievement for
Excellence in Financial Reporting. Several are investing in detailed budget and financial reporting on their web sites via
third party software like OpenGov or on publicly accessible, in-house budget and finance databases. However, these efforts
come with significant costs that many counties can ill-afford.
The legislature should not mandate additional reporting with overly prescriptive expenditure types that do not respect
current charts of accounts. Just adding more requirements to the long list of county budget and financial reports will do
little to enhance taxpayer knowledge and access to this information. Less than 13% of Americans buy or subscribe to a daily
7
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newspaper. The alternative of encouraging the voluntary migration of budget and financial reporting to county web sites,
while relieving counties of the largely useless newspaper publication of the same, is a preferable choice to mandating just
another new budget report from counties without relieving them of any of the expense of the reports already required to
be published.
Counties and other local governments are frequent recipients of data practices requests from out of state “finders” firms,
which claim to find “lost” money and other assets for individuals for a fee. Usually, the lost property is uncashed checks,
which the local government is required to turn over to the Department of Commerce along with any other unclaimed
personal property after remaining unclaimed for three years. The department allows any individual to search on a website
for any unclaimed property turned over to it by simply entering their name and to recover that property for free. These
frequent requests from the out of state “finder” firms needlessly waste staff time when adequate mechanisms already exist
under state law to reunite the “lost” money and other personal property with their owners at no cost to the owner. By
classifying the name and address of the owner of unclaimed personal property as “private data” until the property is turned
over to the Department of Commerce after the property remains unclaimed for three years, these time-wasting requests
would be eliminated while at the same time preventing the owners for needlessly paying the out-of-state finders’ firms for
recovering their property. The right of any individual or business to inquire at any time if they have an uncashed check or
other personal property with the county or other local government would remain unchanged.

v

One of the many challenges that assessors face in administering Minnesota’s extraordinarily complicated property tax
system is determining net tax capacity (the value upon which the local tax rate is applied) when the class of property has
multiple class rates. Such is the case with seasonal recreational residential (SRR) properties when the property owner owns
two or more separate parcels located next to each other. While common sense would be that identical market values have
identical net tax capacities, that may not be true if the property is split into two or more separate parcels even though the
parcels are contiguous. Depending on the local assessor’s determination, an SRR property that is split into two or more
parcels may have a lower net tax capacity than another SRR property with an identical market value. This occurs because
the 1% class rate applying to the first $500,000 of market value and the 1.25% class rate applying to value greater than
$500,000 are applied separately to the second parcel. In other words, an SRR property owner with two adjacent parcels
has the potential of having the 1% class rate applied to up to $1 million of value, whereas a single SRR parcel having the
same market value will have a 1.25% class rate applied to all value greater than $500,000 and will consequently pay higher
property tax even though market values are the same.
vi

Current law already prevents this disparity from occurring for other classes of property but not for SRR. For example, the
property tax statutes under MS 273.13, subd. 24 specifically require the combination of contiguous parcels under the same
ownership to avoid this disparity for the two-class-rate, commercial-industrial classification. And the administration of the
two class rates applicable to agricultural and residential homesteads under MS 273.13 and 273.124 also has the same result
of preventing this disparity from occurring for homestead properties located on multiple parcels. The same practice should
apply consistently to SRR properties to eliminate non-uniform treatment by various assessors and ensure continuity with
other property classes.
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2022 Legislative Recommendations

TRANSPORTATION

LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES
 Provide State Appropriations to Fund federal IIJA Match Requirements that are then Sustained
by Comprehensive Funding from Constitutionally Dedicated Revenues for Roads & Bridges and
Dedicated Transit Funding

 Appropriate $200 Million in Bonds for the Bridge Replacement Program and $150 Million in
Bonds for the Local Road Improvement Program and Grants

 Establish Base Funding for the Local Road Wetland Replacement Program
 Retain the Distribution of the Proceeds from the Sales Tax on Leased Vehicles Established in
2017

Platform Background & Overview
Building and maintaining a safe and well-integrated transportation system that efficiently moves
people and products is a basic responsibility of government. This responsibility is shared by federal,
state, and local governments. Minnesota counties, for example, have jurisdiction of more than
44,589 of our State’s 141,956 miles of roads and highways. Counties and other local governments
oversee 16,017 bridges - 80% of all bridges in the state. The 2020 MnDOT Bridge Annual Report
states that, of these bridges, 9,565 are deficient, 786 are in poor condition, and 1,438 have load
restrictions on the weight/size of a vehicle that can cross it. Counties also provide bus services and
are heavily involved in the design, construction, and operation of Light Rail, commuter rail, and
freight rail systems. Together with state highways, this local infrastructure forms a cohesive mobility
network that powers our state and regional economies.
Recognizing that highways, roads, and bridges form the backbone of this crucial network, the
Minnesota Constitution exclusively dedicates proceeds from three primary funding sources to roads
and bridges across the state—motor fuels (gas) tax, vehicle registration tax (tab fees), and a portion
of motor vehicle sales tax (MVST). Those sources account for 92% of state transportation system
funding. But constitutionally dedicated sources have been declining when adjusted for inflation.
When combined with rapidly aging infrastructure and rising inflation, the result is a growing gap
between transportation infrastructure needs and available resources. In 2015, the Republican House
and the DFL Senate publicly agreed the size and scope of Minnesota's Transportation infrastructure
crisis was $6 billion over 10 years just for state highways. Including both state highways and stateaid eligible local roads, the annual gap in funding is estimated at over $1 billion annually.
Additionally, those estimated funding needs are now generally presumed to be outdated and less
than the true need.
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In 2017, the legislature redirected revenue from the taxation of auto parts and rental cars to
highway funds. In 2020 and 2021 progress was made utilizing bonding and cash to increase funding
to bridges by $44 million, and local roads by $75.5 million. Also, $12 million for town roads and $18
million for small city streets. However, no progress has occurred related to Minnesota’s three
primary funding sources. Recent passage of the federal Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA)
will provide a long-overdue increase in federal funding. However, increased state and local
investment will be needed to fully leverage those IIJA dollars. State funding to meet local match
requirements will help communities overcome the backlog of repairs needed and to create and
maintain a statewide transportation system that will foster our future economic vitality.
Provide State Appropriations for federal IIJA Match Requirements that are then Sustained by
Comprehensive Funding from Constitutionally Dedicated Revenues for
Roads, Bridges and Dedicated Transit Funding
A safe and well-functioning transportation system is vital to Minnesota’s economic success and
quality of life. Our roads and bridges move millions of people and billions of goods and services daily.
They are essential for public safety, attracting and sustaining economic investment, reaching regional,
national, and international markets, and accessing education, health care, and recreation.
Unfortunately, much of the state's transportation infrastructure is not up to the job. A growing
portion of the system needs to be retooled to ensure resiliency in the face of increased severe
weather events. Further, the time Twin Cities commuters and shippers spend stuck in traffic is
growing with some projecting they will spend nearly a third of their drive time in congested
conditions by 2028. According to a study done by TRIP, a national transportation research nonprofit,
Minnesota ranks 14th in the country for congested urban interstates, and 17th for interstate pavement
in poor condition.
Passage of the $1.2 trillion bipartisan IIJA law is a game changer in that it offers the realistic potential
for Minnesota to begin addressing its infrastructure backlog and maintain the transportation system
if adequate state and local funding is in place to sustain investments over time. Under IIJA, Minnesota
will receive substantial revenue highlighted by $4.8 billion over 5 years for roads, and $800 million for
bridges. A portion of that $4.8 billion was already part of the forecast baseline, and about 30% is
anticipated to be new. Much of the new revenue will be distributed through existing programs, which
have typically allotted 70% to state trunk highways and 30% to local governments. A 20% match is
also needed to receive the full federal allotment. MICA, in coordination with other local partners,
encourages the legislature to ensure that an adequate portion of the money is distributed down to
counties, that counties and other local governments have adequate matching funds to fully utilize
IIJA, and that dedicated state funding is set at a level which sustains infrastructure investments after
federal IIJA funds taper off.
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Reasonable estimates are that the state highway system funding is at least $1.1 billion short of what
is required each year 1, or about $5.5 billion of unmet need over the same timeframe as the IIJA
funding. Comprehensive solutions must integrate and address rural, suburban, and urban highways,
roads, and bridge systems; metro and greater Minnesota transit; freight systems; and multi-modal
transportation options. The bottom line: constitutionally dedicated revenue resources—that can only
be used for road and bridges—are essential to providing the adequacy and certainty of funding
needed to thoughtfully plan, and cost-effectively execute, strategic investments in Minnesota’s
transportation infrastructure. MICA encourages the legislature to implement a comprehensive
funding increase that appropriately balances the needs of all aspects of the transportation system.

Rate Change
New
Revenue

Constitutionally Dedicated Transportation Funding Sources
(In millions)
Gas Tax Options
License Tab Fees
$0.01
$0.05
$0.10
5% increase
“a penny”
“a nickel”
“a dime”
$33.0

$165.0

$330.0

$34.0

MVST
0.5% increase
$38.9

In addition, traffic congestion in Minnesota’s metropolitan areas continues to increase, and it will be
impossible to build enough highways to provide 100% of future transportation needs. Similarly,
regional transit systems are integral to the economic and social well-being of communities statewide.
Consequently, a comprehensive funding package should adequately fund expanded transit options
such as bus rapid transit and additional capacity, as well as funding increasing transit needs in greater
Minnesota.
State investment in needed transportation infrastructure is urgently needed to fully leverage the IIJA
and support Minnesota's competitiveness in the global economy. The IIJA now offers the opportunity
to make those investments at a level that will prevent Minnesota's people and businesses from falling
behind their competitors in other states and nations. To ensure sustainable funding, enactment of a
comprehensive transportation funding bill that provides a minimum of $600 million per year of
permanent new money for state highways, and at least $450 million for counties remains the goal.
Support the Full Statutory Transfer of
Fund the Backlog of Deficient Bridges in the Local Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program
MICA recommends that the 2022 Legislature appropriate $200 million of bonds for the local bridge
replacement and rehabilitation program.
Minnesotans and our visitors rely on nearly 20,023 bridges to get to work, go to school, and recreate.
Those bridges are also essential for transport of the products and services we produce and consume.
Local government jurisdictions oversee over 16,017 of those bridges. Over 1,124 of the state’s
bridges are structurally deficient and another 400 or more are functionally obsolete, meaning they
are no longer capable of safely and efficiently serving existing traffic. Further, every year local bridges
continue to age and decline, and more of them reach the point of required repair or replacement.
1

At the same time, the gap between the public resources available to provide a state transportation system capable of meeting our current
and future needs are contracting. The projected highway system needs do not reflect a Cadillac system. It anticipates as much as 10% of
pavement will be in poor condition on portions of the system.
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Recognizing the critical role bridges play in the state’s transportation system, the 1976 state
Legislature created the Local Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program (LBRP). The program
has historically been funded by general obligation bonds to assist local governments by providing
critical funding to replace or rehabilitate the state’s deficient and obsolete bridges. But funding has
been inconsistent and inadequate over the past decade with the condition of state and local bridges
falling behind as a result.
Between 2008 and 2014, significant funding was provided every other year. Since then, however,
significant funding was provided in only one year. The recent approval of $30 million in generalobligation bonds for local bridges plus $14 million from MVLST, totaling $44 million, was greatly
needed. It will be even more necessary to make essential improvements to bridges that might
otherwise need to be closed or have load limits placed on the vehicles crossing them, resulting in
major inconveniences for travelers, farmers, businesses, and truckers.
Local Bridge Replacement & Rehabilitation Funding Has Not Kept Pace with Needs
Years of Zero Funding Especially Contribute to Growing Backlog*
2008 2009 2010 2012 2014 2015 2017 2018
2019 2020
State Bond
Amounts (in
$51.5 $10
$66
$30
$33
$7.4 $49.3 $5.0*
0* $86.2
millions)
Number of
133
6
232
129
49
23
80
22
0
??
Projects
*$12.6 million was also made available in 2018-19 from a portion of the proceeds from motor
vehicle lease sales tax (MVLST). To date, 37 local bridges have been funded.
The bridges awaiting rehabilitation or replacement are located throughout the state – north, south,
east, and west; county, city, and township; predominantly greater Minnesota but also in the metro
area. The waiting list is merely the “tip of iceberg” as many counties wait to invest in the engineering
work that is a prerequisite to submitting bridge projects that would easily qualify for the list but for
the lack of funding. Finally, consistent, and robust funding for local bridge repair and replacement
would not only address critical safety and capacity issues but also provide a timely and needed
infusion of economic stimulus and jobs. Such investment would create positive economic spin-off
benefits for communities across the state.
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Fund the Local Road Improvement Program and Grants
MICA recommends that the 2022 Legislature fund MnDOT’s recommendation for $150 million of
bonds for the Local Road Improvement Program (LRIP).
The LRIP was created in 2002 to assist local agencies with constructing and reconstructing local roads.
LRIP funding, however, has been lagging in recent years despite growing needs and despite the
appropriation of trunk highway bonds for state highway projects only.
Many counties face the same funding pressure as the state related to capacity expansion, congestion
reduction, interchanges, and required match of federal funding. Inadequate LRIP funding—combined
with inadequate flow of constitutionally dedicated transportation funding—leaves counties struggling
to maintain safe and convenient roadways on key regional corridors. County highways connect farms
to markets, manufacturers to shippers, and employees and employers. These critical connectors
warrant state support and LRIP is specifically designed to provide essential funding allocated to local
projects based on objective, competitive criteria aimed at creating a safe, well-integrated statewide
network.
Establish Base Funding for the Local Road Wetland Replacement Program (LRWRP)
MICA recommends that the 2022 Legislature establish base funding for local road wetland
mitigation administered by the Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR)
In October 2020, the legislature passed a robust state bonding bill that appropriated $23 million for
LRWRP, including $15 million GO-bonding and $8 million General Fund cash. At the time the bill
passed, there was an immediate urgency for funding this program because the near complete
depletion of available wetland replacement credits statewide was threatening delay or cancellation
of scores of local road projects scheduled to begin in the spring of 2021. Projects impacting wetlands
cannot proceed without replacement wetlands being available. The direct General Fund
appropriation was necessary because past failures to adequately fund the program with bond monies
precipitated the urgent need to instead purchase private wetlands in the near-term to keep state and
local projects on schedule.
The Legislature established the Local Road Wetland Replacement Program (LRWRP) in 1996. Under
this program, local road authorities are required to report wetlands lost due to improvements and
reconstruction of existing local roads (wetland impacts of entirely new local roads must be paid for by
the local government). The lost wetlands reported to the state are replaced by BWSR using the funds
appropriated for the LRWRP. Historically, LRWRP has been funded entirely with general obligation
bonds, allowing the costs of those very long-term capital investments to be spread over twenty-years.
In the early years of the program, regular allotments maintained this program on an even keel. More
recently inconsistent and inadequate funding levels have resulted in significant uncertainty for local
road replacement planning, and the problematic need to purchase higher-cost wetlands on short
notice to keep projects moving. MICA recommends the legislature establish an adequate base
funding of $20 million for this program to ensure reliable funding is available on an ongoing basis.
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Retain the Distribution of the Proceeds from the Sales Tax on Leased Vehicles Established in 2017
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to retain the current distribution of the Motor Vehicle Leased Sales
Tax (MVLST). This dedication was established by the 2008 Legislature and re-established and
expanded by the 2017 Legislature. MICA supports the current distribution formula which provides:
•
•
•
•

38% to greater Minnesota Transit
38% to the suburban counties
13% to local bridges
11% to the highway user tax distribution fund

The portion of MVLST revenue distributed to the suburban counties helps address transportation
infrastructure needs directly related to significant population growth. These needs are well beyond
what traditional financial resources, such as county state aid, can provide. In addition, these counties
utilize their self-enacted transportation sales and use taxes to help solve budget challenges related to
both local and trunk highway improvement projects. Suburban public transit will also benefit because
transit vehicles operate on the same roads and bridges. Greater Minnesota Transit needs this
dedicated revenue because their budgets are tight and the services they provide are in high demand
by seniors and others. The continued need for bridge repair is universally recognized.
Continue the Current Law Transfer of Sales Tax on Auto Parts from the General Fund
to the Highway Users’ Tax Distribution Fund
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to continue the current law transfer of proceeds from the sales tax
on auto parts to transportation and consider fully transferring those revenues to transportation
purposes once the economy recovers.
The 2017 Legislature instituted a new policy of transferring general funds to transportation. The
revenue comes from the proceeds from the sales tax on auto parts. However, only $145.6 million is
transferred with the remainder of those revenues collected each year remaining in the General Fund.
We urge the transfer to be fully implemented.
Improve the Eminent Domain Appraisal Process for Property Owners
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to revise Chapter 117, the Eminent Domain Law, to mitigate the
unintended consequences of the statute which provides procedures, definitions, remedies, and
limitations on condemning authorities when exercising the power of eminent domain for public use
or public purpose.
MICA recommends changing the deadline for an owner to provide their appraisal from 5 to 45 days
before the Commissioners Hearing. The Condemning Authority shall then have 30 days from the
receipt of the Owner’s appraisal to provide the Owner a revised last written offer.
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The 2006 revisions to the eminent domain law have resulted in a significant cost increase to
taxpayers related to attorney fees and interest payments incurred by agencies implementing public
transportation improvements. This has resulted in an unintended and unreasonable burden on
transportation funding. It has also prevented public authorities from responding with a new, higher
offer when legitimate issues are raised by the owners’ appraisal in a timely manner, so the owner
doesn’t incur unnecessary or additional litigation costs. Wholesale rewrites or challenges will likely be
unsuccessful given the political sensitivity with the law. However, discussion and controversy remain
in several areas including: attorney’s fees, owner appraisals, land commissioner qualifications,
response to offers, and timing and schedules. The modest changes proposed above would give
condemning authorities a chance to respond to new information that may come to light in the
owner’s appraisal, and possibly avoid the need to acquire the property through the exercise of
eminent domain authority.
Maintain Current Law Related to Setting Speed Limits on County Roads
MICA supports and recommends continuation of policies that maintain the MnDOT commissioner’s
role in setting speed limits.
In 2019, the legislature approved provisions allowing Minnesota cities to determine speed limits on
municipal streets in certain circumstances rather than maintain the default state speed limit for
municipal roads unless alternate speed limits are determined following a long-standing process
utilized by MnDOT to analyze speeds and recommend safe speed limits. MICA encourages the state
to maintain current law and MnDOT processes for determination of speed limits for county and town
roads.
Provide Transit Funding
MICA recommends that the 2022 Legislature provide sufficient funding to maintain existing transit
systems and provide a funding source for expanded transit options including capital and operation
costs that does not have a negative impact on highway funding. The law prohibiting further studies
along the Dan Patch corridor should be repealed.
Traffic congestion in Minnesota’s metropolitan areas is increasing, and it will be difficult to build
enough highways to provide 100% of future transportation needs. The 2021 Transportation Funding
Bill provided approximately $60 million. An additional $165 million in the 2022/23 biennium will be
needed to meet existing transit capital and operating needs in the metro area. MVST revenue is
volatile and not adequate to fund known transit needs. Another revenue source for operation of the
envisioned transit-way system will be needed.
Furthermore, in Greater Minnesota, citizens increasingly rely on transit services for their mobility
needs. Minnesota counties are working together to develop a comprehensive transit system, which
will include light rail, commuter rail, and busways. Property taxes should not be the primary funding
source for these expanded transit options. General operating costs for transit in the metropolitan
region should continue to be paid for by fares and the state’s general fund.
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Provide State Support for Funding of Turnback Roads
MICA supports the current allocation of the Flex Account for turnback roads and encourages the
2022 Legislature to increase funding for the Highway User Tax Distribution Fund to further increase
funding of the turnback roads.
●

MICA recommends additional funding for the cooperative transfer (turnback) of highways to the
most appropriate jurisdiction via increases in the Highway User Tax Distribution Fund discussed
elsewhere in these recommendations. State funding should eliminate any immediate
maintenance issues and bring the roadway to current standards.

●

MICA supports the current distribution of the 5% “Flex Account” to improve highways that have
been transferred from state to local jurisdiction. These highways are major thoroughfares within
the affected communities, typically beyond a reasonable lifespan, and often do not meet
standards. These roads cannot be reconstructed or modernized without the Flex Account.

Assure the Integrity of the Highway User Tax Distribution Fund and
Oppose Efforts to Divert Revenues Dedicated to Transportation.
MICA opposes the use of Highway User Tax Distribution Funds for any non-highway purposes.
Programs and services that are not directly related to paying for the cost of the state’s road and
highway systems should be funded from the State General Fund. The MICA Board of Directors
further opposes any efforts to divert state revenues currently dedicated to transportation to other
purposes.
The Highway User Tax Distribution Fund is a constitutionally dedicated source of stable and
dependable funding for state and local highways. Current funding levels are barely adequate to meet
maintenance demands, let alone the need for new or substantially improved highways in growing
areas of the state. The state Trunk Highway Fund presently funds non-transportation programs and
services provided by several different state departments and agencies, including Natural Resources,
Public Safety and Revenue. Trunk highway dollars should be spent only for constructing, repairing,
maintaining, and administering the trunk highway system.
Require State Water and Wetland-Permitting Agencies to Implement Recommendations to
Streamline the Water and Wetland Permitting Process
MICA recommends the 2022 Legislature assure that the state wetland and water permitting
agencies continue to implement recommendations to streamline the wetland and water permitting
process for transportation projects.
The state water and wetland-permitting agencies were required to report findings and recommend
streamlining initiatives to the legislature in 2013. MICA believes continued implementation of the
recommendations of the agencies’ Water Permit Streamlining for Transportation Projects Committee
will enhance process efficiency without sacrificing the necessary oversight that all stakeholders agree
protects Minnesota’s natural resources. The recommendations were not meant to change “what”
the state evaluates when issuing a permit but “how” potential projects get evaluated. Counties
believe that improving the “how” can go a long way toward making the process more efficient for all
agencies involved without sacrificing the oversight that all agree is important.
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MICA remains supportive of 2017 legislative actions requiring further study toward state assumption
of the federal section 404 wetland permitting program currently administered by the Corp of
Engineers. The study will hopefully provide a path forward to better coordinate the state and federal
wetland permitting programs. The Corp’s recent issuance of a general permit for projects impacting
three acres or less of wetlands was a helpful development that will speed up the construction of
transportation projects.
Make Unprotected Railroad Crossings Safer
MICA supports bonding authorization to provide appropriate safety infrastructure on paved county
highway/main line railroad crossings that currently lack safety mechanisms. MICA further supports
MnDOT’s agency capital budget request for this purpose.
Improvements to railroad crossings should be eligible for funding under the Local Road Improvement
Program. There are currently 167 paved county highway/main line railroad crossings that lack
crossing lights and gates in Minnesota. These unprotected crossings constitute a major safety hazard
for Minnesota motorists. Funding for railroad crossing improvements should supplement, not offset,
state and federal funding for the local road and local bridge improvement programs.
No Additional Increase in Truck Weights in 2022
MICA recommends no changes in truck weight limits pending any federal changes pursuant to the
MAP 21/USDOT comprehensive truck size and weight limit study and enactment of a
comprehensive transportation funding bill.
The nation’s infrastructure is crumbling. Heavier trucks, such as heavily laden semis with the standard
18-wheel configuration, accelerate the deterioration of our roads and bridges. The current fees and
taxes levied on such trucks do not offset the resulting costs to maintain our infrastructure. However,
heavier trucks increase transportation efficiency. There is a possibility that different configurations
(additional axles and wheels) can minimize additional road damage but even trucks with those
different configurations still pose significant safety and structural issues for bridges.
Another truck-weight concern that ultimately needs to be addressed is the effect of the current,
lower-than-state weight limits on the interstate system. The various exceptions to general weight
limits in state statute, combined with the interstate’s lower weight limits route heavier trucks onto
county roads to bypass the interstate restrictions and cause further damage on county roads as a
result.
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Keep Local Decision-Making Authority on Seasonal Road Restrictions
MICA supports keeping the ability to make decisions regarding seasonal road restrictions with
individual road authorities.
There have been repeated attempts to expand the number of exemptions to seasonal load
restrictions in recent legislative sessions. There appears to be an incomplete understanding about
the need for seasonal load restrictions by some affected haulers.
Springtime is a critical period for Minnesota’s roads because roadbeds are in a weakened condition
during and after the thawing process. Springtime road restrictions are used to preserve the
investment made in the road infrastructure. Current load restriction postings are based on long-term
experience and the latest technology. With the current level of funding, road authorities cannot
increase the load-carrying capacity to meet the needs of haulers; thus, seasonal road restrictions are
necessary. Individual road authorities responsible for maintaining those roads can make the best
decisions to determine if and when restrictions should be imposed.
Maintain Local Decision-Making Authority on Road Right-of-Way Matters
MICA supports local autonomy and decision making through locally elected authorities as it relates
to management of public land and rights-of-way under county jurisdiction.
There have been repeated attempts by state agencies and special interest groups to control and/or
direct decision making related to management of highway right of way. MICA believes that decisions
on how to manage and maintain land and rights of way under county jurisdiction are best determined
by locally elected county boards in consultation with their professional staff.
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PUBLIC HEALTH

LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES
 Strengthen the Local Public Health System to Protect the Health and Safety of All
Minnesotans

 Provide Reliable Funding to the Local Public Health Grant
 Provide Reliable Funding for Infectious Disease Prevention and Control
 Provide Reliable Funding and Increase Capacity for Local Public Health
Emergency Planning, Preparedness and Response

 Support for Opioid Prevention/Settlement Fund
 Invest in Mental Health and Adopt Mental Health and Well-Being Framework that
Supports a More Comprehensive Approach

 Continue Health and Human Services Waivers
 Allocate Stable Funding for Family Home Visiting
Strengthen the Local Public Health System to Protect the Health and Safety of All Minnesotans
MICA supports the principle that a strong Local Public Health infrastructure is essential in the
promotion of a healthy population. To achieve this end, MICA supports sufficient, stable, and flexible
funding for the provision of required public health activities.
Protecting and promoting the health of the public is a fundamental responsibility of government at the
federal, state, and local levels. Minnesota’s Local Public Health (LPH) system has long been regarded
as one of the strongest in the nation. Recent data on Minnesota’s LPH System shows an infrastructure
that is deteriorating and in need of support.
The goal of Public Health is to prevent health problems or issues from occurring – where return on
investment is greatest. A strong Public Health system provides communities the ability to address
health concerns early or even before they happen, while lessening the need for reactive and expensive
treatment responses.
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Provide Reliable Funding to the Local Public Health Grant
MICA encourages the legislature to provide counties the flexibility to maintain an adequate public
health workforce and infrastructure as required in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 145A, by providing
reliable statewide funding for the Local Public Health (LPH) Grant.
Financial support for Local Public Health is made up of a complex set of funding sources, including
categorical grants, fees/donations, local tax levy and the Local Public Health Grant (LPHG). This myriad
of funding sources makes it difficult for LPH to meet its mandate to respond, as required, to
community public health needs. The LPHG is a critical funding source that provides for the foundation
of the system across the state to meet mandated services.
Adequately funding the LPHG not only represents the Community Health Board’s (CHB) key funding
source, but it also relieves the increasing demand on local tax levy dollars. Without an increase in the
LPHG at the state level, local jurisdictions will have to continue to fill the gap with local tax levy.
The 2021 Legislature increased the LPH Grant by $14 million per biennium (representing a 30%
increase over base), as well as $12 million per biennium for a new LPH infrastructure. MICA urges the
legislature to continue the state’s commitment to the Local Public Health system, that is focused and
flexible at the local community level, by reliably investing in Local Public Health, on a statewide basis,
to meet basic requirements outlined in statute.
Provide Reliable Funding for Infectious Disease Prevention and Control
MICA encourages the legislature to provide reliable funding and reimbursements to Local Public
Health departments for infectious disease prevention and control efforts.
The global pandemic has exhibited the importance of a strong disease prevention and control
infrastructure. Local Public Health departments are on the front lines of community-led efforts to
flatten the curve of infectious disease transmission. These responses require on-going local
surveillance, infectious disease expertise, health education, and an intricate understanding of
community strengths and needs. Local Public Health works in partnership with clinic/hospital systems,
schools, the Minnesota Department of Health, and others to track the spread and determinants of
disease and to coordinate interventions. As demonstrated by COVID-19, it only takes one new virus to
create a worldwide public health crisis; a dynamic, robust, and appropriately funded Local Public
Health system is critical.
MICA supports:
• targeted funds for the prevention and control of emerging infectious diseases such as COVID19, measles, and drug-resistant tuberculosis;
• permanent, flexible and local funding to support a public health workforce and infrastructure
that is able to prevent and control the spread of infectious diseases using data-driven
epidemiological methods;
• access to routine and newly developed immunizations through state-supported funding;
• a local and state collaborative effort to plan, secure funding assistance, and complete the
administration of COVID-19 vaccines and boosters;
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•
•
•
•

access to the Public Health Emergency Contingency Account (Minnesota Statutes, section
144.4199) to offset local costs for resource-intense infectious disease response;
investment in technology solutions and policy that support real time, cloud-based sharing of case
data between local and state public health agencies, clinical providers, and laboratories to minimize
the time from diagnosis to public health response for reportable infectious diseases;
methods that encourage the analysis and sharing of summary data, trending, and other information
between state and local agencies to better understand risk from the neighborhood to the statewide
level; and
policies and funding for pilot programs to increase technological advances like telehealth and
local syndromic surveillance.

Provide Reliable Funding and Increase Capacity for Local Public Health Emergency
Planning, Preparedness and Response
MICA supports state and federal funding and policy changes that facilitate Local Public Health
emergency planning, preparedness, and response activities.
The emergence of a novel pathogen and subsequent pandemic due to COVID-19 have demonstrated
the importance of Public Health Preparedness and Planning activities. Currently, there is no state
funding directed to local public health emergency response. Sustainably funding the local public health
system to plan, prepare and respond to COVID-19 and other emerging pathogens is crucial. One-time
funding is not sufficient to support the statutory role of local public health to plan and respond to
emergencies. We have seen local public health experts move from planning to active response in
Minnesota, often overseeing the implementation of emergency response frameworks, organization
and, ultimately, a coordinated community response. All emergencies are local, and all emergencies
affect our population’s health. The COVID-19 pandemic will not be the last emergency response in the
field of public health. Lessons learned during this pandemic should be used to ensure ongoing abilities
to prepare for and, when necessary, respond to emergent public health issues.
MICA supports:
•
•
•

permanent, flexible funding that is a supplement to local and federal funding for the
maintenance of LPH emergency planning, capacity building and response activities;
maintenance of locally based emergency response professionals and infrastructure that
provides capacity and expertise to prepare for and respond to public health emergencies; and
ongoing continuing education and training in conjunction with peers from MDH and local
agencies on preparedness and response activities.
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Support for Opioid Prevention/Settlement Fund
MICA supports the Minnesota Opioid State-Subdivision Agreement negotiated between the state,
counties, and cities in December 2021. MICA supports modifying Minnesota Statutes, section
256.043, subdivision 3(d), so that 50 percent of the revenue derived from opioid manufacturers fees
continues to be appropriated to counties to provide child protection services to children and families
who are affected by addiction. MICA further supports policies and funding that support primary
prevention models at the Local Public Health level and address the health issues around the abuse of
opioids and other drugs. Finally, MICA supports adding county representatives to the Opioid
Epidemic Response Advisory Council (OERAC) and a streamlined reporting process.
Opioid abuse is a major health problem in Minnesota. The Centers for Disease Prevention and Control
reports that nationally, “overdoses from prescription opioid pain relievers are a driving factor in the
15-year increase in opioid overdose deaths. Since 1999, the amount of prescription opioids sold in the
United States nearly quadrupled; yet there has not been an overall change in the amount of pain that
Americans report.” While other sources fund treatment and recovery for abuse, dollars to prevent the
issue from happening in the first place are lacking. This growing issue continues to expand the
concerns around “diseases of despair,” which are impacting all ages, all economic levels, and all areas
in Minnesota. Public Health work focuses on creating healthier communities through preventing abuse
of any substance and thus decreasing the need for treatment and other expensive interventions.
In December 2021, Minnesota counties, cities, and the State of Minnesota announced an agreement to
govern how funds from recently announced settlements with opioid manufacturers will be distributed
within Minnesota. Under the agreement, Minnesota will be eligible to receive more than $296 million
over 18 years. Up to $222 million of that will be paid directly to Minnesota counties and cities.
For Minnesota to receive the maximum payout under the two national settlements, counties and cities
were required to sign on to the Minnesota Memorandum of Understanding (MOA) and the settlement
agreements. To maximize resources flowing to communities on the front lines of the epidemic, the
MOA directs settlement funds as follows:
•
•

75% to local governments, including all counties and 33 cities
25% to the state, to be overseen by the Opioid Epidemic Response Advisory Council (OERAC)

During negotiations, county representatives advocated for a settlement distribution that gives counties
the most flexibility with how to use the opioid settlement dollars. To that end, settlement dollars will
be distributed directly to the jurisdiction rather than through the OERAC’s distribution method, which
would restrict spending to child protection only. The county/city share of 75% (with the state keeping
the remaining 25%) is contingent on Minn. Stat. §256.043 being amended to remove the child
protection allocation from OERAC’s formula. If the statute is not amended, the county and city portion
of the settlement decreases to 60% and the state’s portion increases to 40%. In this scenario, counties
will receive half of the state’s funds through the OERAC formula - but not in direct payments, the
preferred means of giving counties the greatest amount of flexibility.
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MICA further supports policies and funding that support primary prevention models at the Local Public
Health level and address the health issues around the abuse of opioids and other drugs. Models
include addressing social/community norms, increasing protective factors such as building assets that
promote thriving communities and collaboratives that decrease risk factors and access to substances.
Finally, under current law, other than one member from local public health, the current makeup of
OERAC has no county-specific representation. MICA supports county representation on OERAC to
include representatives from social services and sheriffs departments. Reporting mechanisms for both
auditing and abatement activities should be streamlined as there are counties that will not receive a
large amount of settlement distributions.
Invest in Mental Health and Adopt a Mental Health Well-Being Framework
that Supports a More Comprehensive Approach
MICA encourages the Legislature to use federal ARPA and state funds to invest in the state’s mental
health infrastructure and services, and to adopt a Mental Health and Well-Being framework that
includes policies and initiatives that support a comprehensive approach starting at mental well-being
promotion through persistent mental illness treatment.
Local Public Health’s (LPH) role in Promotion of mental well-being supports the building blocks for
mental health and resilience, which enhances the protective systems in the community. Prevention
strategies can work to reduce risk factors like trauma and toxic stress. Early Intervention can help to
diminish the effects of an identified mental health issue, supporting early access to treatment, and
enhance links to natural supports. LPH must also Assure Health Services are addressing and improving
treatment of identified mental health issues.
Given the vast need in the area of mental health throughout the state, utilizing ARPA funds is a chance
to make a significant investment in our state’s mental health infrastructure. Along with these one-time
funds, and given the state’s surplus, now is also the time to invest in sustainable mental health services
going forward. MICA supports:
•
•
•
•

•
•

expanding awareness about what creates mental well-being and resilience, and the various
opportunities to impact them;
system-level changes; health-in-all-policies approach to support the spectrum of Mental WellBeing;
building community capacity, expanding leadership, coming together in dialogue to identify
shared concerns and solutions, learning together and evaluating the results, while addressing
equity and racial disparities;
SHIP grant work that includes well-being activities in a variety of settings (schools, workplaces,
communities) focused on increasing mental health awareness and resiliency; this could include
“Make it OK,” “Mental Health First Aid,” “Asset Building,” “Suicide Prevention,” Adverse
Childhood Experiences (ACEs), community recovery and trauma education;
Family Home visiting (FHV) and Women, Infants and Children (WIC) programs that focus on
referrals and supporting families; and
telehealth, waivers, and other means to deliver safe services as Minnesota recovers from
COVID 19.
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Continue Health and Human Services Waivers
MICA supports continuing health and human services waivers that demonstrate administrative
efficiency and improvement of service delivery.
Due to the COVID pandemic, counties are delivering health and human services in new and innovative
ways. In response to the virus, DHS provided for dozens of waivers to allow counties to serve our
clients by utilizing technology. The Legislature has extended many of these waivers.
Specific to Public Health, MICA supports state and federal policies that authorize additional flexibility
and reimbursement for the use of telemedicine visits (by phone or video) for clients served through the
state funded Family Home Visiting and the federal Women, Infant and Children (WIC) programs.
MICA will continue to work with DHS to identify those HHS waivers that should be extended
permanently, as well as to identify other potential waivers for the Legislature to consider during the
2022 legislative session.
Allocate Stable Funding for Family Home Visiting
MICA supports stable and sufficient funding for the county-delivered targeted home visits that focus
on prevention services, as well as reducing post-COVID out-of-home placements, whether by in
person, telephone, or video visits.
Home visiting programs address the state’s responsibility to provide basic protection, health
promotion, positive parenting, and support when families are at risk. Family home visiting programs
that are “evidence-based,” “evidence-informed,” or recognized as a “promising practice” help give all
Minnesotans access to services that can mitigate the negative impacts of poverty and improve
outcomes for children.
Home visiting is a proven means of investing in the health and well-being of families, while avoiding
high-cost remedial programming required when children are at risk for poor birth outcomes, neglect,
or abuse. Families who engage in quality home visiting programs have shown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

healthier pregnancies and infant brain development outcomes;
lower incidents of child abuse or neglect;
improved school readiness;
higher employment rates;
lower public assistance utilization;
lower need for special education;
reduced out-of-home placements; and
reduced interactions with the corrections system.

MICA supports stable base funding and adequate reimbursement from the state to support family
home visiting programs as a high quality, preventive service for at-risk children and families.
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Streamline Minnesota’s Food Safety System
MICA supports streamlining Minnesota’s food safety system to eliminate complex licensing authority
of food operations and removing barriers for emerging food businesses.
Oversight of Minnesota’s retail food system is split between the Minnesota Department of Health
(MDH) and the Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA). This division of duties results in a
confusing maze for food establishments when interacting with the system. Ensuring food is safe for
consumers and preventing foodborne illness is a fundamental public health responsibility. MICA
supports consolidating consumer food protection activities under MDH, accountable under the State
Food Code, and managed by one state agency. MICA also supports maintaining the authority over food
supply and distribution, manufacturing, and farming with MDA, where the State Food Code does not
apply. These changes will improve the consistency of application of food regulations, make it easier for
food establishments to interact with the system, improve regulatory adaptation to the ever-changing
food industry and eliminate redundancy and streamline costs.
Advancement of Technology to Support Efficiencies in Provision and Coordination of Care
MICA supports state and federal funding for the development and implementation of secure
statewide systems for exchange of health information between agencies to improve the provision
and coordination of care, as well as response to infectious disease. Further, providing summary data
for evaluation and reporting across a multitude of sectors will advance the work on prevention and
early intervention of health concerns that impact our communities.
Local Public Health (LPH) departments use data to drive change. Interoperability and secure data
sharing across sectors such as the Department of the Human Services, the Minnesota Department of
Education, and local health systems is key to effectively identifying and addressing health needs. In
addition, the ability to securely share data allows for improved coordination of care, decreased costs
due to streamlining workflows and processes used presently to gain and share data, as well as
improving our infectious disease response as highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Investment in state and local data systems will improve the continuum of care for patients, as well as
provide for the measurement of population-based initiative impacts, such as:
•
•
•

enabling the secure exchange of client-specific health data between agencies to provide for
better integrated care/case management for individuals;
improving preparation for, and response to, public health challenges and emergencies; and
evaluating consolidated data of hospitals, clinics, Public Health, Human Services, schools, and
other regional health providers to measure and address health concerns.

Systems must be upgraded to utilize a common set of technical and language standards for secure local
and state data exchange, which have been and continue to be developed by the Standards &
Interoperability Framework at the federal level. Counties are committing significant resources,
including funding and staff time, for technology and staff development related to the coordination and
planning for health information exchange between local and state governments and the private
sector.
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MICA supports:
• funding for the upgrade of state and local health and human services systems to allow for data
captured at the local agency to be securely exchanged with state agencies for data to be
accessible and useful for all;
• providing resources and support for the development and implementation of a statewide
electronic, interconnected system for the collection and secure exchange of health data;
• development of uniform policies and standards that are focused and aimed at reducing
barriers, enhancing business practices and streamlining processes necessary to achieve
statewide interoperability;
• system capacity to exchange data between agencies to provide for more effective and
coordinated care for individuals; and
• development and implementation of a universal identification system that applies to a child
participating in one or more childhood programs to coordinate care without service duplication.
Flexibility in Use of Funding for Chronic Disease Prevention
MICA urges the legislature to support greater flexibility for local units of government in the use of
state-allocated dollars for Public Health to address local community priorities that address the
reduction of chronic diseases.
Community Health Boards are required to work with their communities to establish local health
priorities to be addressed. Frequently, local tax levy dollars are the only flexible dollars available to
local units of government to address new and emerging issues or concerns. State dollars, such as the
Statewide Health Improvement Program (SHIP), allow local units of government to address those
public health issues that are prevalent in their communities without having to rely on the local tax levy.
MICA requests that the 2022 Legislature give flexibility in state allocations to local units of government
so that the funds may be used to reflect Local Public Health priorities related to chronic diseases.
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Preventing Youth Tobacco Addiction/Vaping Use
MICA supports legislation that prevents youth tobacco use:
•

Increase public funding through dedicated tobacco settlement dollars, recaptured lawsuit
settlement dollars, and tobacco taxes for tobacco control and cessation efforts as an evidencebased proven way to reduce commercial tobacco use and exposure.

The state Attorney General is pursuing back-owed money from tobacco companies who have not
made payments according to the tobacco lawsuit settlement. MICA supports dedicating any
recovered monies to public health prevention efforts. Further, MICA supports dedicating tobacco
taxes for tobacco control and cessation services and is pleased that the 2021 Legislature invested
$8 million per biennium for that purpose.
•

Restrict the sale of flavored tobacco and vaping products, including menthol.

Menthol, candy, and fruit-flavored tobacco products are attractive to kids and can lead to a
lifetime of tobacco addiction and disease. Flavors are used to mask the harshness of tobacco but
are just as addictive and harmful as unflavored products. Several local communities have taken
action to restrict access to flavored tobacco products. Flavored vapor products are particularly
appealing to young people, coming in flavors such as gummy bear, banana split or chocolate mint.
Vaping rates are booming, with the 2019 Minnesota student survey revealing that one in four 11th
graders (26.4%) report vaping within the past 30 days.
•

Oppose efforts to preempt local government authority to enact additional smoke-free and other
tobacco prevention policies at the point of sale.
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HUMAN SERVICES

LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES
 Evolve Health and Human Services Waivers into Ongoing Administrative Efficiency
 Leverage State American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) Funding to Modernize and Streamline HHS
Programs and Technology

 Human Services Financing
• County Cost Shares
• Maintenance of Effort
 Housing and Housing Support
• Increase Affordable Housing Stock
• Metro-Wide Housing Support for the Homeless
 Strong investment Needed in State’s Mental Health System
• Bonding for Intensive Residential Treatment Services (IRTS) Facilities
• Sustaining the Mental Health Infrastructure by increasing Funding for the Adult Mental
Health Initiative (AMHI) Grants

• Medical Assistance Benefit for Children’s Mental Health Services
• Address Eligibility Gap Between Elderly Waivers and Disability Waivers for Older Adults
with Significant Mental Health Needs
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Evolve Health and Human Services Waivers into Ongoing Administrative Efficiency
MICA supports evolving health and human services waivers into new ways of doing business that
demonstrate administrative efficiency and improvement of service delivery.
MICA appreciates recent legislative and administrative action in waiving certain administrative
requirements in order to deliver services effectively during the pandemic. The statewide experience in
terms of administrative efficiency, program integrity, and consumer satisfaction has demonstrated that
waiving certain requirements did not diminish program effectiveness, but rather, enhanced it. As we
move forward, we advocate changing the paradigm from “waiving requirements” to human services
transformation reflecting 21st century service delivery opportunities and meeting both consumer and
staff expectations. Administrative simplification and flexibility are key to achieving these goals.
Leverage State ARPA Funding to Modernize and Streamline HHS Programs and Technology
MICA urges the legislature to leverage ARPA funding to make significant progress in its efforts to
modernize and streamline health and human services programs and technology.
Modernization of human services programs, processes and technology is imperative to effectiveness
and sustainability of publicly funded human services. The current system is complex, fragmented,
administratively burdensome for all, and does not produce the outcomes Minnesotans need from
these critical community supports.
Key goals of modernization:
•
•
•
•

Provide people with more choice and greater control over their services.
Provide a simplified human services system that proactively addresses individual, family, and
community needs, while increasing equity.
Support increased use of data to improve service delivery, while putting consumers in the driver’s
seat as to how they want their data used.
Reduce the growth in administrative costs by simplifying, automating, and integrating systems
and processes.

To achieve these goals, MICA supports:
1. Investing ARPA funds in projects that provide direct client and staff improvements, while
increasing equity and ease of access to services to all Minnesotans.
2. Investing adequate resources toward ongoing maintenance and enhancement of current state
legacy systems, including the public health care eligibility system (METS); and
3. Investments that support the recommendations of the recent Gartner Curam Assessment report.
Modernization efforts at the state level in recent years have not kept pace with the rapidly changing
technology and service environment. There is now an opportunity to change that. Recent initiatives,
such as the Gartner assessment of Minnesota’s modernization approach and Code for America’s
implementation of the MNBenefits application, point to a promising path forward. They offer a new
framework for modernization that emphasizes agile and iterative delivery of tools that make service
engagement easier and better for the people we serve, while also being attentive to the needs of
county and tribal agencies.
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MICA will advocate for modernization investments that align with the Modernization Strategic plan
and take the fresh approach that has been laid out in the Gartner recommendations. MICA supports
efforts to:
•

•
•
•
•

Advance projects that improve user experience and reduce administrative burden for both
clients and workers - in addition to planning for modernized state eligibility systems. For
example, dedicated resources should be allocated to full implementation of MNBenefits, as
well as developing an approach for interoperability across state systems and local systems.
Support innovation and efficiency at a county level by providing counties with more direct
access to the data that resides in DHS systems.
Dedicate state modernization resources, including ARPA and enhanced federal funding, to local
county innovation efforts that align with modernization goals and improve the broader human
services technology ecosystem.
Ensure co-ownership, collaboration, coordination and transparency with counties and tribes in
executing the updated modernization road map and introducing new technology for county and
tribal use.
Leverage the MnCCC Human Services User Group for counties to implement county-led
modernization efforts. Counties are increasingly willing to invest and coordinate efforts to
rapidly develop solutions that meet modernization goals.

Human Services Financing
MICA urges the legislature to consider the following guiding principles with regard to Human Service
Financing in the upcoming session:
1. The values of human life, human resources, and human equity are of utmost importance, and
decisions should reflect these values.
2. Counties are partners with the State in delivering services to the most vulnerable Minnesotans
and should be allowed to be actively engaged in the evaluation process for policy and financing
changes. Effectively understanding the variability and inequities that exist with regard to local
access of services should be expected as part of the policy-making process.
3. The use of local fiscal notes to illustrate local impact on all policy changes should be required to
increase transparency and minimize unintended consequences as decisions are made.
4. The State must fulfill its foundational, regulatory requirements of a service delivery system at a
high degree of accuracy and accountability to afford the State and counties to be reliable and
efficient as service providers, funders, developers and collaborators.
5. Innovation and development at the local level must continue to occur and evolve, even in the
face of financial hardship, as that is when our communities need our collective strength the
most.
6. Flexibility in policy, where reasonable, is a tool that may yield positive results, rather than rely
on a uniform, singular approach. We have learned through COVID-19 that both implementation
of new practices and relaxation of others can yield positive financial and outcome results.
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7. The use of American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) dollars provides a unique opportunity for counties
to innovate and invest in infrastructure needs, such as:
a. Addressing aged information technology platforms;
b. Creating sustainable housing options as a pathway to address deep-end poverty;
c. Focusing on reducing unnecessary complexities in policy which create barriers to clients
accessing needed services; and
d. Leveraging the significant learnings and innovations in the human services field, as a result
of the public health pandemic, by working cooperatively to implement valued solutions
statewide.
However, this one-time funding should not create a service-sustainability cliff for direct services that
do not have long-term funding mechanisms identified.
State Operated Services: County Cost Shares
MICA requests that when counties are not able to influence the time in which a person is transferred
from one state-operated facility to another state-operated facility, counties should not be billed. No
county cost share should be collected for days that an individual does not require hospitalization
(e.g., is awaiting a transfer to another state operated facility). Similar to the 10-day limit placed on
counties in which they pay the full cost for COVID-related hospitalizations in state operated facilities,
counties should not be responsible for paying for any time after 10 days when a person no longer
needs hospitalization level of care. Any county funds collected for non-acute days should be placed in
a designated account to be used for development of local mental health initiatives. Finally, the State
should be the entity that provides safety net services for the most vulnerable adults and children who
are unable to be served by community providers due to the complexity of their needs.
For many years, the legislature’s response to the absence of adequate resources at the State level has
been to shift various health and human services costs to counties. With little exception, the savings
accruing from the county assumption of these program costs is returned to the State’s General Fund;
therefore, it rarely supports the operations of the corresponding programs or facilities.
Example: When a person no longer meets hospitalization criteria at the Anoka Metropolitan Regional
Treatment Center (AMRTC) or a Community Behavioral Health Hospital (CBHH), counties pay 100% of
the cost of care until the person is released to the county. These cost shifts are paid by county property
taxpayers. To illustrate the problem, counties were billed for non-acute days as follows:
AMRTC:
• 2016:
• 2017:
• 2018:
• 2019:
• 2020:

13,846 non-acute days, totaling $18.550 million
10,660 non-acute days, totaling $14.7 million
10,378 non-acute days, totaling $14.4 million
8,711 non-acute days, totaling $12.1 million
9,447 non-acute days, totaling $13.188 million
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CBHH facilities:
• 2016: 3,115 non-acute days totaling $4.789 million
• 2017: 2,461 non-acute days totaling $3.975 million
• 2018: 3,009 non-acute days totaling $4.4 million
• 2019: 3,117 non-acute days totaling $4.6 million
• 2020: 1,508 non-acute days totaling $2.298 million
Counties are now experiencing operational challenges surrounding the placement of individuals at
State Competency Restoration Programs (CRPs). In previous years, individuals who were court ordered
to be “treated to competency” following a competency evaluation would be transferred to one of the
State’s two programs to receive this service. Recently, as part of a process to improve timelines and
access to the State programs, individuals in the program are being discharged prior to being “restored
to competency.” In some situations, the person is discharged to the community, while in many
instances the person is transferred back to jail. Minnesota’s statute surrounding responsibility for
competency restoration is silent. The lack of clarity as to which entity is responsible is creating
confusion for human service entities, courts, jails, and community providers, as individuals are released
from State programs with no adequate plans to address the individual’s competency needs or the
safety of the community. Counties are concerned that the lack of clarity in statutes could result in
significant and unnecessary cost shifts to the county, as “treatment for competency” may be seen as a
form of mental health treatment - which it is not. Like many other states, the State of Minnesota
should be responsible for assuring that an inpatient and community-based system for competency
restoration be built and appropriately funded.
MICA supports:
1. That since counties are not able to influence the time in which a person is transferred from one
state-operated facility to another, counties should not be billed. For example, if a person is no
longer meeting criteria to remain in AMRTC but needs to transfer to a Competency Restoration
Program (CRP), the county will not be billed for the time the individual remains at AMRTC while
awaiting the transfer;
2. Similar to the 10-day limit placed on counties in which they pay the full cost for COVID-related
hospitalizations in state operated facilities, counties should not be responsible for paying for
any time after 10 days when a person no longer needs hospitalization level of care;
3. That if county funds are collected for non-acute days, the funds should be placed in a
designated fund to be used for development of local mental health initiatives;
4. The State as the entity to provide safety net services for the most vulnerable adults and
children who are unable to be served by community providers due to the complexity of their
needs; and
5. That fiscal notes prepared for any legislative proposal include the cost to both the state AND
the cost to the counties.
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County Cost Share for Mentally Ill and Dangerous (MI&D) Treatment Beds
MICA supports a county cost share exemption for individuals committed as Mentally Ill and Dangerous.
In 2014, there were approximately 500 persons committed as mentally ill and dangerous (MI&D); of
those, 325 were inpatient and 175 were on a provisional discharge in the community in varying
degrees of integration. Today, the Minnesota Security Hospital (MSH) is at capacity (342), and
individuals are “stuck” in beds that are inappropriate for their needs but unable to move to the MSH
because there is not a bed available. A recent example involved an individual stuck in a CBHH bed for
nearly 6 months while the county paid 100% of the cost of his care because there was not a bed
available at the MSH. The total bill was over $200,000 for care that was not appropriate and did not
meet his needs.
Minnesota Statutes, section 253B.18, subdivision 1 (b), requires “once a patient is admitted to a
treatment facility pursuant to a commitment under this statute, treatment must begin regardless of
whether a review hearing will be held under subdivision 2 . . .” If this appropriate bed is not available,
counties are not able to move the individual to an appropriate bed; yet, under current statute, must
pay 100% of the cost of care until the Department of Human Services frees up a bed.
Minnesota Statutes, section 246.54, states that counties are 100% responsible for the cost of care
when the facility determines it is clinically appropriate for the client to be discharged. This same
statute outlines the exceptions to this provision, which includes clients who are committed as sexual
psychopathic personalities and clients who are committed as sexually dangerous persons. Clients who
are committed as MI&D should be added as an exception.
MnCHOICES Assessments: Sunset of County Cost Share
MICA urges the legislature to sunset the county cost share for MnCHOICES.
In 2017, the Minnesota Legislature approved a savings to the Department of Human Services (DHS) of
$19.3 million in FY18-19 and $22.3 million in FY20-21 through a cost shift to counties for the
administrative cost of MnCHOICES. As a result, counties are paying 18.1% of the non-Federal share of
MnCHOICES costs. Counties have had to identify ways of providing access to statutorily required
MnCHOICES assessments without additional staffing due to the new financial liability of the county
cost share. While counties and DHS continue working together towards finding efficiencies to
administer the MnCHOICES process, it is not known if the efficiencies found will be enough to offset
overall cost increases of the program related to staffing needs.
Additionally, in 2019, DHS delayed the MnCHOICES Revision. DHS now indicates that it will provide an
update on rollout efforts by January 18, 2022. Managed Care Organization (MCO) will begin
implementation with this release. Counties should be fully funded for MnCHOICES assessments.
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To appropriately resource and improve the MnCHOICES assessment process, MICA asks the legislature
to sunset the county cost share. This will allow Minnesota counties to maintain the staff and system
supports needed to meet the scope of the mandated assessment services. Barring the state taking
responsibility for its system by being responsible for its costs, the concern remains that efficiencies
found will not be sufficient, and there will be future attempts to shift more costs to the counties as
costs continue to increase. Improvement to the MnCHOICES assessment process will not only increase
efficiencies, but it will also lead to an improved experience for the person being assessed and increased
equitable outcomes and access to services.
Sensible Maintenance of Effort (MOE) Policy
MICA urges the 2022 legislature to modify or eliminate MOE requirements that are counter-productive
to budgetary prudence. Rather, the Human Services Performance Management system should be
expanded to provide oversight of outcome performance.
Over the years, the legislature has enacted numerous MOE requirements - dictating county spending
and spending increases in various mandated programs. While these requirements may have been
intended to protect an important public endeavor, they are all too often intransigent. Specifically
mandating a level of spending on a public policy that has been attained or a need that has dissipated,
or can be better attained through an alternative, less expensive technique, is wasteful. It would be
much wiser and more cost-efficient if the legislature would identify desired objectives without
attaching MOE requirements. The 2013 Legislature established the Human Services Performance
Management System, in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 402A, with the intended goal to
be proactive in improving service delivery and outcomes for recipients of human service programs. This
cost effective, adaptable, and collaborative system has demonstrated service improvements across
multiple program areas since its inception. This system is an example of an effective and proven
alternative to the existing rigid and inflexible MOE requirements.
There has been an increasing legislative awareness of the deficiencies of the MOE concept, and some
progress toward easing the counties’ MOE burden was made during the 2009, 2010 and 2011
legislative sessions. In 2010, the legislature agreed to eliminate the county chemical dependency MOE.
Passage of the legislation increased transparency and budget predictability in an area that was
formerly governed by a complicated formula. In 2011, the legislature agreed to a 10% permanent
reduction in counties’ mental health MOE.
Despite this limited progress, additional change is needed. Counties remain subject to a childcare MOE
that requires a fixed local match equal to their contributions made in calendar year 1996. Also, while
counties did receive a 10% reduction to the mental health MOE in 2011, counties are still required to
maintain a level of expenditures that are at least 90% of the average expenditures for services for
calendar years 2004 and 2005. This type of mandate on counties is no longer necessary because the
Affordable Care Act mandates coverage of mental health and substance abuse as one of ten essential
benefit categories. Individual and small group health plans are also now required to provide these
services.
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Counties recognize that there are multiple entities responsible for the fiscal contributions to the
various programs that comprise all of human services. However, not all parties are held to the same
standard as counties. If the MOE concept is favored by policy makers, counties assert that all parties
should be held to the same contribution requirements set forth under the principles of the MOE
concept.
MICA urges the legislature to abandon the MOE system as a whole and instead rely on an expansion of
the Human Services Performance Management system to provide oversight of outcome performance
of counties, thereby emphasizing services that effectively produce intended outcomes for clients,
lessen the likelihood of unnecessary cost increases and allow for on-site flexibility.
Increase Affordable Housing Stock
MICA supports the increase of affordable housing to those at all income levels by investing in both
preservation and new build.
There is a shortage of affordable housing, which impacts individuals, communities, employers, and
county services. Homes are the building blocks to an individual’s economic opportunity and a
community’s economic strength. The lack of affordable housing to those at all income levels, and
particularly to those at 30% Area Median Income (AMI) and lower, continue to create and prolong
housing instability. The 2020 bonding bill did include $100 million in Housing Infrastructure Bonds for
people with very low incomes, as well as $16 million in General Obligation bonds to refurbish existing
housing units.
While many counties are investing American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) dollars into housing, these are
one-time funds. MICA supports further investment in the following housing resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevention: Expand eviction-prevention resources to keep people in their homes.
Safety: Develop funding sources to provide emergency safety net resources, including
emergency shelter.
Support Services: Provide a dependable stream of funding for support services that helps
households
maintain housing.
Rental Assistance and Landlord Supports: Enhance and expand state rental assistance
programs to complement Federal programs that are too small to meet the need.
Preservation: Preserve existing affordable homes.
Creation: Create dedicated, permanent funding sources for affordable homes - in addition to
current funding sources like local Housing Trust Funds.
Workforce: Incentivize the construction of affordable homes in Minnesota communities for
residential developments that encourage workforce housing.
Programs that support home ownership.
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Metro-Wide Housing Support for the Homeless
MICA supports metro-wide access to Housing Support Demonstration units and an increase in total
capacity to serve additional people experiencing homelessness.
The Housing Support Demonstration project under Minnesota Statutes, section 256I.04, subdivision
3(a)(3), allows for the use of Housing Support as traditional rental assistance (30% of income toward
rent) and support services for persons experiencing homelessness. Current Minnesota Statutes limits
this use of Housing Support to Anoka, Dakota, Hennepin, and Ramsey Counties for 226 total people or
“supportive housing units.” This has been in place since 1997 and has been successful in providing
housing stability.
MICA requests the following:
•

•
•

Add Carver, Scott, and Washington Counties in order to expand to all metropolitan counties
and to align the Housing Support Demonstration project with the seven participating counties
in the Metropolitan Supportive Housing Cooperative Agreement. Through this Cooperative
Agreement, the seven metropolitan counties are jointly administering the Housing Support
Demonstration Project.
Expand the capacity to 500 people to allow for services for additional people experiencing
homelessness across the metropolitan area.
In order to align with Medical Assistance eligibility criteria under Minnesota Statutes, section
256B.051, subdivision 2(e), remove the requirements that, in order to receive Housing Support,
a person must be discharged from a facility, and that 70% of the people served must be
identified with a specific disability. Counties will still target people exiting facilities for this
program, but with increased flexibility to address county-specific priorities.

Strong Investment Needed in State’s Mental Health System*
MICA urges the legislature to provide funding to address investment in services and infrastructure
needs for community mental health services.
The funding and infrastructure to serve Minnesota’s mentally ill is sadly lacking and worsening.
Counties must budget for increases in contracts so providers can retain staff; however, county
allotments largely remain the same or, in some cases, have decreased. The absence of adequate
resources is particularly acute for those suffering a mental health crisis. Community recovery supports
are inadequate, including employment, housing, community living, and peer supports.
The legislature’s response to the absence of adequate resources at the state level has been to shift the
costs of mental health inpatient hospital services to counties. Beginning in 2013, and again in 2015, the
Minnesota Legislature enacted a cost shift where counties are responsible for a portion of the cost of
care when a person no longer meets medical criteria to remain in a state facility. This cost is variable
based on the facility but is often between $1,396 and $1,524 per day.
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MICA supports:
1. Funding to address infrastructure needs for community mental health services.
2. Infrastructure equity through the infusion of additional funds for service expansion so that
current service infrastructure is maintained, protected, and increased to provide adequate
resourcing to meet the current needs.
3. Ongoing funding for services related to crisis residential centers funded through the 2018 and
2020 bonding bills.
4. Additional bonding dollars for the expansion of crisis residential centers and IRTS facilities.
5. Increased funding to Adult Mental Health Initiatives (AMHIs) to cover statewide needs.
6. The creation of a Medical Assistance (MA) benefit for children’s mental health services.
7. Addressing the eligibility gap between the Elderly Waiver (EW) and disability waivers for older
adults with significant mental health needs by adding behavioral health support services and a
higher funding level for people on the EW who have high behavioral health needs.
Bonding for Intensive Residential Treatment Services (IRTS) Facilities
MICA urges the legislature to bond for the rehabilitation or new construction of mental health
facilities that will increase the capacity of Intensive Residential Treatment Services (IRTS) throughout
the state.
Sustaining the Mental Health Infrastructure by Increasing Funding for
the Adult Mental Health Initiative (AMHI) Grants
MICA urges the legislature to sustain the mental health infrastructure by increasing funding for the
AMHI grants to preserve services for vulnerable Minnesotans.
Medical Assistance Benefit for Children’s Mental Health Services
MICA urges support for legislation to create a Medical Assistance (MA) benefit for services provided
to individuals 0-18 years of age who are experiencing mental health crises. These services have
historically been offered to adults in Minnesota.
Address Eligibility Gap Between Elderly Waiver and Disability Waivers
For Older Adults with Significant Mental Health Needs
MICA requests that the legislature address the eligibility gap between the Elderly Waiver (EW) and
disability waivers for older adults with significant mental health needs by adding behavioral health
support services and a higher funding level for people on the EW who have high behavioral health
needs. MICA further requests that the legislature refrain from adopting waiver caps as a cost-saving
measure.
*To learn more about MICA’s Mental Health priorities, visit our website at https://mica.org/
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Adequate Funding for Child Protection Services
MICA urges the legislature to provide permanent adequate funding to support a comprehensive
continuum of child protection services, including the provision of evidence-based early intervention
and prevention services consistent with the Family First Prevention Services Act, as well as out-ofhome placement and related costs. Counties must be allowed flexibility as to how services and
programs are delivered/implemented. Further, investment in the Vulnerable Children and Adults Act
(VCAA) should be increased.
Child abuse and neglect is a profound problem, impacting the health and safety of children and
families, and the overall wellbeing of all Minnesota communities. Children who have been abused or
neglected are at greater risk of poor mental and physical health, educational problems and other
problems that carry over into their adult lives. Children must be viewed in the context of their families,
and interventions must be targeted at supporting families upstream and focused on family wellbeing,
family preservation and community connections. The focus must be whole family approaches to
service delivery in order to achieve statewide results in keeping our children safe, families intact and
thriving.
Minnesota’s child protection system was significantly transformed as a result of the 2014 Governor’s
Task Force on the Protection of Children. Despite system improvements, significant gaps, inefficiencies,
and unfunded improvements must be transparently included in the next priority-setting process. This
includes funding to support the work across systems (e.g., Law Enforcement, County Attorney, parent
representation) to support the best possible outcomes for children and their families. Foundational
decisions need to align both programmatic tenets and funding priorities at the state level. Our
convictions for quality care must be evidenced by key investments in direct services focused on
supporting, preserving and strengthening families, while keeping children safe. Priorities must be
focused on statewide investment in evidence-based upfront prevention and placement prevention
services. With the implementation of The Family First Prevention and Services Act (FFPSA), Minnesota
has the opportunity to develop a range of evidence-based placement prevention services to meet the
unique needs of all Minnesota children and families. The provision of culturally specific services must
also be at the forefront as we work to develop a service array to meet the cultural and geographic
needs of families across the state. Placement prevention services should be developed consistent with
FFPSA requirements, including funding for program evaluations and fidelity monitoring.
Minnesota faces both a significant challenge and opportunity to strategically position itself for dynamic
changes coming from the FFPSA, which reforms the federal child welfare financing streams (Title IV-E
and Title IV-B of the Social Security Act) to provide placement prevention services to children, who are
at risk of placement, and their families. Its aim is to prevent children from entering foster care by
allowing Federal reimbursement for evidence-based (as determined by the Federal IV-E Clearinghouse)
mental health services, substance use treatment and in-home parenting skill training. It also seeks to
improve the wellbeing of children already in foster care by incentivizing states to reduce placement of
children in congregate care. It is coming forward at the same time that Minnesota is experiencing a
significant loss of Federal funding for Children’s Residential Treatment Facilities - newly classified as
IMDs. Minnesota’s service continuum is significantly compromised and lacks capacity to adequately
meet the complex needs of children and their families through the provision of intensive communitybased services. In addition, Minnesota’s placement continuum is also seriously compromised and lacks
the capacity and quality to meet the needs of Minnesota’s most complex children/youth.
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As a result of FFPSA’s implementation on October 1, 2021, there are only approximately five Qualified
Residential Treatment Placement (QRTP) settings across the state to care for young people who are in
need of the highest level of care. The lack of a comprehensive placement continuum sets up a difficult
fiscal environment that is becoming even more pressurized. As counties face the loss of IV-E
reimbursement for congregate placements, the QRTP assessment process presents additional fiscal
demands for counties to recruit and pay for the Qualified Individual (QI) assessment process.
State investment is critically needed in order to create a sustainable array of services statewide with
the intent to reinvest savings garnered from preventing costly child protection services back toward
root causes that destabilize families. In order for Minnesota to be prepared for these systemic-level
changes, this framework needs to be constructed with respect to federal, state, and local duties and
fiscal responsibilities. Roles need to be clearly and proactively defined.
Finally, despite the 2015 legislation, counties have not been made whole from previous cuts. As an
example, in 2005, $25 million in annual cuts to state grants to counties through the Children and
Community Services Act (CCSA) were made permanent. In 2011, CCSA was further cut by $11 million
annually and renamed the Vulnerable Children and Adults Act (VCAA) with both child and adult mental
health services funded from this source.
Changing Educational Neglect Response from Child Protection to Child Welfare
MICA supports addressing educational neglect with a child welfare response and required connection
with early intervention services and removing educational neglect from the child protection statutes.
Families living in poverty and families of color disproportionally enter the child protection system in
every category of maltreatment; the reports specific to educational neglect are particularly high. The
pandemic has exacerbated this.
In Minnesota, the current role of child protection includes addressing concerns of educational neglect.
A child welfare response would be more appropriate - as it would enable county staff to connect
families with early intervention services and local supports through community providers when school
attendance concerns emerge. This approach has been effective in other jurisdictions and is anticipated
to better serve children and families and have an impact on the racial and economic disproportionality
that exists within Minnesota’s child protection system.
Educational neglect reports are experienced throughout every county in Minnesota. In Minnesota in
2020, roughly 70% of educational neglect reports involved children of color, whereas they represent
only 36% of the enrolled student population. American Indian children represented 11% of children
referred for educational neglect, despite representing less than 2% of enrolled students; multi-racial
children represented 21% of children reported for educational neglect, while representing only 6% of
the enrolled student population.
Allowing counties to develop a child welfare response to educational neglect reports would foster a
connection to community-based supports, early interventions and reduce disproportionality in the
number of out-of-home placements.
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Virtual Supervised Visitation for Families Receiving Child Protection Services
MICA supports virtual court-ordered supervised visitation between parents and children as meeting
the “standard of reasonable efforts.”
Counties are required by Minnesota law to provide reasonable efforts to prevent out-of-home
placement or to eliminate the need for removal and to reunite the child with the child’s family at the
earliest possible time.
When a child is placed out of the home, the county assumes temporary custody of that child. Counties
are then responsible for making decisions that are in the best interest of that child’s health, safety, and
welfare. Visitation and reunification plans are certainly a part of reasonable efforts and are required to
be incorporated into case plans. While frequent, consistent, face-to-face visitation between parents
and children is the usual preference, the COVID-19 pandemic is an unprecedented health crisis that has
created many challenges for children and families and for the child welfare system as a whole. The
safety of all stakeholders must be taken account when considering face-to-face visitation. The potential
risk of harm extends not only to the parent and child; there is also a health risk for foster parents, as
well as social workers or case aides, who are being asked to facilitate visitation.
In addition, a decrease of placement options, as a result of pandemic-related workforce shortages and
other factors, has increased the need for placing agencies to utilize out-of-state placements.
Facilitating consistent face-to-face visitations in these situations entail many of the same risks
mentioned above with the additional risks associated with prolonged transportation.
Counties need authority to use local discretion to determine whether in-person, parent-child visits are
in the best interest of the child and the safest method of connecting the family. In the case where
there is a need to limit in-person visitation, frequent and meaningful family time that allows the parent
and child to stay connected is still possible through the use of technology (FaceTime, Skype, Zoom,
etc.), as well as through increased phone calls. The process for conducting virtual supervised visitation
between parents and children should be considered to meet the “standard of reasonable efforts,” per
Minnesota Statutes, section 260.012 (h)(6).
Align Minnesota’s health records act with HIPAA
MICA supports the improvement of health care outcomes and the reduction of health care costs by
aligning Minnesota’s Health Records Act (HRA) with the federal Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA).
Minnesota is one of only two states whose existing patient data privacy laws are more narrow than
federal law as it relates to patient consent for the sharing of information amongst health care
providers. This presents barriers to delivering coordinated, cost-effective and high-quality care; leads
to higher health care costs as a result of duplicative and unnecessary tests and procedures; and leads
to delays and administrative burden for both patients and providers. This requirement was established
in state law many years before the federal HIPAA rules existed. Years after HIPAA became law,
Minnesota providers are still bound by the outdated consent requirements of the HRA.
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MICA supports a change to the HRA to allow Minnesota health care providers, in accordance with the
strict and thorough requirements of HIPAA, to share a patient’s information in the absence of written
consent in a very narrow range of circumstances for treatment, payment and health care operation
purposes.
Investment in Long Term Direct Care Services and Supports
MICA supports lawmakers working together to modify our State's Medical Assistance reimbursement
system to increase rates, tying them to wage increases for direct care employees to help providers
better respond to evolving labor market demands in the direct caregiving workforce.
Minnesota is facing unprecedented, record-level workforce shortages in nursing homes and assisted
living facilities:
•
•
•
•
•

23,000 positions throughout care settings are open, representing over 20% of Minnesota’s
direct caregiving workforce.
The crisis is not limited to one part of the state or one type of care.
This direct care workforce shortage is even more challenging in rural Minnesota as the
population and direct care workforce are already limited.
70% of nursing homes across the state are limiting admissions, citing insufficient staff to meet
resident’s needs. For example, a facility licensed for 100 beds may only be operating at 70 beds
due to a staffing shortage.
Facilities have reduced capacity, and hospital discharge coordinators have found it necessary to
reach out hundreds of miles away to find a suitable location with the level of staffing necessary
to provide the needed services, if at all.

Direct caregiving is a 24-hour, 7-day-a-week commitment. Currently, one in five shifts is being filled
with overtime or pool staff, resulting in direct care employee exhaustion and burnout. The
disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on seniors has exacerbated the problem, and the stress of
COVID-19 on direct care staff has taken a dramatic toll.
The problem is systemic, and a growing number of seniors cannot receive the long-term care they need
when they need it. If not addressed, we will continue to see shortages compound. Direct caregivers
need higher compensation.
Potential Restructuring of Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS)
MICA requests that the legislature engage counties and other health and human services partners in
all discussions relating to the potential restructuring of the Department of Human Services.
Counties recognize that a true, long-range, transformational approach to redesigning how the DHS and
system partners deliver services is vital to meeting the needs of Minnesota residents. As the State
embarks on this transformational change, it will be important to look at best practices from other
states, convene a panel of systems transformation advisors from private and non-profit sectors and
work closely with counties, as equal partners, in designing and delivering services to Minnesotans.
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Increase Access and Targeted Funding for the Basic Sliding Fee Childcare Program
MICA urges the legislature to permanently reorder the waitlist priorities for the Child Care Assistance
Program (CCAP) Basic Sliding Fee (BSF), while also better aligning existing resources to reduce BSF
waiting lists in counties that have them.
Current funding is insufficient to help low income working families secure quality childcare. The Basic
Sliding Fee (BSF) Child Care Program supports families who are striving to work and avoid going onto
MFIP, while also ensuring that the children in the family get the benefits of childcare. BSF childcare
offers a ladder and support out of poverty. Legislative action is needed so that counties can serve more
working families with the BSF Child Care program. The program provides a rich early learning
environment for children, while allowing adult family members to work.
The 2021 Legislature implemented this reorder on a temporary basis, which will expire in 2024. MICA
supports permanently simplifying the BSF Child Care Program by reordering the BSF wait list priorities.
The proposal would make permanent the temporary reprioritization of the five existing categories
within the BSF childcare program. Prior to this temporary reprioritization, the original statute required
counties to prioritize funding for families exiting MFIP. However, these families are already receiving
childcare through the MFIP Child Care Program, which does not use limited county BSF funds.
The new prioritization allows other categories of families, including veterans and the working poor (the
largest categories), to be served prior to the families already receiving childcare assistance through
MFIP. The temporary measure is working and already permitting more children to receive care and
more working families to receive childcare assistance.
Additionally, it is critical to reexamine how the BSF funds are allocated to avoid providing too much to
counties who cannot use it, while other counties must maintain waitlists. This results in program
underspending statewide - despite not meeting the needs of families who want to work. Additional
funding allocated to counties with waiting lists successfully reduces these waitlists and serves more
families.
Safe Harbor/No Wrong Door for Sexually Exploited Youth
MICA urges the legislature to develop a best practices-based continuum of care model for sexually
exploited youth, and to provide full funding to county human services agencies to implement the
recommendations.
In 2011, the legislature passed the “Safe Harbor” law, which added the definition of sexually exploited
youth to Minnesota’s child protection codes; increased the penalties against commercial sex abusers
or purchasers; and directed the Department of Public Safety (DPS) to work with stakeholders to create
a victim-centered, statewide response for sexually exploited youth.
On August 1, 2014, two additional policy provisions went into effect:
•

The exclusion of sexually exploited youth, under the age of 18, from the definition of "delinquent
child.” Minnesota children who are engaged in sex trafficking are now treated as victims - not
criminals. As victims, they are to be directed to supportive services to meet their needs; and
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•

Implementation of the “No Wrong Door” state service model, which makes available resources
and services for sexually exploited youth, including regional navigators, housing and shelter,
comprehensive services and training and protocol development.

Since 2015, the legislature has made biennial appropriations to the “Safe Harbor for Sexually-Exploited
Youth” program. These dollars have been used for a vast array of purposes, including the provision of
emergency shelter, transitional and long-term housing beds; connecting youth outreach workers to
sexually exploited and at-risk youth to secure appropriate resources; and providing professional
training in the areas of trauma informed, culturally specific services.
What is missing is a continuum-of-care model to support these children. Because traditional services
are not adequate, some children are being sent to out-of-state facilities at great expense (as much as
$600 per day) and with little success. Service providers must learn to better understand juvenile sexual
exploitation and how to respond. Extensive services are necessary, including health care, mental and
chemical health, aftercare and relapse prevention, family reunification, as well as general advocacy,
legal, education and employment services. Because primary service responsibility is placed with child
protection, funding should flow directly to county health and human services agencies.
Support and Funding for Implementation of the Minnesota Olmstead Plan
MICA urges the legislature to provide adequate support and funding to counties for the necessary
community-based, capacity-development efforts and increased costs of implementing the integration
reforms relative to the Minnesota Olmstead Plan. Further, MICA urges the legislature to participate
actively in finding a solution to the worker shortage problem that currently exists. If not addressed, it will
be even more difficult to meet the requirements of the Jensen Settlement, as well as Olmstead.
In March 2014, a new rule issued by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) went into effect,
governing the provision of home and community-based services (HCBS). The purpose of these final
regulations is to maximize the opportunities for people receiving HCBS, including opportunities to realize
the benefits of community-living, receive services in integrated settings, and to seek employment and work
in competitive, integrated settings. The rule aims to ensure an individual's rights of privacy, dignity,
respect, and freedom from coercion and restraint, facilitate individual choice regarding services and
supports, and who provides them, and optimize individual initiative, autonomy and independence in
making life choices. The rule also includes specific requirements around service planning that utilizes a
person-centered methodology and informed decision-making processes.
Compliance with the HCBS Rule is mandated by CMS. To that end, DHS is developing formal implementation
strategies. Counties are required to participate in the collection, tracking and updating of baseline data;
implement person-centered planning and informed decision-making processes; develop and monitor
community-based capacity; ensure services are provided in the most integrated setting; and implement
quality assurance and improvement processes. Counties are also responsible for meeting the goals around
HCBS Waiver wait lists required by Olmstead. Implementation efforts will require a significant amount of
financial resources, new training, administrative support, more intensive tracking, monitoring and
oversight, and a different level of involvement on the part of case managers.
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In 2015, a federal court judge accepted the Jensen Settlement Agreement, the result of a lawsuit filed
against the Department of Human Services (DHS), alleging that people receiving state-operated services
were unlawfully and unconstitutionally secluded and restrained. To fulfill the requirements in the
“Jensen Settlement Agreement,” a Comprehensive Plan of Action was established by DHS, which included
the closure and replacement of the Minnesota Specialty Health System-Cambridge facility with community
homes and services, the implementation of the Minnesota DHS Positive Supports Rule and the
implementation of Minnesota's Olmstead Plan (Olmstead).
Olmstead, which is designed to ensure that people with disabilities can live, learn, work, and enjoy life in the
most integrated setting of their choosing was approved in September 2015. The plan charts a course that
will change the way state government provides services and supports for Minnesotans with disabilities. The
plan recognizes that Minnesotans with disabilities want the chance to make informed choices about their
lives and the opportunity to live in the most integrated setting they choose. It calls for expanding integrated
housing, employment and education options that will result in greater inclusion of people with disabilities in
our communities. It also honors the decisions of people with disabilities who may choose options that are
not integrated. Finally, the plan requires that wait lists for necessary services be addressed.
Counties are supportive of implementation efforts. To that end, we have begun preparing for the various
integration reforms by making significant investments in data collection, training and education for
families, staff, providers and other stakeholders, communication strategies, and integrated, communitybased capacity development. These investments have been made to ensure that services and supports
are delivered in a manner consistent with the terms of the Jensen Settlement, and the vision and
mandates set forth in Olmstead and the HCBS Settings Rule. However, significant state financial investment
is needed for staff resources and required training, as well as for capacity development for communitybased services and supports. To assure successful implementation, it is imperative for the following to
occur:
1. Increase the number of subsidized housing units;
2. Increase reimbursement rates for supportive services in order to attract qualified/sufficient staff; and
3. Increase funding for transportation services and the development of more flexible transportation
options.
MICA requests the legislature to provide adequate funding to counties for costs related to the necessary
community-based capacity development efforts and to cover the increased costs of implementing the
integration reforms. Further, MICA urges the legislature to participate actively in finding a solution to the
worker shortage problem that currently exists. If not addressed, it will be even more difficult to meet the
requirements of the Jensen Settlement, as well as Olmstead. Realizing the common vision laid out in these
reform efforts - that people with disabilities be able to thrive in their communities - is some of the most
important work to be done by counties. Therefore, it is also imperative that counties be part of any
planning processes and have input into all considerations brought forward.
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Closure of Unused Foster Care Beds
MICA supports modifying Minnesota Statutes to allow for the involuntary closure of unused corporate
foster care beds for both adults and children. Once closed, the beds should be awarded back to counties
to use to meet emerging needs.
The current process for involuntary closure of corporate foster care beds should be expanded to
include unused/ vacant adult and child beds. Current restrictions prevent counties from maximizing
existing capacity to meet the needs of individuals being placed. It also creates more licensed foster
care capacity than may be needed by the county.
MICA supports the moratorium on new corporate foster care beds, as it helps us better control growth
of this restrictive and costly service. Although we have a smaller percentage of disability waiver service
recipients in this level of care, significant increases in waiver enrollment means we still utilize this
service.
Today, it is only authorized for individuals with intensive support needs, creating, at times, a
misalignment of resources. Many providers that have capacity (i.e. vacant beds) are not open to
working with the individuals approved for this level of care. Because corporate foster care providers
see beds as a commodity, they are rarely willing to close them, as they are not likely to ever regain that
capacity due to the moratorium. This forces counties to request moratorium exception beds and
increase our overall capacity and licensing workload, while vacant beds remain unused.
DHS has stated that its authority regarding involuntary closures (Minnesota Statutes, sections
256B.493 and 245A.03, subd. 7, (h)) is limited to entire sites (i.e., not individual beds) and not
applicable to corporate child foster care sites. MICA supports expanding the current closure process to
include unused/vacant corporate adult and child beds. In addition, when the beds are closed, they
should be awarded back to counties to repurpose for emerging local needs.
Protecting Counties from Unintentional DHS Financial Errors
MICA requests that counties be protected from unintentional Department of Human Services (DHS)
financial errors. Counties should be provided with a thorough accounting of any funds withheld by the
state.
The 2021 Legislature made counties whole by addressing the state error in which the state incorrectly
claimed federal funding for services provided in Institutions for Mental Disease (IMDs). The 2021
Legislature also addressed potential future state overpayments relating to services in which tribal
nations are impacted. Similarly, counties ask that DHS, in consultation with counties, develop protocols
that must be used to address and resolve any future overpayment involving any county in Minnesota.
Counties spend a significant amount of time and resources tracking DHS reimbursement payments to
counties. DHS should not be allowed to withhold dollars from counties without providing a thorough
explanation and accounting for all withheld funds.
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CORRECTIONS AND PUBLIC SAFTEY
LE GISL ATI VE PRIO RITIES
 Provide State Funding for 50% of Community Corrections Act and County Probation Officer
Costs

 Provide State Funding to Help Address the Mental Health Crisis in County Jails and Juvenile
Facilities

 Revise Data Practice Laws to Better Facilitate Emergency Co-Response and Early Mental Health
Intervention Strategies

Provide State Funding for 50% of Community Corrections and County Probation Officer Costs
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to increase state funding for the Community Corrections Act (CCA)
subsidy and County Probation Officer (CPO) reimbursement to better align with the intent of 50%
cost of community supervision state funding standard set in law.
Minnesota’s criminal justice system is largely a state responsibility that relies heavily on community
supervision and alternatives to imprisonment. In response to a 2021 legislative directive, a study being
conducted by the Council on State Governments (CSG) Justice Center is anticipated to highlight the
importance of adequate funding for evidence-based community supervision practices that reduce
recidivism and enhance community safety. Overtime, CCA and CPO funding has deteriorated even as
appropriations have increased for the Department of Corrections, the Judicial Branch, and the office of
the Public Defender. Diminished state funding often contributes to greater reliance on probation fees
paid by clients, which can create additional barriers to success. The ongoing pandemic exacerbated
funding pressures as pre-trial caseloads increased, and more individuals were sentenced to community
supervision.
Counties that operate under the CCA and CPO models together supervise 82% of Minnesota’s
probation population of 91,000 people. We applaud ongoing efforts to review and recommend
changes to Minnesota’s probation system such as the CSG study now underway. Future funding
systems must address both funding equity and adequacy focused on improved outcome measures for
recidivism, desistance, incarceration, supervision caseloads, and overall community safety. Current
state funding covers only about 29% of county probation officer costs, far below the 50%
reimbursement standard in law. Additionally, the CCA subsidy has increased an average of less than 1%
annually over the past 10 years despite an estimated annual cost growth of 4%.
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Research shows that effective, evidence-based community supervision results in lower recidivism rates
than incarceration. Reduced recidivism lowers costs for courts, correctional institutions, and other
public programs. Those desired outcomes can only be realized if state funding is sufficient to both
supervise sentenced individuals and provide the unique supports each individual needs to succeed in
the community. At a minimum, that state funding should cover the cost of mandated state probation
services. Practices that are critical to successful outcomes, but require further funding to meet the
increased demand, include:
•
•
•

Comprehensive pre-trial assessments and, when appropriate, voluntary access to services;
Access to mental health and substance use disorder treatment services; and
Cognitive Behavior Change programming.

Upon receiving the required justice reinvestment study and funding recommendations, we encourage
the legislature to increase state funding to align with the goal of funding 50 percent of statewide costs
for community probation and supervision, and to ensure the state funding model is designed in a way
that ensures adequate, ongoing funding.
Ensure County Jails and Juvenile Detention Facilities have the Capacity and Expertise Needed to Address
Mental Health Illnesses
MICA encourages the 2022 Legislature to ensure that adequate funding and capacity exists to treat
mental health illness in our jails and juvenile detention facilities, including promoting the needed
access to essential professionals and expertise.
Local sheriffs estimate between 25% and 30% of jail inmates suffer from diagnosed and undiagnosed
mental illness. Further, juveniles involved in the justice system typically face a plethora of daily
challenges, such as poverty, mental illness, and trauma that often require individualized treatment
solutions.
Counties are responsible for treating and caring for juveniles and inmates that are often at the height
of their illness. Ensuring public and inmate safety by providing effective supports for these individuals
requires both appropriate facilities, and access to the range of expertise needed to tailor response to
the individual needs. And for juveniles, it is generally most appropriate to provide those services in the
community with the support of family, schools, friends, and community members. However, access to
needed services and adequate staffing by licensed mental health professionals is limited in many areas
of the state.
Without adequate funding and capacity to offer triage and treatment for mental health illnesses,
juvenile facilities have increasingly become a place to house mentally ill youth. Effective juvenile and
adult diversion and intervention initiatives can reduce contact with the criminal justice system by
providing services that mitigate conditions contributing to criminal behavior such as substance use
disorders, mental health conditions, and other challenges. Funding is needed to hire and train juvenile
detention employees to address mental health issues for juveniles. MICA supports increased funding,
program support, and continued state policy leadership to improve outcomes for justice involved
juveniles.
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Revise Data Practice Laws to Better Facilitate Reasonable Data Privacy and Effective Public Safety Co-Response
MICA supports revisions to data practice laws to better facilitate emergency co-response and early
mental health intervention strategies, while also balancing privacy expectations with critical health
benefits.
The public and law enforcement agencies support expanded use of evidence-based, co-response
strategies to public safety emergencies. County and other local governments have led innovative
efforts to safely imbed trained mental health professionals and other experts into emergency teams
where appropriate. For persons who are arrested or incarcerated, early access to mental health
supports where needed is critical to better outcomes for the justice involved individuals, and for public
safety. Current laws, however, restrict information sharing in ways that compromise the ability of
public safety staff, county social service workers, healthcare providers and others to effectively serve
incarcerated individuals. The Minnesota Health Records Act can be more restrictive than Federal HIPPA
regulations. Legislation was passed in 2020 to allow better data sharing between jails and social service
agencies, but those changes were largely limited to pre-release facilitation of health care enrollment
and social services. Local officials still find data sharing restrictions too limiting for offering needed
assistance to the people they serve. MICA encourages the legislature to continue seeking data sharing
solutions that protect privacy while allowing greater flexibility to public safety staff, social service, and
mental health professionals to better serve the mental health needs of incarcerated and justice
involved individuals.
Bail Reforms Must Address Programmatic Impacts on County Community Supervision
If the legislature undertakes comprehensive bail reform, MICA requests policymakers ensure that bail
policies advance equity and balance public safety considerations and include funding for any
increased expectations placed upon counties, such as for pre-trial community supervision functions.
Many aspects of the criminal justice system are being reviewed and reformed to eliminate disparities
and ensure equity throughout public programs and across all communities. If bail reform is proposed
in 2022, MICA encourages the legislature to ensure that funding and support are provided to counties
for any increased expectations related to pre-trial community supervision or other impacts. Racial and
economic disparities in the Minnesota bail system must be addressed while also recognizing the
constitutional right to bail. Any reforms must include adequate public safety safeguards, including a
recognition of the public safety risks related to violent crime. Adequate funding for community
corrections and pre-trial supervision programs is paramount to ensuring that cash bail reforms do not
lead to increased public safety risks.
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Provide Adequate State Funding to Counties and Local Governments for Locally Administered Addiction
Response Efforts
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to ensure adequate state funding for prevention and treatment of
non-opioid addictions, including use of methamphetamine and other narcotics.
2019 legislation coupled with the recent approval of the Minnesota Opioids State-Subdivision
Agreement and proposed legislative changes to effectuate that agreement (see MICA Public Health
platform) provide a hopeful pathway to beginning to address the devasting personal and community
impacts of opioid addiction. The legislature should ensure that counties also have all the tools and
resources they need to combat other narcotics such as methamphetamine. One such tool is the
provision of medication-assisted treatment in local jails. Currently, access to doctors who are certified
to prescribe such medications is limited. Funding jails to facilitate medication-assisted treatment can
reduce the instances of overdose among recently released individuals. It can also create a more stable
transition from incarceration to treatment programs.
Provide Base Funding to All Counties for Emergency Management Planning and Preparedness Activities
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to provide base funding for emergency services planning grants to
counties.
Provide funding administered by the Department of Public Safety, Homeland Security and Emergency
Management Division (HSEM), for the purpose of awarding emergency management planning grants to
counties, federally recognized tribes, and cities of the first class is essential to ensuring cohesive,
statewide planning and preparedness activities including capital purchases. County Emergency
Managers are responsible for coordinating emergency response efforts that are mandated by state law
but lack stable and sustainable state funding, leaving counties to rely heavily on limited, unstable
federal grant funding.
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 Maintain and Strengthen Funding Stability for PERA Pension Plans
 Do Not Expand the Current Law Presumption that PTSD Workers Compensation Claims Are
Employment-Related

 Fully Fund the Public Safety Officer Benefit Account under Minn. Stats. 299A.465
Prioritize and Strengthen Funding Stability for PERA
MICA supports maintaining the state’s commitment to the pension sustainability and urges a high
standard for establishing differential pension benefit levels for one or a group of individuals while
providing state funding for the full actuarial cost of any state policy decisions to establish differential
benefit levels.
The 2018 Legislature (Laws 2018, Chapter 211) substantially enhanced the sustainability of existing
pension benefits for current and future PERA retirees, as well as those of the other statewide plans
(MSRS and TRA). i In 2020, the legislature continued its commitment to pension sustainability by
diminishing the potential that current employees and retirees may bear the burden of benefits
augmentation for privatized employees who no longer contribute to the pension funds as private
employees or employers. With these changes, increased contribution rates, and healthy investment
returns, the funding ratio of the General Plan, as well as the Police and Fire Plan, have significantly
improved.
We caution against establishing differential pension benefit levels for different classes of employees.
County governments employ individuals with a variety skills and job duties to effectively carry out state
mandates and county priorities. All employee classes play important roles in fulfilling organizational
missions. The legislature should maintain a high standard for establishing differential pension benefit
levels. Critically, if the legislature does establish differential pension benefit levels, those state
decisions must be accompanied by state funding sufficient to pay the full actuarial costs on existing
and any new pension plans, without shifting pension liability to employers or causing inequitable
burdens for current and future plan members as a result of the policy change.
The PERA General Plan funding ratio is now 85% (June 2021) but full funding is still many years off
(estimated at 2039). Now is not the time to back off on the progress made toward full funding.
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Do Not Expand the Current Law Presumption that PTSD Workers
Compensation Claims Are Employment-Related
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to maintain a limited presumption that PTSD Workers
Compensation Claims Are Employment-Related.
Employment related post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is an appropriately covered illness under the
state’s workers compensation law for all employees. Since 2013, public sector employers and their
insurers have covered claims for such illnesses for any worker who provides the required diagnosis of
PTSD from a medical provider.
In 2018, even though PTSD was already a covered illness, state law was amended to require workers
compensation coverage of PTSD for certain public safety employees unless rebutted by substantial
factors. Public employers must now cover PTSD claims regardless of whether the illness was related to
the employee’s current employment unless rebutted. That presumption should remain limited and
should not be expanded beyond its current law application to certain public safety employees.
County employers value workplace safety and support financially appropriate and medically responsive
health care to fully treat workplace injuries or illnesses. Requiring workers compensation coverage for
non-employment related illnesses is unfair to county taxpayers and undermines a basic tenant of
workers compensation when financial responsibility is shifted from a previous employer or the federal
government onto counties. The incentive to prioritize investment in workplace training, equipment,
and best practices are strongest when financial accountability is aligned with the responsible
employers and the federal government; such alignment also helps ensure employees receive timely
care through proactive diagnosis and treatment for PTS/PTSD illnesses. A review of the 2018 law
change would provide essential insight into how presumption relates to increasing PTSD claims,
treatment, and costs before any consideration of expanding the current law presumption.
Fully Fund the Public Safety Officer Benefit Account and Strengthen State Supports for
Treating Employees Experiencing Work Related Trauma
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to provide an open and standing appropriation that fully funds the
Public Safety Officer Benefit Account under Minn. Stats. 299A.465, and establish funding and policy
supports to better support employees experiencing work-related trauma and/or seeking treatment for
mental injuries.
MICA urges full state funding for the Public Safety Officer Benefit Account which reimburses employers
for the costs of providing continued health insurance to police officers and fire fighters injured in the
line of duty, and to dependents of police officers and fire fighters killed in the line of duty (Minn. Stats.
299A.465). The legislature established this PERA duty disability benefit years ago and in doing so,
mandated employers to continue paying the health insurance costs for employees who are granted
duty disability. The Benefits Account was simultaneously created to reimburse those local employer
costs, but state appropriation levels fall far below what is needed. And those costs have been rising as
duty disability determinations have increased in recent years.
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Further, the intersection of the duty disability program and worker’s compensation potentially
contributes a misalignment of processes and incentives. A primary goal must be the restoration of
employee health following traumatic workplace experiences. For example, the number of duty
disability claims has been rising with many employees seeking a PERA duty disability determination
prior to pursuing worker compensation benefits.
Research shows that supporting an employee’s return to productive work is a critical component of a
return to full health. However, current program structures incentivize compensation for workplace
injury over restoration of employee physical and mental health. MICA supports increased and stronger
policy and program supports to prioritize both preventative and responsive treatment to restore
employee health and support return to work.
Ensure a Pragmatic, Phased and Universal Approach to Any State Requirement
for Employers to Provide Paid Family and Medical Leave
MICA urges that if the 2022 Legislature considers establishing a paid family and medical leave
mandate for all employers, that such a requirement should allow for a phased implementation and
give credit for benefits already being provided.
Unencumbered, reasonable access to paid leave to care for an employee’s own health, or the health
and well-being of a spouse, child, parent, or family member promotes healthy workers and a
productive workplace. County employer practices have reflected those values, and often provide paid
leave opportunities that are comparable or better than other employers.
If the legislature considers establishing a Paid Family and Medical Leave benefit mandate, we urge that
such a requirement apply evenly to all private and public employers and:
•
•
•

build upon the existing paid leave benefits infrastructure and programs by ensuring that county
employers who already provide paid family and medical leave benefits receive credit for the
benefits already being provided;
allow for a multi-year phase-in for employers to ramp up to the minimum required leave
benefit levels; and
ensure that mechanisms put into law which ensure benefits coverage for all workers and all
employers do not have the effect of requiring local property taxpayers to cross-subsidize the
provision of mandatory paid leave benefits for other (private) employers.

Reform the Metropolitan Council
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to reform the Metropolitan Council by changing its composition so
that a majority of its members are elected officials and by requiring staggered terms for the council’s
members who are not elected officials.
The Metropolitan Council was created to provide for the orderly development of the Twin Cities
metropolitan area. It has the responsibility and authority to guide the region’s growth and to provide
important regional services. However, the council’s management of growth and the coordination and
delivery of regional services has changed dramatically. At the same time, the role of counties has
evolved.
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Increasingly, counties have undertaken direct provision of regional services including hazardous and
solid waste management, transit funding and transitway development, regional parks, regional
highways, water resources planning and watershed management, greenway and bikeway
development, farmland and open space preservation, the regional library system, fiber
communications networks, and the 800 MHz radio network.
A regional approach is widely supported, as is the importance of regional collaboration. However, the
Metropolitan Council, due to its taxing and policy authority, should be accountable to the residents
and taxpayers of the Twin Cities metropolitan area that are impacted by its decisions. It should not
operate as a state agency—as it does now—answerable to only one person, the Governor.
To affect the council’s transformation, the following five changes should occur:
1. A majority of Metropolitan Council members shall be elected officials who are appointed from
cities and counties within the region.
2. Metropolitan cities shall directly control the appointment process for city representatives to
the Metropolitan Council.
3. Each of the seven metropolitan counties shall directly appoint their own representatives to the
Metropolitan Council.
4. The terms of office of any Metropolitan Council members appointed by the Governor shall be
staggered and not coterminous with the Governor.
5. The Metropolitan Council shall represent the entire region, therefore voting shall be based on
population and incorporate a system of checks and balances.
The best way to ensure that the interests of citizens of the metropolitan area are represented is to
have a preponderance of locally elected officials on the council--individuals that do not serve
exclusively at the pleasure of the Governor. This will have the added benefit of allowing the council to
meet federal guidelines to serve as the region’s Metropolitan Planning Organization, a move
encouraged by Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and Federal Highway Administration (FHA) to
make the council more directly accountable to its public.
Support Local Control by Eliminating or Moderating State Requirements that Limit the
Ability of County Boards to make Certain Compensation and Benefits Decisions
MICA supports county employers’ flexibility to fully determine how certain county employee
compensation and benefits are provided consistent with their long-standing respect for the collectivebargaining process, and in ways that help manage rising employee health care costs while
streamlining decision-making and processes. Specifically, MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to:
•

•

amend MS 471.6161, subd. 5 to allow public employers purchasing fully insured products to modify
the aggregate value of group insurance contracts after meeting and conferring with exclusive
representativesii;
eliminate the required pooling of retirees with active employees for employee health insurance iii;
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•
•

•

repeal the bureaucratic salary cap on non-school district local officials’ pay, allowing cities and
counties the opportunity to attract top candidates for upper management and professional
positionsiv;
repeal MS 471.617, subd. 4, requiring a local government that wants to self-insure employee health
benefits to get the agreement of the exclusive representative of its largest union v;
require that all insurance eligible employees, not just the exclusive representative for the members
of one bargaining unit, determine whether employees will join the Public Employee Insurance
Program (PEIP). Further, the legislature should establish that coverage provided via PEIP should be
subject to collective bargainingvi; and
change the frequency of reporting for pay equity from every three years to every five years.vii

Amend State Law to Allow Special Elections to fill Mid-term Vacancies for County Attorney or County Sheriff
MICA supports amending state law to authorize county boards to fill mid-term vacancies in county
sheriff, attorney, or row officer positions either through a special election or by appointing a
replacement until the next regularly scheduled election.
Under current law, mid-term vacancies in County Sheriff and County Attorney are filled by County
Board appointment of an individual to fill the vacancy until the next regular election. This
recommended change would give County Boards the option to call a special election, similar to the
process for Auditor-Treasurer vacancies. Granting counties the option to call a special election would
better align with the process followed for all county elected position vacancies.
Review Open Meeting Laws to Appropriately Accommodate Elected Officials Experiencing Medical Conditions
to Meet Remotely and/or from a Non-Public Location
MICA supports review and adjustment to the state open meeting law (OML) to leverage proven
technologies to better accommodate unique circumstances, such as when elected officials are advised
by a medical professional to temporarily limit in-person contact.
Temporary OML changes enacted in 2020 - 2021 helped demonstrate that available technology can be
appropriately leveraged to give flexibility for elected officials and the public to effectively participate in
public meetings from a remote, non-public location such as during a declared public health emergency.
The state of emergency declared under Minn. Stats. 12.31, and the 60 days following, ended July 1,
2021. As such, the limited exception to attend meetings from a non-public location, under M.S. 13D.02,
for documented medical conditions is no longer available. Open, transparent, accessible public bodies
are essential. Even in the absence of a pandemic, however, instances arise where elected officials
experience serious medical conditions that we know could be safely, transparently, and temporarily
accommodated through available technology if authorized by law. We encourage the legislature to
convene stakeholders to continue reviewing lessons learned from the deployment of available
technologies during the covid pandemic, to better accommodate unique, temporary circumstances.
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Maintain the Current Definition of Disabled Veterans and the Preference Points Awarded to
Disabled Veterans in Recognition of their Service to Our Country
MICA supports maintaining the current definition of disabled veterans and the preference points
awarded to them for competitive promotional examinations.
Existing law appropriately honors veterans for their sacrifices for our country by ensuring certain
opportunities in hiring and promotion. Counties support robustly continuing those practices, but they
do not need to be expanded. Under current law, disabled veterans with a 50% or greater disability
rating enjoy a 5-point preference in competitive promotional exams. In addition, disabled veterans
also receive preference points on competitive open exams. The existing preference grants significant
advantages for eligible veterans over non-disabled veterans and other employees for competitive
promotional examinations. Expanding the definition of disabled veteran for competitive promotional
exams would reduce the preference currently granted to more severely disabled veterans.

i

Among the 2018 changes made in PERA General Plan were:
• Phase-out of early retirement augmentation;
• No COLA until age 65 for pre-July 1, 1989 hires and age 66 for July 1, 1989 and after hires;
• Elimination of deferred retirement augmentation;
• Reduction of the interest on refunds from 4% to 3%; and
• Changing the amortization date to 2048.

Current law prohibits public employers from reducing the aggregate value of benefits provided by a group insurance contract
- such as health insurance - for employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement without the agreement of the
exclusive representative. This provision, which effectively only applies to group (i.e. fully insured) health insurance plans, has
created extreme problems for public employers trying to cope with rising health care costs and has limited them from making
changes in health insurance benefits as a means of cost containment. The practical consequence is that, without a change,
taxpayer funds will be used to pay excessive premiums rather than either saving that money, providing improved public
services, or putting it towards future wage and salary increases.
iii
Under current law, local government employers are generally required to pool their under-65 retirees with their active
employees for health insurance purposes. This drives up the cost of insurance for the active employees, which results in
employees and the employer (and their taxpayers) paying higher premiums to cover the higher health care costs of the
retirees, even if it might be more cost-effective to cover under-65 retirees through an approach other than pooling. It also
requires employers to carry “illusory” liabilities on their financial statements related to this “implicit subsidy” - from active
employees to retirees - or to needlessly set aside money in trusts for the payment of these “liabilities” under current
accounting standards.
ii

Elimination of the required pooling would eliminate these liabilities and costs for current employees, employers and
taxpayers. Affected under-65 retirees could still get their health insurance through the employers via a separate retiree
pool or through MNsure, where preexisting conditions no longer prevent getting health insurance and premiums are
affordable because of available subsidies and limits on the additional premiums due to age.
Minnesota has been unique among the 50 states in having placed a cap on local officials’ pay since 1983. The cap,
currently 110 percent of the governor’s pay adjusted for inflation, is an increasingly common impediment to recruitment
and retention of top management and a growing number of other professional positions responsible for multi-million-dollar
enterprises. Exceptions can be and have been granted to the cap over the years but the process and frequent inaction on
iv
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those requests are not a satisfactory option for dealing with the problems created by the cap. Local taxpayers know to hold
local elected officials accountable for local compensation decisions, and those decisions are routinely followed by media
and voters. The state salary cap and exemption process undermine accountability and the ability of local officials to make
the decisions they believe will best serve their jurisdictions. The legislature recognized this problem in 1998 when it
exempted school districts from the cap. The exemption has not resulted in school district employees’ salaries increasing
wildly but has allowed them to attract candidates for superintendent positions from other states -something that almost
never occurs when filling county administrator and city manager positions for the state’s larger counties and cities. The
legislature needs to remove this impediment to attracting the top talent for our counties and cities’ management and
operations and reinstate local control over employee compensation just as it did for school districts in 1998.
Existing law needlessly hamstrings local governments’ efforts to reduce employee health care costs by self-insuring. Just as
the choice of insurer should be a management or employer decision, so too should the decision to self-insure. Furthermore,
the law’s current requirement does not make sense because the exclusive representative of the largest union frequently
does not represent a majority of employees and, in a number of instances, may represent only a small minority of
employees. Consequently, the exclusive representative of a minority of employees has the ability to frustrate cost savings
derived from self-insuring that best serve employees and taxpayers as a whole.
v

Current law allows the exclusive representative of any single bargaining unit to elect for its employees to receive health
insurance coverage through the state’s Public Employee Insurance Program (PEIP) without having to negotiate for the
change in health insurance carriers via the collective bargaining process. “Adverse selection” is often the result in that the
other employees of the local government, who may be older or less healthy, are left behind with the local government’s
other health insurance carrier, who may either raise premiums or refuse to underwrite the smaller, potentially higher risk
group that remains. The exclusive representative of a union that represents only a subset of all the local government’s
employees should not have the unilateral power to affect such a result. Any changes in health insurance carriers must be
the subject of collective bargaining which takes into consideration the employer’s concern regarding the quality of coverage
for all employees as well as the cost to all employees and the taxpayers.
vi

Staying in compliance with pay equity and reporting on that compliance is a very time-consuming task for county human
resources departments. Every time a new contract is negotiated with a bargaining unit (eight or more bargaining units for
a county is not unusual), compliance with pay equity must be analyzed. Since contracts usually have a two- or three-year
term, it may take more than three years to correct noncompliance introduced by contractual changes. Thus, a five-year
reporting cycle instead of three would allow for adjustments necessary to bring compensation practices back into
compliance.

vii
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ENVIRONMENT

LE GISL ATI VE PRIO RITIES
 Reform the Solid Waste Management Tax and Allocate 100% of Revenues to Solid Waste
Management Activities

 Maintain Waste-to-Energy (WTE) as an Eligible Energy Technology and Increase State Funding for
Solid Waste Management Infrastructure

 Strengthen E-waste Product Stewardship Requirements and Establish Product Stewardship
Requirements for Carpet and Mattress Manufacturers

 Increase State Aid for Aquatic Invasive Species and Establish Base Funding for Terrestrial Invasive
Species Management

Reform the Solid Waste Management Tax (SWMT) to Strengthen Landfill Reduction Incentives and
Dedicate 100% of Revenue to Solid Waste Management Activities
MICA urges 100% of SWMT revenues be allocated to solid waste management activities, and SWMT
reform to strengthen incentives for reduction of industrial and construction and demolition waste.
MICA appreciates 2021 legislative action to increase SCORE grant funding by $700,000 annually.
However, as growth in solid waste streams continue to outpace growth in recycling, dedication of 100%
of SWMT revenue for solid waste management activities is needed for funding local efforts to increase
recycling, expand local markets for recyclable material, and reduce landfilling.
State law has long required counties to lead solid waste management according to a waste management
hierarchy that prioritizes reduction, reuse, and recycling and then incineration with a goal of minimizing
landfilling. In 2014, the legislature further mandated that by 2030, the metropolitan area must recycle
75% of mixed municipal solid waste (MMSW), and Greater Minnesota must recycle 35%. However,
under current law (Minn. Stats. 297H.13), 30% of SWMT revenue goes to the state General Fund, or
about $27 million in 2020. Less than 25% of total SWMT collections are dedicated to the solid waste
management work of counties. We urge the legislature to fully allocate SWMT revenues to solid waste
management activities by redirecting the SWMT revenue currently deposited into the state General
Fund to distributions under Minn. Stats. 115A.557.
Further, there is a differential application of the SWMT waste stream categories that is disproportionate
to environmental risk and quantity of waste generation. For example, mixed municipal solid waste
(MMSW) makes up about 40% of all waste generated in Minnesota but accounts for about 92% of
SWMT revenue. In contrast, poorly categorized industrial waste i represents about 35% of the total waste
stream and 2% of the tax revenue. Lower SWMT rates also apply to construction and demolition (C&D)
waste, which is often comingled with MSW. MICA encourages policymakers to align the SWMT tax
structure with waste reduction and recycling goals, as well as broader environmental policy objectives.
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Maintain Waste-to-Energy (WTE) as an Eligible Energy Technology and Increase State Funding for Solid
Waste Management Infrastructure
MICA opposes removing or diminishing waste-to-energy (WTE) as an eligible energy technology that
can contribute to meeting a utility’s renewable energy standards (Minn. Stat. §216B.1691) and urges
the 2022 Legislature to increase state bond funding or other appropriations for expanded solid waste
management infrastructure statewide.
WTE is a critical waste management strategy that reduces landfilling. Minnesota WTE and affiliated
resource recovery facilities processed 1.3 million tons of waste in 2018. In 2019, resource recovery
facilities processed 230,000 less tons than 2018 while landfilling increased 270,000 tons. Minnesota is
losing ground toward achieving its waste management hierarchy goals, and state policy should continue
to support incentives for minimizing landfilling of solid waste.
County governments have made significant long-term investments in emerging technologies to
encourage waste reduction, reuse, and recycling, and to better manage waste consistent with the statedetermined waste hierarchy. We urge maintaining the financial incentives imbedded in M.S. 216B.1691
to support alignment of state waste and energy goals and protect county investments in an essential
part of the solid waste infrastructure. We also urge significant capital infrastructure funding (bonding) to
support recovery of recyclable materials and implementation of new technologies and capacities for
managing waste.
MICA Supports Product Stewardship Programs that Require Manufacturers to help Facilitate and/or Fund
the Disposition of Products at End-of-Life
MICA supports legislative efforts to require product stewardship—particularly from manufacturers of
bulky or potentially hazardous products at every stage of that product’s life.
MPCA reports and professional studies have highlighted the catastrophic and long-term consequences
that PFAS and other ‘forever chemicals’ pose for human health and the environment. The 2021
Legislature took important action to minimize continued future contamination from such chemicals
through policy changes aimed at preventing their use in future products and manufacturing processes.
Strengthened financial and processing accountability from manufacturers is required for effective
mitigation of multiple, potentially hazardous, and bulky products entering the waste stream. In
particular, MICA supports:
•

improvements that would maximize recovery and responsible management of e-waste, including
promotion of repair and reuse.

•

extended producer responsibility that addresses statewide, end-of-life handling for all mattresses
according to the highest and best use on the waste hierarchy and displaces taxpayer funding for
these efforts. The MPCA estimates that 742,550 mattresses, nearly 20,500 tons, are discarded
annually statewide. When mattresses end up in landfills, they create problems for the facility. The
springs cause them to float to the surface and resist compaction while also being too large to fit into
the furnaces at WTE facilities.
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•

development of a statewide carpet stewardship program with the required participation of all
stakeholders including producers, retailers, recyclers, waste disposal industry, manufacturers,
recyclers, local recycling officials and installers. There are currently an estimated 130,000 tons of
carpet being disposed of annually in Minnesota with about 100,000 tons being sent directly to
landfills. MPCA estimated only 6,000 tons of carpet, less than 4%, is being recycled.

•

maximizing the collection and safe disposal of unwanted prescription and over-the-counter
medicines and sharps through an internalized manufacturer financing mechanism that covers the
costs of collection, transportation, and end of life disposal, and that does not rely on government
funding.

•

reducing the direct threat of fires posed by improper disposal of Lithium-ion batteries, including
establishing an extended producer responsibility collection and recycling program for primary and
rechargeable batteries.

Increase State Aid for Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) Mitigation;
Establish Base Funding for Terrestrial Invasive Species Management
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to increase funding for aquatic invasive species (AIS) and establish
permanent base funding to support terrestrial invasive species management programs.
Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) Prevention Aid was enacted in 2014 to better engage counties in the fight
against aquatic invasive species. This program is critical for making resources available to fight AIS’
threat to the state’s water quality, fisheries, and tourism. Counties have mobilized inspectors and wash
stations at public accesses as well as implementing new tools to reinforce the DNR’s efforts to slow the
spread of AIS. MICA appreciates that $850,000 of one-time funding was approved in 2021 for grants to
lake associations and counties to undertake AIS mitigation efforts. Sustained funding is essential to
mitigating and preventing further spread of AIS and the likely irreversible consequences for our state’s
bodies of water.
Terrestrial invasive plants pose serious threats to land managed by landowners and local governments,
with substantial negative impacts on statewide timber harvesting and woodlot management, hunting,
and tourism. Invasive plants are overrunning formerly productive woodlots, parks, forests, and
grasslands, decreasing their economic value and ecological benefits. Effective invasive plant
management requires knowledge, planning and funding for on-the-ground efforts. Making the current
biennium funding levels for the Minnesota Department of Agriculture’s (MDA) terrestrial invasive plant
management ii permanent base funding is vital. MICA urges the legislature to maintain funding for these
critical programs to protect the state’s natural and economic resources.
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Maintain the Integrity of the Solid Waste Management Hierarchy as Defined in Minn. Stats. 115A.02
MICA supports the current solid waste management hierarchy as defined in Min. Stats. 115A.02 and
urges comprehensive and integrated policy responses to multi-dimensional policy challenges involving
energy production, waste management, environmental justice, technology innovation and
coordination issues.
It is the right of every Minnesotan to live in an environment with clean air, clean water, and unpolluted
land regardless of their geographic location or household income. Recent policy efforts to address
critical environmental justice issues have not fully recognized the stewardship efforts and intents being
undertaken by counties to manage solid waste consistent with the established hierarchy, and in ways
that minimize waste, optimize available technologies, and reduce landfilling. Going forward, policy and
financial incentives should be grounded in a comprehensive analysis of the best practices, scientific
evidence, and available technology for managing waste disposal in a way that protects human health
and the environment while minimizing cumulative environmental impacts.
Counties are required to manage solid waste—which is unfortunately increasing despite increased
recycling. The MICA Board of Directors supports maintaining the integrity of the solid waste
management hierarchy as defined in Minn. Stat. §115A.02, and supports working with all stakeholders
to:
• Reduce the amount of waste generated;
• Reduce the toxicity of waste;
• Separate and recover materials and energy from waste; and
• reduce dependence on landfilling.
Ensure State Resources are Available for the Long-term Care of Existing Landfills
MICA supports restoring and enhancing state resources for the long-term care of existing landfills. This
includes fully repaying funds diverted from the Closed Landfill Investment Fund (CLIF), accelerating full
repayment of Metropolitan Landfill Contingency Action Trust (MLCAT) Account funds, and providing a
state-financed solution to the freeway landfill.
The Minnesota Legislature created the Metropolitan Landfill Contingency Action Trust (MLCAT) and the
Closed Landfill Investment Fund (CLIF) to ensure that state funds would be available for costly, essential
post-closure care of more than 100 closed, state-permitted mixed municipal solid waste facilities. If not
properly managed, these landfills pose serious risks to public health, safety, and the environment.
MICA appreciates the work of legislators to approve $100,000 annually toward repayment of the net
$13.905 million transferred out of the MLCAT by past actions. That is the first step toward restoration of
MLCAT funds in a fifteen-year timeframe. When combined with modest annual revenue generated by
the Metropolitan Solid Waste Landfill fee, the pace of the MLCAT repayment will be far less than what is
needed for responding to identified and growing post-closure care costs. For example, estimated
expenses for care of the five currently eligible sites will be more than the account balance within the
next three years. More than $65M will be required to complete required monitoring and remediation
activities by 2049.iii
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CLIF is funded from solid waste tax revenues and insurance recovery settlements. A total of 110 closed
landfills, located throughout Minnesota, are eligible for CLIF. Similarly, a 2010 law transferred $48
million out of the CLIF to the state’s General Fund and had express language requiring its repayment,
with lost interest and other investment earnings, over the FY 2014 to FY 2017 period. The first scheduled
repayment was made in 2014 along with the lost interest and investment earnings. However, the
remaining three scheduled repayments were repealed in 2015. No action was taken in 2021 to further
restore CLIF funds. The total estimated obligation for long-term care of the landfills in the Closed Landfill
Program is $305.3 million over the next 30 years.
Similarly, MPCA currently estimates costs for the Freeway Landfill/Freeway Dump project to range from
$120 to $540 million, far exceeding the resources available through CLIF, which had a balance of about
$119 million as of December 2020. iv These identified costs, combined with recent reports of PFAS and
other contamination emanating from closed landfills underscores the importance of taking action to
restore the financial health of MLCAT and CLIF.
Expand Strategies to Limit Nitrates in Groundwater
MICA urges the 2022 Legislature to require the Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA) to expand
its strategies to limit nitrates in groundwater.
Nitrate contamination is the most common form of groundwater contamination in Minnesota. MDA
data shows that approximately 120,000 Minnesotans consume water from public water suppliers that
are at risk of exceeding the Minnesota Department of Health’s (MDH) drinking water standard for
nitrate; 90,000 of those residents are in MICA-member counties. Among the nearly 31,000 private wells
that MDA has tested to date in its Township Testing program, 2,844 households or 9 percent exceeded
the MDH standard, and more than 40% of the private wells exceeded the standard in some townships.
Many water users currently pay to treat drinking water that has been contaminated by nitrates and
other contaminants. When individual well owners have drinking water that exceeds the Minnesota
Department of Health’s recommended standards, it can cost hundreds of dollars per year to maintain a
household water treatment system. Cities with contaminated wells must install and maintain nitrate
removal systems at a cost of millions of dollars. In 2008, for example, the city of Hastings was required
to install a nitrate treatment system at a cost of approximately $3.5 million to treat high nitrate
concentrations in the aquifers serving the city’s wells.
The water quality of two of the three principal aquifers used for drinking water in Twin City metropolitan
area are heavily degraded by pollutants associated with human activities. Due to the nature of
groundwater, regional and statewide approaches are required to prevent further deterioration and to
reverse the current trends. Private potable wells located outside of mitigation Drinking Water Supply
Management Areas are not protected by the Groundwater Protection Rule that went into effect in
September 2020. MICA urges the legislature and relevant state agencies to expand strategies for limiting
the presence of nitrates in groundwater so additional investments in expensive drinking water
treatment systems will not be required.v
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Increase Funding for the AgBMP (Agriculture Best Management Practices) Administered by the Minnesota
Department of Agriculture (MDA)
MICA supports ongoing efforts to financially assist landowners with replacement of non-compliant
septic systems for protection of essential groundwater resources, such as increased funding for the
AgBMP programs administered by the MN Department of Agriculture, or for direct grant funds used
for septic system replacement.
MICA appreciates the significant commitment made in 2021 for an annual increase in funding for the
AgBMP Loan Program administered by the Minnesota Department of Agriculture of $1.425 million, and
to provide $1.4 million in one-time funding specifically for septic system replacement. AgBMP is a water
quality program that provides low interest loans to Minnesota farmers, rural landowners, and
agricultural supply businesses to encourage agricultural best management practices and other water
pollution solutions identified by county local water plans. The program, as well as the direct grant
funding appropriated in 2021 and administered by BWSR, is very instrumental in the installation and
repair of private and cluster septic systems that directly impact water quality.
The need for such funding is constant and growing as new septic systems are installed each year, and
existing systems reach the end of their useful life. Given the demonstrated success of these programs at
incentivizing water quality improvements, MICA supports continuing, and further increasing, base
funding for septic system replacement efforts either through the AgBMP program, or direct grant
funding at levels more closely aligned with annual demand.
Take State Action to Slow and Mitigate the Spread of Emerald Ash Borer (EAB), including Managing
the Resulting Volume of Wood Waste
MICA supports state policies that embrace new and emerging technologies, align state waste and
energy goals, and address the strain placed on local governments to manage diseased trees.
EAB has infested trees in at least 28 Minnesota counties with nearly three million community ash trees
in the state being threatened by EAB (one in five community trees). The Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) estimates costs of over $8 million annually for local governments to plan for and
manage EAB infestations, including treatment of infected ash trees, removing, managing, and replacing
ash trees. The seven-county metro area is entering a peak phase of ash tree loss, requiring the
management and disposal of more than 1.67 million tons of wood waste. Since the onset of EAB in
Minnesota, access to the St. Paul District Energy Co-generation facility has been an essential option for
the proper disposal of millions of tons of EAB waste from at least 22 counties and for dozens of small
businesses. That facility, however, may be only a temporary solution even as markets for waste wood
are limited and near saturation.
A comprehensive, statewide strategy is needed to effectively manage EAB and to accommodate proper
and environmentally appropriate disposal of growing amounts of wood waste, including:
•

Creating a wood waste management policy framework consistent with the waste management
hierarchy, sustaining, and expanding markets and end-uses for wood waste and developing funding
mechanisms that avoid additional burdens on counties.
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•
•
•

Appropriating state resources to assist counties and communities in slowing the spread of EAB,
thereby reducing the surge of wood waste requiring management.
Maintaining the availability and financial viability of the St. Paul Cogeneration facility as an essential
biomass energy solution for the growing volume of EAB-related wood waste.
Determining forward-looking solutions that create a variety of management options to adequately
manage increasing wood waste volumes for the long term.

Provide Increased Funding for Implementation of the Best Practices identified in Watershed
Restoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS) developed under Minnesota Statutes 114D.26
MICA supports establishing a frequency of Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS)
evaluations that allows for more time and resources between evaluation/planning to implement the
best practices and other actions called for in the WRAPS.
Under current policy the MPCA is to develop a Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS)
for every major watershed in the state every 10 years. A WRAPS evaluation involves assessing the
physical, chemical, and biological quality of waters in the watershed; identification of impairments and
water bodies in need of protection; and identification of biotic stressors and sources of pollution. This is
followed by identification of strategies to protect or restore water bodies. The WRAPS process typically
takes approximately two years to complete and involves significant input from county staff and other
stakeholders. The intent is that WRAPS evaluation and planning process leads to action plans and studies
to respond to the impairments, including implementation of programs recommended by those plans.
Lacking adequate time and resources for implementation, when the next round of WRAPS evaluations is
completed, the same impairments and recommended projects will likely be identified in the WRAPS
report. The proposed 15-year WRAPS cycle would maximize use of the WRAPS plan and
recommendations by providing more time and needed resources to implement best practices and other
actions. We also believe, based on many years of related experience, that a 15-year planning cycle
would lead to a higher quality planning process.

i

The MPCA has acknowledged that industrial waste is significantly less understood and poorly characterized.
$650,000 for grants to local governments and $350,000 for invasive plant coordination, contract work an administration.
We also support $450,000 annually ongoing for FY 2022 and FY2023, regardless of the availability of LCCMR funding for a
similar purpose.
iii
Metropolitan Landfill Contingency Action Trust Account: FY 2019 annual report on use of the MLCAT Account
iv
Closed Landfill Investment Fund: A report on the MPCAs past use of the fund and why it is needed in the future, March
2021.
v
For example, the legislature could direct MDA and the University of Minnesota Extension to confirm that their
recommended nitrogen fertilizer best management practices will effectively prevent and minimize degradation of
groundwater as current recommended practices do not appear to be successful.
ii
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